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BRIEF

SC backs ED powers under PMLA

̈ Says power to
arrest not arbitrary
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

27-year-old Kashmiri calligrapher
Mustafa-Ibn-Jameel has created
a new world record by writing
the Holy Quran on a 500-meter
scroll in seven months.

Suicide
Khandwa: The bodies of
three tribal sisters were
found hanging from a tree
at a hamlet in Khandwa
district of Madhya
Pradesh, a police official
said on Wednesday. They
were found hanging at
Kota Falya near Bhamgarh
village around 11 pm on
Tuesday, he said. "The villagers found the three sisters hanging from a tree
and alerted the police.

Mishap

The Supreme Court on
Wednesday upheld the
Enforcement Directorate's
(ED) powers relating to arrest, attach property,
search and seize under the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act, in a huge
leg up for the central
agency often accused of
abusing its authority to
target the government's
political adversaries.
Observing that it is a
common experience world
over that money laundering can be a "threat" to the
good functioning of a financial system, the apex
court upheld the validity
of certain provisions of
the PMLA, some of which
were contested by over 240
petitioners,
including

Congress
MP
Karti
Chidambaram. In an order
that will cement the powers of the federal antimoney laundering agency,
a bench headed by Justice
A M Khanwilkar said authorities under the 2002
Act are "not police officers
as
such"
and
the
Enforcement
Case
Information
Report
(ECIR) cannot be equated
with an FIR under the
Code
of
Criminal
Procedure (CrPC). The

Stopped
New Delhi: Immigration
authorities at the airport
here stopped yet another
Kashmiri journalist from
travelling abroad, citing
restrictions imposed by
the Jammu and Kashmir
Police, officials said on
Wednesday. Akash
Hassan, who hails from
Anantnag district of South
Kashmir, was on his way
to Sri Lanka on Tuesday
evening when his boarding pass was cancelled
and he was offloaded
from the aircraft.

CWG OPENING CEREMONY

National Herald Case

Birmingham, Jul 27 (PTI):

The
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
Wednesday questioned
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi for over three
hours on the third day of
her deposition in the
National Herald newspaper linked money laundering case. No fresh summons were issued, officials
said.
Sonia Gandhi reached
the federal agency's office
in central Delhi at 11 am
accompanied by her
daughter
Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra and son
Rahul Gandhi.
The session began
around 11.15 am. The team
of investigators included

the main probe officer and
a person who took down
statements dictated by the
Congress chief.
Sonia Gandhi left the
ED office around 2 pm.
The 75-year old Gandhi
was questioned for over
eight hours in the last two
appearance and faced
about 65-70 questions, officials said.

Double Olympic medallist badminton ace PV
Sindhu was on Wednesday
named flagbearer of the
Indian contingent for the
opening ceremony of the
Commonwealth Games to
be held here on Thursday.
Olympic
champion
Neeraj Chopra, who was
also the defending champion in the Commonwealth
Games having won the
gold in Gold Coast four
years ago, was expected to
be the flagbearer.
But a groin injury following his silver medal at
the World Championships
forced him to pullout and
the
Indian
Olympic
Association picked Sindhu
to be the flagbearer from a
three-member shortlist.

ED files charge
sheet against
Satyendar Jain

NATURE’S FURY

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

Electrocuted
Sultanpur: Two people
died of electrocution in
separate incidents here
on Wednesday, police
said. In Kasaipur village
here, 19-year-old Muskan
accidently came in contact with a live wire while
planting paddy in a field,
Station House Officer
(Chanda) Ravi Singh said.
In a similar incident in
Tamarsepur village, Ram
Anuj Tiwari (60) was
electrocuted while he
was working in a field,
the police said.

Raped
Noida: A 12-year-old girl
on her way to school in
Noida was allegedly
raped by a 20-year-old
man on Wednesday,
prompting the police to
arrest the accused,
according to officials. The
accused, however, tried
to escape and clashed
with the police personnel
leading to gunshot
injuries to him as he was
taken into custody once
again, they said.
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Kashmiri separatist
leader Yasin Malik, who
was on a hunger strike in
Tihar jail in New Delhi,
has been admitted to the
RML hospital following a
fluctuation in his blood
pressure, sources said on
Wednesday. Malik has
submitted a letter to the
doctors at the medical facility, saying he did not
want to be treated, they
said. "He was admitted to
RML hospital on Tuesday
after fluctuation in his BP
levels," a source said.
Malik (56), the head of
the banned Jammu and
Kashmir
Liberation
Front, began his indefinite hunger strike on
Friday morning after the
Centre did not respond to
his plea that he be allowed to physically appear in a Jammu court
hearing the Rubaiya
Sayeed abduction case, in
which he is an accused.

ED grills Sonia Sindhu named India’s flagbearer
for over 3 hours
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

Shimla: Over 20 passengers were injured and
two others trapped after
a bus fell into a gorge
here on Wednesday, the
state disaster management department said.
The accident took place
in the Hira Nagar area
around 2.15 pm, according to the Shimla District
Emergency Operations
Centre (DEOC).

bench, also comprising
Justices
Dinesh
Maheshwari and C T
Ravikumar, said supply of
an ECIR copy in every
case to the person concerned is not mandatory
and it is enough if ED, at
the time of arrest, discloses the grounds of such arrest.
The petitioners in the
case had challenged the
ED's power of not disclosing the contents of ECIR,
contending it violated the

fundamental rights of the
accused.
The bench said in view
of the special mechanism
envisaged by the 2002 Act,
ECIR cannot be equated
with an FIR.
"ECIR is an internal document of the ED and the
fact that FIR in respect of
scheduled offence has not
been recorded does not
come in the way of the
Authorities referred to in
section 48 to commence inquiry/investigation for
initiating 'civil action' of
'provisional attachment' of
property being proceeds of
crime," it said.
The court was hearing a
clutch of over 200 petitions
filed by individuals and
other entities questioning
various provisions of the
PMLA, a law which the opposition has often claimed
has been weaponised by
the government to harass
its political adversaries.

Yasin Malik
hospitalised
New Delhi, Jul 27:

Stones roll down and block a road following a landslide at Nehru Kund on Tuesday
night, in Manali, Wednesday.

Oppn wants suspension
revoked, govt for good conduct
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
The Opposition in Lok Sabha on
Wednesday demanded the revocation of the suspension of the
four Congress MPs, but the
government insisted that it can
be withdrawn provided the
opposition members give assurance that they will not enter the
Well or display placards in the
House.
The demand was made by the
Nationalist Congress Party
(NCP), the Trinamool Congress
(TMC) and the Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK).
The Congress members were
not present in the House.
Several Congress MPs have
been detained after staging a
protest at Vijay Chowk against
the alleged "misuse" of probe
agencies. Responding to the
appeals by the opposition members, Parliamentary Affairs

Minister Pralhad Joshi
said,"with the speaker's permission, we are ready to withdraw, but are you ready to take
guarantee that they will not
come inside with placards and
will not come into the Well".
As the House met at 2 PM after
it was disrupted twice in the
morning, NCP leader Supriya
Sule said the Opposition is willing to cooperate with the government for the smooth functioning of the House.
"Yesterday and we request
today also, that four of our
members should be forgiven
and brought back to the House.
We want a debate, we want to
cooperate with the government.
Allow our members to come
back and we will not go into the
Well of the House," Sule said
after the chair, Rama Devi,
allowed her to speak on the
impasse in the House.

The Enforcement Directorate
on Wednesday filed a charge
sheet before a court here
against arrested Delhi Minister
Satyendar Jain and others in
an alleged money laundering
case. Special Judge Geetanjali
Goel is likely to take up the
matter later in the day.
Jain is currently in judicial custody. He was taken into custody under criminal sections
of the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA).
The ED had initiated a money
laundering investigation based
on a First Information Report
(FIR) registered by the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
on August 24, 2017, under the
sections of the Prevention of
Corruption Act against Jain
and others.

FRESH LEASE OF LIFE

Cab nod to Rs 1.64 lakh cr
BSNL revival package
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
The Union Cabinet on
Wednesday approved a Rs
1.64 lakh crore package for
the revival of state-owned
telecom firm BSNL,
Telecom
Minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw said.
The revival measures
approved by the Cabinet
focus on fresh capital for
upgrading services, allocating spectrum, de-stressing its balance sheet and
augmenting its fiber network by merging Bharat
Broadband Nigam Ltd
(BBNL) with BSNL.
Briefing reporters on
the decision taken by the
Union Cabinet, he said the
package has a cash component of Rs 43,964 crore and
a non-cash component of
Rs 1.2 lakh crore spread
over four years.
The government will
make administrative allocation of spectrum BSNL
needs to offer 4G services.
The allocation of spectrum in 900/1800 MHz
band at the cost of Rs
44,993 crore would be
through equity infusion.
He said to meet the pro-

jected capital expenditure
for next four years, the
government will fund
capex of Rs 22,471 crore for
developing 4G technology
stack.
Also, the government
will provide Rs 13,789
crore to BSNL as viabilitygap funding for commercially unviable rural wireline operations done during 2014-15 to 2019-20.
To de-stress the balance
sheet, Rs 33,404 crore
statutory dues will be converted into equity.
Besides, the government
will provide sovereign
guarantee for raising
money to repay current
loans, he said.

SpiceJet flights cut by 50%
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
Aviation
regulator
DGCA on Wednesday ordered SpiceJet to operate a
maximum of 50 per cent of
its flights for eight weeks
after several of its planes
reported technical malfunction recently.
During these eight
weeks, the budget carrier
will be subjected to "enhanced surveillance" by
the Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA).
The airline, however,
said there will be no flight
cancellations because of
the regulator's order as it
is already operating limited services "due to the current lean travel season".
On March 11, the DGCA
approved 4,192 weekly domestic flights of SpiceJet
for this year's summer

CONTROVERSIAL STATEMENT

schedule, which ends on
October 29.
Wednesday's
order
means the budget carrier
will be able to operate not
more than 2,096 weekly
flights for the next eight
weeks.
SpiceJet's planes were
involved in at least eight
incidents of technical malfunction between June 19
and July 5, following
which the DGCA on July 6
issued a show cause notice
to the airline.
"In view of the findings
of various spot checks, inspections and the reply to
the show cause notice submitted by SpiceJet, for the
continued sustenance of
safe and reliable transport
service, the number of departures of SpiceJet is
hereby restricted to 50 per
cent of the number of de-

partures approved under
summer schedule 2022 for
a period of eight weeks,"
the aviation regulator's
order on Wednesday said.
The DGCA mentioned
that if the airline wants to
increase the number of
flights beyond 50 per cent
during the eight weeks, it
will have to demonstrate
that it has "sufficient technical support and financial resources to safely and
efficiently undertake such
enhanced capacity".
The regulator said that
it conducted a financial
audit of the airline in
September last year and
found the carrier is operating on a "cash and carry
model" and the suppliers
and vendors are not being
paid on a regular basis,
leading to a shortage of
spare parts.

CENTRE’S GUIDELINES FOR MONKEY POX

‘21-day isolation, keeping
‘UP govt showering flowers on
kanwariyas, bulldozing houses of Muslims’ lesions fully covered’
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

Lucknow, Jul 27 (PTI):
AIMIM
chief
Asaduddin Owaisi on
Wednesday accused the
Uttar Pradesh government
of adopting a discriminatory approach by showering flower petals on kanwariyas but bulldozing the
houses of Muslims.
Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
had on Monday undertook
an aerial survey of the ongoing Kanwar Yatra in
western parts of the state
where flower petals were
also showered on kanwariyas.
Kanwariyas (devotees of
Lord Shiva) from different
parts of the country col-

Govt refutes
allegations

Asaduddin Owaisi
lect water from the Ganga
river at Haridwar in
Uttarakhand to offer at
Shiva temples back home
in the month of Shrawan.

Meanwhile, the Uttar
Pradesh government refuted
Owaisi's allegations.
Deputy Chief Minister Keshav
Prasad Maurya said the
AIMIM leader is known for
practising divisive politics in
the name of religion.
Weren't Muslims getting
houses under government
schemes or water under the
"Har Ghar Jal" programme?
BJP is following the mantra
of "sabka saath, sabka vikas"
he said. BJP MP Subrat
Pathak said Owaisi is trying
to become a "future
(Mohammad Ali) Jinnah" -the founder of Pakistan.

A 21-day isolation, wearing masks, following hand
hygiene, keeping lesions
fully covered and waiting
for those to fully heal are
among the guidelines by
the Central government
for monkeypox patients
and their contacts.
The national capital has
reported one confirmed
case of monkeypox, taking
the total number of such
patients in the country to
four.
Till now, 14 contacts of
Delhi's first monkeypox
patient have been identified and none of them has
shown symptoms, sources
said, adding one of the
contacts had complained

of body ache but he is
doing fine now and has no
symptoms. Another suspected case has been admitted to the Lok Nayak
Jai Prakash (LNJP)
Hospital in Delhi and the
samples have been sent to
the National Institute of
Virology, Pune.
Officials, however, said
there is no need to panic.
One has to stay in isolation
for 21 days from the last
contact with a monkeypox
patient or their contaminated materials, they said.
Monkeypox is a viral
zoonosis that gets transmitted to humans from animals with symptoms similar to those seen in smallpox patients, albeit clinically less severe.
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VACCINATION

BJP presents 84-point charge-sheet
on no confidence against govt
Govt fulfilled majority of promises, claims Congress MLA Markam
Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Jul 27: The opposition BJP on Wednesday
presented an 84-point
charge-sheet
in
the
Chhattisgarh Assembly as
part of its no-confidence
motion moved against the
Congress government in
the state where the
Assembly polls are due
next year.
On the last day of the
six-day monsoon session
of the Assembly, the debate was initiated on the
no-confidence
motion
brought by the BJP during
which the opposition
members accused the
Congress of having failed
on several fronts and

ditching farmers, youth
and government employees.
Leader of Opposition
Dharam Lal Kaushik
tabled the charge-sheet in
the House.
Initiating the debate,
senior
BJP
MLA
Brijmohan Agrawal hit
out at the Congress government and said the notrust motion was brought
as a minister had himself
expressed no confidence
in
Chief
Minister
Bhupesh Baghel.
Even the administration
does not have faith in the
government, he claimed.
Why didn’t the CM expelled that minister? The
CM does not have the

Purchase of
‘gaumutra’ to
commence in
Gauthans from today
Raipur,
July
27:
Chhattisgarh government
is all set to start purchasing ‘gaumutra’ (cow urine)
from ‘Hareli’ festival
which is falling this year
on July 28. Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel will
launch this initiative by
purchasing ‘gaumutra’
from Gauthan established
in village Karsa of Patan
block of Durg district. In
Raipur district, the purchase of ‘gaumutra’ will
start from Gauthans established in Navagaon (L) of
Abhanpur block and village Badgaon in Arang
block.
After the success of this
innovative scheme, the
government has decided to
purchase ‘gaumutra’ as
well. The cow urine purchased under this scheme
will be used to make pest
control products etc.

Central Chronicle News

the panchayat and rural
development department,
one of the four portfolios
held by him, claiming he
was being sidelined.
Citing claims made by
the minister in his letter to
the CM, Agrawal claimed
the state government
snatched 18 lakh houses of
the poor to which they
were entitled under the
Prime Minister Aawas
Yojna as funds under the
state’s share were not provided for the scheme.
He said a committee
headed by chief secretary
was constituted to approve
works of the panchayat department against the Rule
of Business. How can officials grant nod to works

approved by a minister? he
questioned.
He also levelled allegations against the government on several fronts.
Refuting the charges,
Chhattisgarh Congress
chief and MLA Mohan
Markam said the state government has fulfilled 30
out of its 36 poll promises
in the last three-and-a-half
years. He highlighted the
government’s achievements and claimed the unemployment rate has significantly declined in the
state.
He alleged that the BJP
and
the
Rashtriya
Swayamsevak
Sangh
(RSS) indulged in dividing
the people and society.

Raipur, Jul 27: The opposition BJP on Wednesday
presented an 84-point
charge-sheet
in
the
Chhattisgarh Assembly as
part of its no-confidence
motion moved against the
Congress government in
the state where the
Assembly polls are due
next year.
On the last day of the
six-day monsoon session
of the Assembly, the debate was initiated on the
no-confidence
motion
brought by the BJP during
which the opposition
members accused the
Congress of having failed
on several fronts and

Ch’garh passes resolution, asks Centre BJP creates ruckus over regularization of employees
Uproar over claims on politically motivated govt holiday
to withdraw forest conservation rules

Purchase of
‘gaumutra’ to
commence in
Gauthans from today

Ch’garh passes resolution, asks Centre BJP creates ruckus over regularization of employees
Uproar over claims on politically motivated govt holiday
to withdraw forest conservation rules

Raipur, Jul 27:

Raipur,
July
27:
Chhattisgarh government
is all set to start purchasing ‘gaumutra’ (cow urine)
from ‘Hareli’ festival
which is falling this year
on July 28. Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel will
launch this initiative by
purchasing ‘gaumutra’
from Gauthan established
in village Karsa of Patan
block of Durg district. In
Raipur district, the purchase of ‘gaumutra’ will
start from Gauthans established in Navagaon (L) of
Abhanpur block and village Badgaon in Arang
block.
After the success of this
innovative scheme, the
government has decided to
purchase ‘gaumutra’ as
well. The cow urine purchased under this scheme
will be used to make pest
control products etc.

Raipur, Jul 27:

courage. Even the minister did not have courage
and wanted to stick to the
cabinet, Agrawal claimed.
He was referring to minister T S Singh Deo, who
on July 16 resigned from

Vaccination gains momentum at the vaccination centres here on Wednesday.

Central Chronicle News

The
Chhattisgarh
Assembly on Tuesday
unanimously passed a resolution recommending the
Central government to
withdraw forest conservation rules 2022, arguing
the amended provisions
under them will adversely
affect the interests of tribals and other forest
dwellers.
The government resolution tabled by Forest and
Climate Change Minister
Mohammad Akbar stated,
The Central government
notification on June 28
this year about Forest
(conservation) Rules 2022’
which provide amendment in provisions of
granting permission to activities in forest areas
would affect the lives and
interests of scheduled

tribes and other forest
dwellers living in forest
area. Therefore, the house
recommends withdrawing
the rules enacted by
Ministry of Environment,
Forest
and
Climate
Change expressing its disagreement. Tabling the
resolution, the minister
said the amended rules
will also create difficulties
for forest dwellers possessing forest rights certificates.
During the discussion,
BJP MLA Brijmohan
Agrawal said the Centre
had sought consent of
states before introducing
amendments and sought
to
know
what
the
Chhattisgarh government
wanted to prove by expressing disagreement
now.
Does the government
want that rail lines should

 Former RBI
Governor
Raghuram Rajan,
APIC President
Shashi Tharoor and
other dignitaries
will be present

AICC Secretary Szarita
Laitphlang addressing
media persons at Rajiv
Bhavan informed that All
India
Professional
Congress (AIPC) is going
to complete 5 years and
on this occasion it is
going to organize a progarmme at Deendayal
Upadhyay auditorium on
July 30 and 31. In this

Govt fulfilled majority of promises, claims Congress MLA Markam
approved by a minister? he
questioned.
He also levelled allegations against the government on several fronts.
Refuting the charges,
Chhattisgarh Congress
chief and MLA Mohan
Markam said the state government has fulfilled 30
out of its 36 poll promises
in the last three-and-a-half
years. He highlighted the
government’s achievements and claimed the unemployment rate has significantly declined in the
state.
He alleged that the BJP
and
the
Rashtriya
Swayamsevak
Sangh
(RSS) indulged in dividing
the people and society.

ditching farmers, youth
and government employees.
Leader of Opposition
Dharam Lal Kaushik
tabled the charge-sheet in
the House.
Initiating the debate,
senior
BJP
MLA
Brijmohan Agrawal hit
out at the Congress government and said the notrust motion was brought
as a minister had himself
expressed no confidence
in
Chief
Minister
Bhupesh Baghel.
Even the administration
does not have faith in the
government, he claimed.
Why didn’t the CM expelled that minister? The
CM does not have the

AIPC to organize prog
in Raipur on July 30-31

Raipur, Jul 27:

the panchayat and rural
development department,
one of the four portfolios
held by him, claiming he
was being sidelined.
Citing claims made by
the minister in his letter to
the CM, Agrawal claimed
the state government
snatched 18 lakh houses of
the poor to which they
were entitled under the
Prime Minister Aawas
Yojna as funds under the
state’s share were not provided for the scheme.
He said a committee
headed by chief secretary
was constituted to approve
works of the panchayat department against the Rule
of Business. How can officials grant nod to works

VACCINATION

BJP presents 84-point charge-sheet
on no confidence against govt

around 600 professionals
and members of AIPC
from Chhattisgarh including doctors, engineers, businessman and
other intelligentsia will
be present.
In this programme,
heads of Congress from
more than 20 states will
also be present and this
include former Governor
Raghuram
Rajan,
National
President

Professional Congress
Shashi Tharoor and other
senior Congress leaders.
On this occasion CM
Bhupesh Baghel and former
Governor
RBI
Raghuram Rajan would
share special talks on
‘Nyay Yojana’. In this programme a special seminar will also be organized
and which discussions on
how to make earning of
livelihood in rural perspective more convenient
and simpler will be held,
she added.

not be expanded, dams
should not be built, big
projects should not come
(in tribal areas)?. Does the
state government want
tribals to remain backward and no development
to take place in forest
areas?” Agrawal asked.
Subsequently, minister
Akbar said the central
government did not take
consent from the state
while framing the rules
and maintained there was
a wider public interest behind the resolution.
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel said the Centre has
abolished the rights granted to gram sabhas (village
assemblies) and this
should not have happened.
After the discussion, the
resolution was passed
unanimously in the
House.

Raipur, Jul 27: Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) members on Wednesday created ruckus in Chhattisgarh
Legislative Assembly over
regularation of contractual, non-regular and Daily
Wage employees and
staged walkout from the
proceedings to register unhappy over the reply from
the Treasury bench.
Raising the issue during
question hour session, the
Leader of Opposition
Dharmlal Kaushik on the
question in absence of
BJP MLA Vidyaratan
Bhasin, questioned the approach of state government as recommendations
was sought since the year
2019 but no effective steps
were taken to take a call.
BJP Legislators wanted a
time-limit for the decision
of such employees. While
replying to the questions,
the
Chief
Minister

Raipur: Congress MLAs on Wednesday strongly objected to the statement of senior
BJP MLA Ajay Chandrakar on the issue of government holiday on the occasion of
World Tribal Day which stalled the proceedings of Chhattisgarh Legislative
Assembly for ten minutes. While Parliamentary Affairs Minister Ravindra Choubey
was giving statement on behalf of state government on no confidence motion, the
BJP Legislator Ajay Chandakar termed the announcement of government holiday
on World Tribal Day to be a political move who claimed that Tribal Day is observed
across Global only to support them on the current scenario in various countries
whereas the situation is quite good in Chhattisgarh and added that government holiday is politically motivated. It sparked controversy with the tribal Minister Kawashi
Lakhma, Amarjeet Bhagat and other MLAs registering protest. Assembly Speaker
Dr Mahant also expressed his reservations over the behaviour of both the ruling and
opposition MLAs as repeated obstructions were created when the no confidence motion discussion was to be started in Chhattisgarh Legislative Assembly.
Bhupesh Baghel who also
holds
the
General
Administration
Department portfolio,
said that information
have been collected by the
committee headed by
Principal Secretary rank
officer and added that all
efforts would be made to
live up to the promises
made in the election manifesto. He however, said

‘MMNRY’ to be commenced on the occasion of Hareli Tihaar
Raipur, Jul 27:
With an aim to make
women of the state
aware of their constitutional rights and laws,
Chhattisgarh Women
Commission has taken
an initiative to organize
‘Mukhyamantri Mahtari
Nyay Rath Yatra’. Chief
Minister
Bhupesh
Baghel will flag off the
‘Mukhyamantri Mahtari
Nyay Rath’ on the day of
Hareli Tihaar.
This Rath (chariot)
will travel in all the districts and make people
aware about the legal
provisions of women
and their constitutional
rights, through short
films, messages and
brochures.
Mukhyamantri
Mahtari Nyay Rath
Yatra will be conducted
by
State
Women
Commission.
Each
Mahatari Nyay Rath will
have two advocates present, who will listen to

 New Initiative of State Women’s Commission
to create Legal Awareness among Women
 CM Baghel will flag off the Mahtari Nyay
Rath on Hareli
the grievances of women
and provide them information and advice.
Women will also be able
to submit their applications for resolution of
their grievances to
Women’s Commission,
through Nyay Rath.
There will be a large
LED screen, on which
nationally-awarded educational short films in
Chhattisgarhi and Hindi
will be shown.
The state government
has
made
special
changes in the DMF policy for Mahtari Nyay
Rath. The DMF amount
received by the district
will be used for the operation of Nyay Rath.
Chairperson of State
Women’s Commission
Dr. Kiranmayi Nayak

said that it is important
for every women, educated or uneducated, housewives or working, to be
aware of the functions of
Women’s Commission,
be infor med about the
relevant laws and rules,
and to be educated about
their legal rights. And
with an aim to spread
legal awareness among
women, Mukhyamantri
Mahtari Nyay Rath is
being commenced on the
occasion
of
Hareli
Tihaar.
Through
these
Mahatari Nyay Raths,
women will be informed
about the process of applying
to
Women’s
Commission for resolution of their grievances.
Women will also be provided legal advice and

Rajesh S. Ingle, GM, BoI organises business review meeting with staff

Raipur, Jul 27:
The General Manager of
Bank of India Rajesh S.
Engle arrived in Raipur on
July 27. On his special tour,
many activities were organized under the guidance of
Rajesh Ingle. Meetings were
held by the General Manager
with senior officers of various government institutions,

in which a special scheme
was started for the employees working in all these institutions. Under the Special
Salary Account, free accidental death insurance up to Rs
50 lakh will be provided to all
gover nment
employees
whose salary account is in
Bank of India, which will
provide a social security to
all employees.Apart from

that time limit could not
be told. It created resentment among the opposition
MLAs.
BJP
Legislator
Ajay
Chandrakar asked on
which ground the 25 employees have been made
regular
employees.
Amidst pandemonium
like situation with the
MLAs from both the ruling Congress and opposi-

this, various types of loans
such as home loan / car loan
/ education loan etc.
will be made available to
all the employees at low interest rates.
During his visit, the
General Manager held a
business review meeting
with all the staff of Bank of
India and guided for business growth.

counselling for their situation. At first, this
Rath will cover the nine
districts that are receiving Mineral Trust Fund.
Later, it would tour the
remaining districts of
the state.
Dr. Nayak said that in
the last three and a half
years, state government
has implemented many
schemes to empower the
mothers and sisters of
Chhattisgarh socially,
economically and politically. The success of
these schemes has become an example for the
entire country.
Now, moving a step
further, Chhattisgarh
Gover nment has come
up with another one-ofits-kind scheme to boost
confidence of women by
making them aware of
their legal rights.
This scheme will play
an important role in controlling the crimes
against women in the
state.

tion BJP MLAs holding
each other responsible for
the delay, the Speaker Dr
Charandas Mahant adjourned the proceedings
for 10 minutes.
CM Baghel gave reply to
the questions of the BJP
members after the proceedings resumed but the
opposition
members
staged walkout to register
protest on the issue.

Vice Chancellor
inaugurates newly
constructed
college canteen
Raipur, Jul 27: The Vice
Chancellor of Indira
Gandhi
Agricultural
University, Dr. Girish
Chandel inaugurated the
fully equipped college canteen
of
Agriculture
College, Raipur here on
Wednesday. This twostorey canteen has a seating capacity of about 400
people. Breakfast, lunch
and dinner have been
arranged in the college
canteen. Food and refreshments have been arranged
for the students on the
ground floor in the canteen building.
On the first floor,
arrangements have been
made for conference hall
and party hall, where food
and snacks can be
arranged for the participants attending government meetings, workshops
and conferences. Various
cuisines like North Indian,
South Indian, Chinese etc.

courage. Even the minister did not have courage
and wanted to stick to the
cabinet, Agrawal claimed.
He was referring to minister T S Singh Deo, who
on July 16 resigned from

Central Chronicle News

The
Chhattisgarh
Assembly on Tuesday
unanimously passed a resolution recommending the
Central government to
withdraw forest conservation rules 2022, arguing
the amended provisions
under them will adversely
affect the interests of tribals and other forest
dwellers.
The government resolution tabled by Forest and
Climate Change Minister
Mohammad Akbar stated,
The Central government
notification on June 28
this year about Forest
(conservation) Rules 2022’
which provide amendment in provisions of
granting permission to activities in forest areas
would affect the lives and
interests of scheduled

tribes and other forest
dwellers living in forest
area. Therefore, the house
recommends withdrawing
the rules enacted by
Ministry of Environment,
Forest
and
Climate
Change expressing its disagreement. Tabling the
resolution, the minister
said the amended rules
will also create difficulties
for forest dwellers possessing forest rights certificates.
During the discussion,
BJP MLA Brijmohan
Agrawal said the Centre
had sought consent of
states before introducing
amendments and sought
to
know
what
the
Chhattisgarh government
wanted to prove by expressing disagreement
now.
Does the government
want that rail lines should

AIPC to organize prog
in Raipur on July 30-31

 Former RBI
Governor
Raghuram Rajan,
APIC President
Shashi Tharoor and
other dignitaries
will be present

Raipur, Jul 27:
AICC Secretary Szarita
Laitphlang addressing
media persons at Rajiv
Bhavan informed that All
India
Professional
Congress (AIPC) is going
to complete 5 years and
on this occasion it is
going to organize a progarmme at Deendayal
Upadhyay auditorium on
July 30 and 31. In this

around 600 professionals
and members of AIPC
from Chhattisgarh including doctors, engineers, businessman and
other intelligentsia will
be present.
In this programme,
heads of Congress from
more than 20 states will
also be present and this
include former Governor
Raghuram
Rajan,
National
President

Professional Congress
Shashi Tharoor and other
senior Congress leaders.
On this occasion CM
Bhupesh Baghel and former
Governor
RBI
Raghuram Rajan would
share special talks on
‘Nyay Yojana’. In this programme a special seminar will also be organized
and which discussions on
how to make earning of
livelihood in rural perspective more convenient
and simpler will be held,
she added.

Rajesh S. Ingle, GM, BoI organises
business review meeting with staff

Raipur, Jul 27:
The General Manager
of Bank of India Rajesh
S. Engle arrived in
Raipur on July 27. On his
special tour, many activities were organized under

Vaccination gains momentum at the vaccination centres here on Wednesday.

the guidance of Rajesh
Ingle. Meetings were held
by the General Manager
with senior officers of
various government institutions, in which a special scheme was started
for the employees work-

ing in all these institutions. Under the Special
Salary Account, free accidental death insurance
up to Rs 50 lakh will be
provided to all government employees whose
salary account is in Bank
of India, which will provide a social security to
all employees.
Apart from this, various types of loans such as
home loan / car loan / education loan etc.
will be made available
to all the employees at low
interest rates.
During his visit, the
General Manager held a
business review meeting
with all the staff of Bank
of India and guided for
business growth.

not be expanded, dams
should not be built, big
projects should not come
(in tribal areas)?. Does the
state government want
tribals to remain backward and no development
to take place in forest
areas?” Agrawal asked.
Subsequently, minister
Akbar said the central
government did not take
consent from the state
while framing the rules
and maintained there was
a wider public interest behind the resolution.
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel said the Centre has
abolished the rights granted to gram sabhas (village
assemblies) and this
should not have happened.
After the discussion, the
resolution was passed
unanimously in the
House.

Raipur, Jul 27: Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) members on Wednesday created ruckus in Chhattisgarh
Legislative Assembly over
regularation of contractual, non-regular and Daily
Wage employees and
staged walkout from the
proceedings to register unhappy over the reply from
the Treasury bench.
Raising the issue during
question hour session, the
Leader of Opposition
Dharmlal Kaushik on the
question in absence of
BJP MLA Vidyaratan
Bhasin, questioned the approach of state government as recommendations
was sought since the year
2019 but no effective steps
were taken to take a call.
BJP Legislators wanted a
time-limit for the decision
of such employees. While
replying to the questions,
the
Chief
Minister

Raipur: Congress MLAs on Wednesday strongly objected to the statement of senior
BJP MLA Ajay Chandrakar on the issue of government holiday on the occasion of
World Tribal Day which stalled the proceedings of Chhattisgarh Legislative
Assembly for ten minutes. While Parliamentary Affairs Minister Ravindra Choubey
was giving statement on behalf of state government on no confidence motion, the
BJP Legislator Ajay Chandakar termed the announcement of government holiday
on World Tribal Day to be a political move who claimed that Tribal Day is observed
across Global only to support them on the current scenario in various countries
whereas the situation is quite good in Chhattisgarh and added that government holiday is politically motivated. It sparked controversy with the tribal Minister Kawashi
Lakhma, Amarjeet Bhagat and other MLAs registering protest. Assembly Speaker
Dr Mahant also expressed his reservations over the behaviour of both the ruling and
opposition MLAs as repeated obstructions were created when the no confidence motion discussion was to be started in Chhattisgarh Legislative Assembly.
Bhupesh Baghel who also
holds
the
General
Administration
Department portfolio,
said that information
have been collected by the
committee headed by
Principal Secretary rank
officer and added that all
efforts would be made to
live up to the promises
made in the election manifesto. He however, said

that time limit could not
be told. It created resentment among the opposition
MLAs.
BJP
Legislator
Ajay
Chandrakar asked on
which ground the 25 employees have been made
regular
employees.
Amidst pandemonium
like situation with the
MLAs from both the ruling Congress and opposi-

‘MMNRY’ to be commenced on the occasion of Hareli Tihaar
Raipur, Jul 27:
With an aim to make
women of the state
aware of their constitutional rights and laws,
Chhattisgarh Women
Commission has taken
an initiative to organize
‘Mukhyamantri Mahtari
Nyay Rath Yatra’. Chief
Minister
Bhupesh
Baghel will flag off the
‘Mukhyamantri Mahtari
Nyay Rath’ on the day of
Hareli Tihaar.
This Rath (chariot)
will travel in all the districts and make people
aware about the legal
provisions of women
and their constitutional
rights, through short
films, messages and
brochures.
Mukhyamantri
Mahtari Nyay Rath
Yatra will be conducted
by
State
Women
Commission.
Each
Mahatari Nyay Rath will
have two advocates present, who will listen to

 New Initiative of State Women’s Commission
to create Legal Awareness among Women
 CM Baghel will flag off the Mahtari Nyay
Rath on Hareli
the grievances of women
and provide them information and advice.
Women will also be able
to submit their applications for resolution of
their grievances to
Women’s Commission,
through Nyay Rath.
There will be a large
LED screen, on which
nationally-awarded educational short films in
Chhattisgarhi and Hindi
will be shown.
The state government
has
made
special
changes in the DMF policy for Mahtari Nyay
Rath. The DMF amount
received by the district
will be used for the operation of Nyay Rath.
Chairperson of State
Women’s Commission
Dr. Kiranmayi Nayak

said that it is important
for every women, educated or uneducated, housewives or working, to be
aware of the functions of
Women’s Commission,
be infor med about the
relevant laws and rules,
and to be educated about
their legal rights. And
with an aim to spread
legal awareness among
women, Mukhyamantri
Mahtari Nyay Rath is
being commenced on the
occasion
of
Hareli
Tihaar.
Through
these
Mahatari Nyay Raths,
women will be informed
about the process of applying
to
Women’s
Commission for resolution of their grievances.
Women will also be provided legal advice and

Body of businessman
found from Kharun

 Near Kumhari
bridge

Raipur, Jul 27: The
body of missing businessman
from
Rajendra Nagar was
found after 2 days
from Kharun River.
Two-days back the
family member of
the missing person
had filed a complaint
in the thana and as
per details by the
Police, the missing
businessman from
Pandri Ajay Thorani
was found from the
river below the
Kharun bridge in
Kumhari
on
Wednesday.
The
abandoned Activa of

the businessman was
found near Kumhari
bridge itself.
Prior to this the
family members of
the businessman informed that he was
under heavy debts
and had taken loan
and from many and
on which the persons
who have given loan
used to trouble and

threatened him for
repayment. Getting
frustrated on being
unable to pay the outstanding on time, the
businessman left the
house and even after
searching him for
hours, no information could be collected.
It was after filing
missing report in
thana that the body
was found two-days
after and the police is
saying that it can be
case of suicide or
murder as well and is
investigating taking
both options. The
body has been sent
for post-mortem and
further reports are
awaited.

counselling for their situation. At first, this
Rath will cover the nine
districts that are receiving Mineral Trust Fund.
Later, it would tour the
remaining districts of
the state.
Dr. Nayak said that in
the last three and a half
years, state government
has implemented many
schemes to empower the
mothers and sisters of
Chhattisgarh socially,
economically and politically. The success of
these schemes has become an example for the
entire country.
Now, moving a step
further, Chhattisgarh
Gover nment has come
up with another one-ofits-kind scheme to boost
confidence of women by
making them aware of
their legal rights.
This scheme will play
an important role in controlling the crimes
against women in the
state.

tion BJP MLAs holding
each other responsible for
the delay, the Speaker Dr
Charandas Mahant adjourned the proceedings
for 10 minutes.
CM Baghel gave reply to
the questions of the BJP
members after the proceedings resumed but the
opposition
members
staged walkout to register
protest on the issue.

Vice Chancellor
inaugurates newly
constructed
college canteen
Raipur, Jul 27: The Vice
Chancellor of Indira
Gandhi
Agricultural
University, Dr. Girish
Chandel inaugurated the
fully equipped college canteen
of
Agriculture
College, Raipur here on
Wednesday. This twostorey canteen has a seating capacity of about 400
people. Breakfast, lunch
and dinner have been
arranged in the college
canteen. Food and refreshments have been arranged
for the students on the
ground floor in the canteen building.
On the first floor,
arrangements have been
made for conference hall
and party hall, where food
and snacks can be
arranged for the participants attending government meetings, workshops
and conferences. Various
cuisines like North Indian,
South Indian, Chinese etc.
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CM to launch the purchase BSF conducts tree
of cow urine from Karsa plantation drive at schools

Bhilai, Jul 27:

On the auspicious occasion of Hareli, Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
will inaugurate the purchase of cow urine from
village Karsa in Patan
block. Livestock owners
will be able to sell cow
urine at Rs 4 per liter. This
scheme will provide a big
financial boost to the cattle owners of the state. Till
now, the farmers had been
selling cow dung.
With the launch of the
new scheme, the work of
livestock development
will get a boost by increasing the income of cattle
owners. Experts believe
that by practicing animal
husbandry along with
agriculture, farmers can
double their income.
Farmers' Convention has
also been organized in village Karsa on this occa-

sion. New agricultural
equipment
will
be
launched
here.
Agricultural exhibitions
will also be organized for
farmers.
The
Chief
Minister will interact
with the farmers and will
also honour them.
Chief Minister will ride
a bullock cart to the venue
of this programme. He
will worship Gaumata as
well as the agricultural
implements as per the tradition.
Paddy straws chopped
with a machine will be fed
to the cows. On the occasion of Hareli, cows are
worshipped traditionally
in Chhattisgarh. It needs
to be mentioned here that
last year the Chief
Minister had come out of
his residence on a bullock
cart to celebrate the festival of Hareli in a traditional way. The special at-

traction of the Kisan
Sammelan will be the
launch of new agricultural equipment. The most
important among these is
a Drone through which
the appropriate amount of
fertilizer and insecticide
can be sprayed in a very
short time. Along with
this, state-of-the-art equipment useful for agriculture will also be put on
display. Experts will also

Cops form human chain
resembling map of Chhattisgarh
Bhilai, Jul 27: On the eve of
Hareli festival, the women cops
of Durg Police organised celebrations and formed a human
chain resembling the map of
Chhattisgarh state. The event
was organised under the guidance of Superintendent of Police
Dr Abhishek Pallava, Additional
Superintendent of Police (City)
Sanjay
Dhruv,
Additional
Superintendent of Police (Rural)
Anant Sahu and Additional
Superintendent
of
Police
(IUCAW) Meeta Pawar. Under
the leadership of Deputy
Superintendent
of
Police
(IUCAW) Shilpa Sahu, Hareli festival was celebrated by all the
women police officers employees. The women cops dressed in

green attire made a human
chain to draw the map of
Chhattisgarh. They offered
prayers to Chhattisgarh Mahtari
and wished for the progress and
prosperity of Chhattisgarh
state. Through the human chain,
they tried to display that the
state has the status of Mahtari
(mother) for them.
Various sports events were
organized on the occasion. They
enjoyed Chhattisgarhi dance,
song and music programme.
During this event, people were
made
aware
about
the
Abhivyakti App. Police officers
assisted the women in downloading this App in their mobile
phones and explained about its
use.

attend this conference to
provide
information
about modern farming
methods and new techniques in farming.
Hareli is the festival of
farming and the biggest
day
of
sports
in
Chhattisgarh. Gedi competition will also be held
in Karsa and the winners
will be honored. Games
like
Gedi
Race,
Bumblebee,
Pithul,
Kancha, Kite, Goli Spoon,
Kho-kho, Tow Pull, Tigga
Goti and Gilli Danda will
also be organized.
Hareli festival is the
most special festival to
wish for a good harvest. It
is also a time for celebration and also to plan for a
better Kharif crop.
The Chief Minister will
interact with the farmers
in the farmers' conference. The Chief Minister,
being a farmer, will also

share his experiences.
Along with this, information will be provided
about the schemes started
by the government in the
interest of agriculture.
Farmers will share their
experiences and discuss
significant issues with
CM and other subject experts.
Government is purchasing Cow Urine as another
step towards promotion of
organic farming. To
achieve the goal of organic farming, it is necessary
that the cattle breeding
and rearing should be
profitable for the farmers.
Large scale production of
organic manure is being
done in the state through
purchase of cow dung and
production of vermi compost. Now the purchase of
cow urine will create a
source of additional income for the farmers.

Bhilai, Jul 27:
Under the directions of IG
Indraj Singh (BSF Frontier
Headquarters,
Special
Operations, Bhilai), tree plantation programmes were
organised at Saraswati Shishu
Mandir, Sector 4 and Maharishi
Dayanand Arya Vidyalaya in
Sector 6. More than 260
saplings of different trees were
planted during this programme. Along with fighting

naxals, the BSF is also committed to the protection of the
environment. BSF conducts
tree plantation drives every
year during Monsoon in its
area of deployment and adjoining places. After the tree plantation drive, Arvinder Singh
(DIG,
PSO,
Frontier
Headquarters, Bhilai) said that
forests and environment are
the integral part of human life
and hence it is the duty of
every person to protect the

environment. He urged all to
plant more and more trees for
spreading greenery.
Saraswati Shishu Mandir,
Sector 4 Principal Sangeeta
Pawar, Secretary Shivram
Shukla, Salute Tiranga State
President Manoj Thakre,
Maharshi Dayanand Arya
Vidyalaya Sector 6 President
Avni Bhushan Puran, Prakash
Kumar Pandey, Satyanarayan
Swami and others were present.

a pride for the college that
one of the alumni who attended and spoke, Rakhee
Mayuri, IFS, is an Indian
Diplomat. She is currently
First Secretary (Political)
@Embassy of India to
Israel. Earlier she worked
in the West Asia & North
Africa Division, MEA and
Indian Mission to the EU.
An important item of

the agenda was to select
the office bearers for the
next academic year, and
the following were selected: Kashish Shukla,
President,
(Pune),
Mushtaq Alam, Secretary,
(Nagpur) and Dr Achala
Jain (Bhilai) as Treasurer.
The Principal of CCET, Dr
Dipali Soren; would be the
ex- officio Vice President

of
the
Alumni
Association. This was concluded very smoothly, and
all of them spoke briefly.
Among other plans, one
which met with great enthusiasm was the plan to
hold a live meeting of the
Association in the College
Campus in Kailash Nagar,
Bhilai, sometime in
October. The Alumni
Association meet was very
well organised with participation of over 150 ex-students, under the supervision of Rev Fr Philip
Kuruvilla, Administrative
Coordinator, Dr Dipali
Soren, Principal and the
CCET's Alumni Team
under Lincy Mendonza.

Notorious thieves arrested with stolen bikes and mobiles Students of SRG make it to Smart India Hackathon 2022 finale
Bhilai, Jul 27: Police have
arrested two notorious
thieves and recovered five
stolen bikes and two stolen
mobile phones from their
possession.
Inspector
Durgesh Sharma (SHO,
Supela) informed that
under the guidance of SP
Dr Abhishek Pallava, ASP
(City) Sanjay Dhruv and
CSP (Bhilai Nagar) Nasar
Siddhiqui, the team of
Supela Police is making all
possible efforts to trace the
accused of thefts, lifting
and burglaries. In this sequel, Police received a tip
off regarding a suspect
Upendra Sao of Contractor
Colony, Supela who possessed a stolen bike. The

suspect was taken into custody and during interrogation, he confessed to have
stolen four bikes from different places. He further

confessed to have snatched
mobile phones from two
places. Police have recovered the stolen bikes and
mobile phones from the

Bhilai Maitri College organises
‘Kala Nirmitti’ workshop

Bhilai, Jul 27:
Bhilai Maitri College
with IQAC organized the
five-day workshop "Kala
Nirmitti" from July 20 to
July 25, 2022 for women of
the city. The chief guest
and
subject
expert
Rukmini
Chaturvedi,
Special Guest Dr Sajitha
Thambi (Director MECA
and Principal Maitri
Vidya Niketan), and Dr
Surekha Vinod Patil
(Principal Bhilai Maitri
College) started the program by lighting up the
lamp to pay devotion towards Goddess Saraswati.
The program proceeded
with the welcome speech
of Dr Surekha Vinod Patil
and followed by the motivational speech of Dr
Sajitha Thambi to rejuvenate women.

The main objective of
this workshop was to integrate art and craft in participants to ensure holistic
and creative growth in
them. The first day was focused on jute art. All participants got an opportunity to learn how to make
different attractive table
mats, foot mats, and wall
hangings by using jute.
This opportunity will enable them to have a smart
way to grow handmade
businesses on a small
scale.
On the next day Seema
Dwivedi, Asst Prof, Shri
Shankaracharya
Mahavidyalaya and on the
third day a famous artist
of Bhilai Durg, Rajesh
Kumar Basak were the resource persons who taught
participants to make useful and productive things

from waste materials;
such as bottle art, balloon
craft, bandhani work, and
wall hangings. On the last
day of the workshop, the
college conducted an exhibition of the art and crafts
work which was made by
participants.
College Alumni and
Judge Megha Sablok,
Craft Expert, appreciated
the artwork and motivated
participants by announcing first and second prize
winners. The certificates
were distributed to all the
participants.
Rajam
Sudhakaran, President,
MECA
(Maitri
Educational
Cultural
Association) congratulated all the staff members of
BMC and motivated them
to conduct more such programs in future. Directors
of MECA, Dr Sajitha
Thambi, SSajeev and S
Sajan congratulated all the
staff members for successfully organizing the program. Directors appreciated the Coordinators
Swapna Anil and Dr
Shalini Verma for conducting such a wonderful
program for the benefit of
women under the guidance of Principal Dr
Surekha Vinod Patil.

possession of the accused.
The accused further disclosed the name of his accomplice who had also kept
a stolen bike. On the basis
of this information, police
arrested
Pradeep
Tamrakar alias Bablu and
recovered a stolen bike
from his possession. The
accused Upendra Sao (25)
son of Parmeshwar Sao a
resident of Contractor
Colony
Supela
and
Ptradeep Tamrakar alias
Bablu (32) son of Jaggu
Tamrakar a resident of
Purani Basti, Supela have
been booked under the provisions mentioned in section 379 of IPC and 41 (1+4)
of CrPC.

Chirmiri, Jul 27: A fresh
cash of charging of cash
by employees of Forest
deaprtment from the persons Forest Rights 'patta'
in Gram Navadih of
Forest area Chirmiri
under Baikunthpur Forest
circle of Koriya district
has come to fore.
The villagers charged
that the Forest employees
of the region are demanding money for the Forest
Rights 'Patta' given them
by the state government.

Bhilai, Jul 27:
"H2O Saver" a team of students from Department of
Computer
Science
and
Engineering, studying atRSRRungta College of Engineering
& Technology (RSR-RCET) of
Sanjay Rungta Group of
Institutions,Bhilai
have
secured a spot for the grand

finale of SMART INDIA
HACKATHON 2022, under the
category "National School
Water Monitoring System.
Yashwant, Taranjeet, Pranjal,
Nilesh,
Divy
and
Vaibhavcollaborated together
for achieving this marvellous
feat. Smart India Hackathon is
a nationwide initiativetaken
by Ministry of Education's

Innovation Cell (MIC) and All
India Council for Technical
Education(AICTE), for providing students a platform for
inculcating a culture of product innovation and a mindsetof problem-solving. This
success story of the team is a
great motivation for other students to makethemselves creative and bring zeal inside to

build something useful for the
society.
On
this
occasion,Chairman
Sanjay
Rungta,
Director
Saket
Rungta, Group Director PK
Pandey,Assistant
Director
Shajid Ansari and all the
Principals in the group have
congratulated thestudents &
staff for fostering intellectual
culture at the organization.

Bhilai, Jul 27:

ficer cadet Dr Krishna
Jibon Mondal showed an
extraordinary performance in all part of training.
He was Football team
Captain, and his Company
secured 1st position in
football competition in the
Pre commissioned Course
& the commandant of the
course, Dr Krishna Jibon
Mondal was awarded best
player of the course. He attended IGC RDC, IGC TSC
and NIC camp.
His achievements as
ANO include: 01 cadets

was selected for YEP
Bangladesh in 2015 , so far
05 cadets have been selected for RDC, New Delhi, 14
Cadets are selected for
IGC RDC and IGC TSC, 02
cadets selected for IMA .
More than 150 B and C certificates has been awarded
to the cadets of his unit so
far.
Shri Shankaracharya
Mahavidyalaya NCC unit
has performed more than
175 activities successfully
under his able guidance
benefiting various strata
of society. During COVID

19 pandemic the NCC unit
actively participated in
helping the society which
included supplying the essential groceries and medicines to the needy affected home during lockdown
and in the 2nd wave of
Pandemic where Durg district was worst hit and
stood second in country in
terms of percentage of infection
were
the
Chhattisgarh maximum
patient were from the district in the month of April
2021. The NCC unit presence was in market place

and traffic and their main
role was to increase
awareness amongst the
common man about the
disease. Under his able
leadership the NCC unit
gave 100% result in the
year B and C Certificate
Examination in 2021. He
was also honoured for DG
NCC appreciation" by
Lieutenant
General
Gurbirpal Singh, AVSM,
VSM in the presence of
NCC
Directorate
of
Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh Brigadier
Rajiv Gautam, Brigadier
AK DAS, (Raipur group
Commander), Col Hemant
Dubey (CG 37 CG NCC battalion).
Jaya Mishra President
of SGES and IP Mishra
Chancellor of SSPU and
Chairman of SGES
congratulated
Dr
Krishna Jibon Mondal.
Principal Incharge of the
college Dr J Durga Prasad
Rao
and Dr Archana Jha
Vice Principal of SSMV
and other staff of the college congratulated him
and expressed their desire
to continue the journey
with same zeal and zest.

Some other villagers
charged that the Forest
employee Forest Circle
Chirmiri Veet Guard has
demanded Rs 2000 from
the persons allocated
Forest Rights 'Patta'. Apart
from this Man Kumar is
demolishing his old house
and getting it re-constructed and on this forest employee (Veet Guard)
Radheshyam has demanded a fine of Rs 8400 and out

of which Kunwar has already paid Rs 2000 and
now demand is being
raised for balance amount.
He says that the records of
his house in the 'rin pustika' will be updated once he
pays the entire amount.
Similarly
Krishna
Thakur and Balram
Thakur of Chitjhor Podi
too have been demanded
cash and a verbal complaint in this regard has

been made to the Chirmiri
Ranger. On this, Ranger is
asking to let-off the person
and pardon him and made
him got scot-free. The 'Veet
Guard' is so much thirsty
for cash that he is not even
sparing the poor forest
people.
Sources informed that
some amount of cut from
this recovery is being
passed onto the senior officers and after which the
signatures on 'Rin Pustika'
is done by the Veet Guard.
Radheshyam has charged
Rs 2000 from few villagers
and Rs 1000 from others.
The forest employees here
claim that till the money is
not passed onto the senior
officers they cannot sign
on this Forest Rights
'Patta' and since entries in
the Rin Pustika is done online, they will have to
make this payment.

On the banks of the pond in Magarlod

Central Chronicle News
Magarlod, Jul 27: With
the cooperation of all the
villagers, saplings of coconut, sandalwood, Amla,
jackfruit, Bael, Mango were
planted in the Sati pond of
village Kareli Badi here on
Wednesday. First of all, the
priest of Gayatri temple,
Sahadev Nishad, worshiped the plant and
wished for happiness and
prosperity.
Gaya
PG
College
Assistant Professor Amar
Singh Sahu, former BEO
Dayaram Sahu, Police Staff
Rikhi Sahu and other officers and villagers were
asked to plant one sapling
and preserve them till it
grows.
The officers said that the
speed with which denuding
of forests is going on, the

plantation should also be
done at that same pace and
then only the natural ecobalance will be maintained.
Coconut,
Amla,
Sandalwood plants are better for human health.
Village
Development
Committee,
Gayatri
Parivar has taken an initiative to restore greenery to

the pond, thanks to public
cooperation.
People in large number
participated in natural conservation by planting
saplings through tree plantation programme. On this
occasion High Court
Advocate
Saurabh
Chaudhary,
Sarpanch
Domar Singh Sahu, BM

District Cooperative Bank
Kareli Badi MF Khan,
Outpost TI, Deepa Kenwat,
Rural President Subhash
Chaudhary,
Secretary
Pokhraj Nishad, Toran
Aneswari, Dilip Patkar,
Kanwal
Ram
Sahu,
Devcharan Sahu, Yadram
Nishad, Shraddha Sahu
and others were present.

Lord Shiva devotees flock temples DC visits diarrhea infected villages
Central Chronicle News

Central Chronicle News
Rajim, Jul 27: On the
second Monday of the
month of Sawan, heavy
rushes of devotees were
seen in the Shiva temples
here in the region. In the
Shri
Kuleshwar
Mahadev temple situated
in the middle of Triveni
Sangam, where 50 thousand people worshiped,
at the same time at Baba
Garib Nath Mahadev,
Baba Someshwar Nath
Mahadev,
Shri
Bhuteshwar
Nath
Mahadev temple, 15 thousand people took darshan
benefits, but the maximum crowd remained in
Shri
Kuleshwar
Mahadev Temple.
The doors of the temple were opened for the
devotees from 5:00 am
and the gates of the same
Lakshman Jhula were

Memorandum
submitted
for 34% DA

Dr Lt Krishna Jibon Mondal
of SSMV wins highest NCC State Award
Lieutenant Dr Krishna
Jibon Mondal, ANO, Shri
Shankaracharya
Mahavidyalaya Bhilai,
has received Best ANO
Educational
Minister
Award for session 2022
with cash prize of 25,000 &
certificate for outstanding
contribution in NCC, at
State level, amongst all
Raipur group in NCC,
which is considered as the
highest award for the
state.
Dr Lt Krishna Jibon
Mondal is appointed as an
Assistant Professor in the
Dept of Physics and
Electronics. He started his
journey as caretaker of
NCC unit of 37CG BN,
NCC
Durg,
Shri
Shankaracharya
Mahavidyalaya Bhilai
from February 22, 2013 to
March 23, 2014.
He took part in Pre
commissioned Course
held at Ota Kamptee,
Maharashtra from Dec 24,
2013 to March 23, 2014. In
that training Course 198
Officers participated in
Senior & Junior Division
from all over India. The of-

For issuing of Forest
Rights ‘patta’ to
Forest people
Alleges many villagers
of Gram Navadih
under Forest Circle
Chirmiri

Central Chronicle News

Bhilai, Jul 27:

cesses and challenges. The
College wanted to know
about them and the
Alumni wanted to know
how the college and faculty were faring. A few
alumni were selected to
share their life experiences and speak a few
words on this occasion.
Even while acknowledging that all are stars, it was

p

p

CCET alumni association online meet held
Christian College of
Engineering
and
Technology, which was established in 1998 as the
MPCCET, and today the
3rd oldest Engineering
College in Chhattisgarh,
organised an online meeting of the CCET Alumni
Association on July 23,
2022, after a gap of several
years. There was great enthusiasm as the initial discussion group grew to 350
names all wanting to join
the association and meet
their old colleagues online.
The agenda was to bring
past pupils together and
hear stories of their suc-

Forest employee demanding Saplings of coconut, sandalwood
gooseberry planted
cash for signature in ‘Rin Pustika’

Dongargarh, Jul 27:
Under the leadership of
Block President Manish
Pashine and in the dignified presence of District
President Gopi Verma,
on the demand of fixing
34% dearness allowance
(DA) according to the seventh pay scale, an indefinite strike was started by
performing Jalabhishek
of Lord Shiva in Shiva
temple in the Maa
Bamleshwari Devi temple premises located in
Dongargarh.
Mainly Santosh Temre,
Vidyanand Dongargarh,
Falesh Sahu, Sitaram
Uike,
Chumman
Devangan,
Krishna
Yadav,
Daneshwar
Lilhare,
Ratiram
Kannauje, Chandrika
Yadav,
Brijbhushan
R a j p u t ,
Rikhiramchandravanshi,
Vishesh Bhavte, Naresh
Verma,
Sheetal
Chandrakar,
Ms.
Panchsheela Sahar, Kiran
Naresh, Neeraj Bala
Dongre, Lukesh Verma,
Khemdas
Sakhre,
Yogendra
Netam,
R a g h u n a n d a n
Chandravanshi, Rakesh
Tembhurkar,
Harish
Sahu, Anil Uike, Naresh
Kumar Devangan, Ritesh
Ranga, Narendra Sinha,
Atma
Ram
Chandravanshi, Pitambar
Chandravanshi,Naveen
Yadav,
Sundar
Chandravanshi and others were present.
Block
President
Manish Pashine told that
Sanjay Sharma, Virendra
Dubey, Vikas Rajput have
issued the outline of the
indefinite strike, in which
different programs have
been issued every day and
on July 26, memorandum
and sloganeering in the
name of Chief Minister
and Chief Secretary to
SDM and Tehsildar was
submitted, he said.

also opened at 4:30 am.
On the other hand, apart
from
Kuleshwar
Mahadev temple, Shri
Bhuteshwar
Nath,
Mama
Bhacha,
Someshwar Nath, Baba
Garib Nath Mahadev,
also
known
as
Panchkoshi
Dham,
Kopeshwar
Nath
Mahadev,
Pateshwar
Nath
Mahadev,

Champeshwar
Nath
M a h a d e v ,
Bamhaneshwar Nath
Mahadev, Phaneshwar
Nath Mahadev, temples
were also saw a flow of
devotees from morning
to evening.
People
performed
Jalabhishek and milk abhishek along with darshan. A large number of
devotees offered prayers

by observing a fast
throughout the day, and
in the evening they offered fruits.

Mahasamund, Jul 27:
Under Pithora sub-division in village Kesharpur,
more than 60 people are
suffering from diarrhea
and most of the patients
are being treated at
Community Health Center
Pithora. The District
Collector Neelesh Kumar
Sheersagar, took information about the treatment of
patients admitted in the
Community Health Center
and directed the health
staff to keep a constant
watch on it.
Apart from this, he also
inspected the affected site
Kesharpur and after discussing with the local villagers alerted them about
the ill effects of seasonal
diseases. In addition to village Kesharpur, after getting information about the
outbreak of diarrhea in village Sagundhap and village

General assembly of district
panchayat concluded
Central Chronicle News
Sukma, Jul 27: The meeting of the general assembly
was held on Monday in the
meeting room of District
Panchayat office under the
chairmanship of District
Panchayat President Shri
Harish Kawasi. In the meeting, along with the compliance report of the previous
meeting, other points were
discussed.
Distinguished members,
while discussing with the
departmental officers regarding the implementation of departmental
schemes, told the need for
the repair of schools,
ashrams,
Anganwadi
buildings constructed from
time immemorial in the
district.
Distinguished District
Panchayat members, Chief
Executive Officer, District

Panchayat Devnarayan
Kashyap and departmental
officers were present in the
meeting, including District
Panchayat Vice President
Boddu Raja.
Chairman
Harish
Kawasi said that in view of
the need for repair of educational and residential
buildings constructed from
time immemorial in the
district, survey work of all
the buildings should be
done and the buildings in

need of repair should be
identified.
Along with this, in
schools where there is a
shortage of teachers in
comparison to the number
of students, a proposal
should be made for the addition of additional teachers from other schools,
which can be approved
after a thorough consultation with the concerned authorities.
He said that the chances

of spreading diseases are
high during the rainy season, with the cooperation of
the grassroot level officers
and employees of the
Health
Department,
Women
and
Child
Development Department,
make the general public
aware, and encourage them
to take preventive measures.
Referring to the salary
deduction of Anganwadi
workers, he said that it is
mandatory to have a smartphone to enter the nutrition tracker app, since most
of the workers in this area
do not have the availability
of a smartphone, due to
which they are unable to
enter, therefore, deducting
his salary is unfair. In the
meeting, he also inquired
about the implementation
of the schemes of all the departments.

Kanchanpur, the collector
reached both the villages
and inspected the health
camps set up there. The
Public Health Engineering
Department was directed
to conduct a campaign and
check the water in all the

nearby villages including
the affected villages and
take necessary treatment of
water by the Collector.
During this, officers of the
department including SubDivisional Officer Shri
Rakesh Kumar Golchha,

District Epidemiologist
Dr.
Meenakshi
Roy
Tehsildar
Liladhar
Kanwar, Naib Tehsildar
Devendra Netam, Umesh
Lahiri, and Block Medical
Officer Dr. Tara Agrawal
were present.
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BRIEF
Cyber fraud
Bhubaneswar:
Worried over the rise
in cyber crimes in
Odisha, with fraudsters impersonating
senior officers online
to raise funds from
people, the state government has asked
Netizens to exercise
caution during all financial transactions.
The government issued a statement to
say that cyber criminals are using photos
of senior bureaucrats
on WhatsApp and
other messaging platforms on social
media, asking people
to pay bills.

Man held
Kochi: A 36-year-old
man has been arrested for indulging in
rash driving and
ramming into several
vehicles on a road in
this port city in an
inebriated state, police said on
Wednesday. Noufal
was arrested from
Thrikkakara based
on a complaint from
locals after he hit
many vehicles and
escaped on Tuesday
night. A television
actress, who accompanied him, was also
taken into custody,
but was later let off, a
they said. During the
medical examination, it was found
that the man was
drunk.

8 students injured
Anuppur: Eight children were injured
after their school van
overturned while trying to save a dog in
Madhya Pradesh’s
Anuppur district on
Wednesday morning,
police said. The accident took place
around 7.30 am near a
hotel on AnuppurAmlai road, five km
from the district headquarters, Kotwali police station in-charge
Amar Verma said.
The driver of the van,
carrying students of a
private school located
in Amlai town, some
22 km from Anuppur,
lost control over the
wheels in a bid to save
a dog on the road. As a
result, the vehicle
overturned, he said.

PROTEST

Centre has weaponised
money-laundering law: Cong

Congress workers raise slogans during a protest outside
Enforcement Directorate office against EDs interrogation
of the partys interim President Sonia Gandhi in the
National Herald case, in Mumbai, Wednesday, July 27.

New Delhi, Jul 27:
The Congress alleged on
Wednesday
that
the
money-laundering law has
been weaponised to target
and humiliate people, and
urged the Supreme Court
to decide soon on the matter
concerning
the
National
HeraldAssociated
Journals

Limited case. The assertion came on a day when
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi (75) appeared before the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) for the
third day to face questioning in connection with a
money-laundering case
pertaining to the National
Herald newspaper. The
Congress also fielded its

senior leader Ghulam
Nabi Azad in solidarity
with Sonia Gandhi and
said political opponents
should not be treated as
“enemies”.
Azad, a prominent member of the “Group of 23 (G23)” that has been critical
of the Congress leadership, said the ED should
keep in mind the age and
health of Sonia Gandhi before subjecting her to repeated questioning in the
case, in which party leader
Rahul Gandhi has already
been questioned for over
50 hours. He said the
Congress chief is aged,
has not been well and was
admitted to a hospital,
adding that she cannot
withhold the pressure of
probe agencies.
“Even in wars, kings
used to give directions that
women should not be attacked and those not keeping well should be spared,”
Azad said, urging the
agencies not to be harsh
on an aged and ailing
Sonia Gandhi.

Washington, Jul 27 (AP):
Presidents Joe Biden
and Xi Jinping will speak
Thursday, according to a
US official, their first conversation in four months
coming amid new tension
between Washington and
Beijing over China’s
claims on Taiwan.
The planned talks between the two leaders the
fifth in a series of regular
check-ins have been in the
works for weeks. But the
possibility of a visit to
Taiwan by House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, the top congressional Democrat and
second in line of succession to the presidency, has
added fresh strain to the
complicated relationship.
Beijing is warning that
it will take forceful measures should Pelosi visit the
self-ruled
island
of

TMC MPs stage a protest over price hike during ongoing Monsoon Session of Parliament, in New Delhi, Wednesday.

18 killed in UP in lightning Shiv Sena will have its CM again: Uddhav MP: Dalit girl stopped from
attending school; 7 held
strike in two days
Mumbai, Jul 27:

Ghazipur, Jul 27:
A total of 18 people have
been killed in incidents of
lightning strike in Uttar
Pradesh over the past two
days, officials said.
They said 12 were killed
on Tuesday — seven in
Kaushambi and five
Prayagraj — and the rest
six on Monday — four in
Ghazipur and two in
Bhadohi.
According to a government
statement,
in
Kaushambi, five persons
in Chail tehsil have lost
their lives, while one each
died in Manjhanpur tehsil
and in Sirathu.
Superintendent
of
Police of Kaushambi
Hemraj Meena said the deceased have been identified as Bittan Devi (60),
Basant Pasi (45), Munna

(13), Dharmendra (33),
Ranjana
Devi
(19),
Ramprasad (50) and Laxmi
Devi (31).
The death happened on
Tuesday, he said.
In Bhadohi, one death
each has been reported
from Gopiganj and Aurai
police station area of the
district.
The deceased persons in
Bhadohi are Adarsh Yadav
(10) of Aurai area and
Kusum Devi (33) of
Gopiganj, officials said,
and added that they died
on Monday.
Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
has expressed grief over
the loss of lives, and has
directed officials to provide financial assistance
of Rs 4 lakh to the family
of the each deceased in
Bhadohi and Kaushambi.

Shiv Sena president and
former Maharashtra chief
minister
Uddhav
Thackeray on Wednesday
said the Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) alliance experiment led by him was
not wrong and people had
welcomed it.
In the second part of his
interview to Shiv Sena
mouthpiece ‘Saamana’,
Thackeray said he wants
not just local body polls
due in Maharashtra, but
also the Assembly elections and claimed the Sena
will have its own CM once
again for which he will
tour the state to rejuvenate
the party cadre.
The BJP is giving everything to those who have
come from other parties from the post of chief minister (Sena rebel Eknath
Shinde) to leader of opposition (which is currently

held by NCP’s Ajit PAwar),
said Thackeray, who
turned 62 on Wednesday.
“Delhi wants to instigate a Shiv Sena versus
Shiv Sena fight and divide
the Marathi-speaking people. If the present rulers
fear the opposition, it is
their inefficiency. In a
democracy, no party is a
permanent winner,” he
said.
The Shiv Sena had parted ways with the BJP after
the 2019 Maharashtra
Assembly polls over the
issue of sharing the chief

Brown sugar seized
Bhubaneswar: The
Special Task Force
(STF) of the Odisha
Police crime branch
has seized brown
sugar worth Rs 1
crore and arrested
one person in this
connection, an officer
said. The accused,
suspected to be a drug
peddler, has been
identified as Sheikh
Mezu, a resident of
Sahadevkhunta in
Balasore district, the
police officer said
Based on intelligence
inputs, a raid was conducted by team of
STF personnel near a
railway crossing at
Aradabazar in
Balasore district on
Tuesday.

ministerial post. The Sena
later tied-up with the NCP
and Congress as part of
the MVA to form government led by Thackeray.
Last month, Sena MLA
Eknath Shinde along with
39 other party legislators
and some independents revolted against the Sena
leadership, leading to the
collapse of the Thackerayled MLA government.
Shinde was sworn in as
the chief minister on June
30 and BJP leader
Devendra Fadnavis as his
deputy.
Thackeray said “people
had welcomed the MVA
experiment” and that the
three-party alliance was
born out of the BJP’s denial of what was assured
to him.
“The Shiv Sena will
have a chief minister
again. I will work to expand the party base and
cadre.

Shajapur, Jul 27:

Police have arrested
seven persons after a
minor Dalit girl was allegedly told not to attend
school by a group of local
residents on the ground
that other girls, too, were
not studying in a village
in Madhya Pradesh’s
Shajapur, an official said.
A clash between members of two families — the
girl’s and those of the arrested accused — erupted
following the alleged incident in Bawaliyakhedi
village, leaving some people injured, the police
said., Kotwali Police
Station
in-charge
Avdhesh Kumar Shesha,
while quoting a complaint, said the incident
occurred when a 16-yearold girl of the Scheduled
Caste community was

going home after attending local school on
Saturday
afternoon.
Some persons allegedly
accosted and snatched the
girl’s school bag and told
her not to attend school as
other girls of the village
were not doing so, he
said. Later, a clash erupted between the girl’s family and relatives of the accused, he said. Following
the complaint, the police
arrested seven people on
Monday under relevant
sections of the Indian
Penal Code and also the
Scheduled Castes and the
Scheduled
Tribes
(Prevention of Atrocities)
Act, he said. A cross-complaint by the other side,
alleging assault, was also
registered against the
girl’s brother and three
others, the police officer
said.

Taiwan that China claims
as part of its territory.
The U.S. official declined to be identified
ahead of the public announcement. The schedule was first reported by
Bloomberg.
Pelosi hasn’t confirmed
plans to visit Taiwan, but
Biden last week told reporters that U.S. military
officials believed it was
not a good idea for the

speaker to visit the island
at the moment. Biden’s
comments came after the
Financial Times reported
last week that Pelosi
planned to visit Taiwan in
August, a trip she had originally planned to make in
April but postponed after
she tested positive for
COVID-19.
The speaker has declined to comment on
whether she plans to visit

Singapore extends
Rajapaksa’s stay by 14 days
Singapore, Jul 27:
The Singapore government has issued a new
visa to ex-Sri Lankan
president
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa, extending his
short-term visit pass issued when he first arrived
over a week ago by another 14 days till August 11, a
media report said on
Wednesday.
Rajapaksa arrived in
Singapore on July 14 on a
private visit from the
Maldives after he fled his
country to escape a popular uprising against his
government’s economic
mismanagement.
He first fled to the
Maldives on July 13 and
from there he proceeded
to Singapore the next day.
Rajapaksa has been is-

sued a new visa, extending his stay here till
August 11.
His visit pass has been
extended by 14 days, The
Straits Times reported.
After Rajapaksa landed in
Singapore, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs here confirmed that he had been
allowed entry on a private
visit.
The
ministry
stressed that the ex-president had not asked for
asylum.
Singapore generally
does not grant requests
for
asylum,
the
spokesman had said.
The ex-president was issued a 14-day visit pass
when he arrived at
Changi Airport on a
Saudia flight from the
Maldives on July 14. He
initially stayed at a hotel

in the city centre, but is
believed to have moved to
a private residence, according to the report.
He has not been seen in
public in Singapore. Sri
Lanka’s Parliament on
Wednesday elected Ranil
Wickremesinghe, an ally
of Rajapaksa, as the successor to Rajapaksa, who
resigned after reaching
Singapore.
It was the first time in
44 years that Sri Lanka’s
Parliament directly elected a president. Rajapaksa,
73, fled Sri Lanka after the
July 9 uprising when people broke into the
President’s House after
months of public protests
against him for mishandling the country’s worst
economic crisis since
1948.

Taiwan, citing security
protocol on her travel. But
she said Biden’s comment
stemmed from military
brass being “afraid our
plane would get shot
down, or something like
that, by the Chinese. She
would be the highest-ranking U.S. elected official to
visit
Taiwan
since
Republican
Newt
Gingrich visited the island
in 1997 when he served as
House speaker.
It’s important for us to
show support for Taiwan,
Pelosi said. None of us
have ever said we’re for independence when it comes
to Taiwan. That’s up to
Taiwan to decide.
Administration officials
have privately stressed to
Pelosi that traveling to
Taiwan could further complicate a delicate status
quo.

London, Jul 27 (PTI): A new
cross-party UK parliamentary
panel has been created to promote trade, investment and
people-to-people ties with India,
backed up by British Indian
think tank 1928 Institute. The
India (Trade and Investment) All
Party Parliamentary Group
(APPG) was formally registered
last week as part of celebrations
of the 75th anniversary of
India’s independence and is
made up of 25 members of
Parliament and peers of different political affiliations. With a
stated goal to promote trade
and investment between India
and the UK for the mutual betterment of their citizens, whilst
building an inclusive living
bridge between the two countries, the new APPG hopes to
support the ongoing India-UK
free trade agreement (FTA)
negotiations and promote its
benefits once concluded.
Given 75 years of India’s

Workers prepare Indian national flags to be sold as part of Har Ghar Tiranga campaign, in Tezpur, Wednesday, July
27, 2022. The campaign is being organised as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav to encourage people to bring home
the national flag and hoist it to mark the 75th year of Indias independence.

Lollapalooza festival coming ‘Prez Murmu’s term will be known
to India in January 2023
for many important decisions’
Mumbai, Jul 27 (PTI):
Iconic global music festival Lollapalooza is all set
to make its India debut in
January next year, the organizers
announced
Wednesday. The two-day
musical extravaganza will
be held in Mumbai on
January 28 and 29, entertainment and ticketing
platform BookMyShow
(BMS) said in a media
statement.
BMS said it will spearhead Lollapalooza India as
the promoter and co-producer for the festival’s
Indian edition along with
global producers, Perry
Farrell, WME and C3
Presents.
Ashish
Hemrajani, Founder &
CEO, BookMyShow said
they are proud to bring the
music festival to India.
BookMyShow is proud to

bring Lollapalooza to
India - making it the
eighth country and the
fourth continent to do so.
With a mix of some stellar
Indian talent and global
artists coming together on
the same stage, we expect
nothing short of magic,
Hemrajani said in a statement.
The annual music festival Lollapalooza, which
was launched in 1991, is
globally synonymous with
alternative lifestyle, music
and culture. For 31 years,
Lollapalooza has travelled
the world, with seven locations across three continents that annually host
the event. Everyone feels
at home at Lollapalooza, a
festival that celebrates the
culture of music, with inclusivity and unique experiences at the centre of it,
the release said.

Mumbai, Jul 27:
Draupadi Murmu, the
NDA’s presidential candidate, has won the election
to become the next
President
of
India.
Murmu has crossed the 50
percent mark at the end of
the third round of counting to become the nation’s
first tribal and the second
women president. With
the announcement of the
victory of
Draupadi
Murmu, there is an atmosphere of celebration
across the country.
At the same time, with
the victory of Draupadi,
BJP wants to give a special
message to the entire
country, especially the
women and the tribal community. Meanwhile, JP
Tolani , a renowned numerologist of the country,

JP Tolani
has made an analytical
prediction
revolving
around the five-year term
of President Murmu, who
is known as a simple, gentle,
and
belligerent
woman.
According to JP Tolani
Jee, President Murmu has
the power of the number 4.
Her destiny number is 31
i.e, 4, name number is 49
which means (4+9=13),
breaking it again into 4
and 3 and then adding

them further gives us the
number 4. Also, adding the
number of alphabets in
her first name again will
give us the number 4. This
portrays her as an out-ofthe-box thinker and a
courageous lady.
Number 4 has always
played an important role
for the country’s newly
elected
President
Draupadi Murmu. She entered politics in 1997 when
she was 40 years old and
elected as a councilor.
Afterward, from 1997 (running age 40) to 2007, she
held various posts in politics, and because of her efforts, she was awarded as
best MLA by Odisha
Legislative Assembly at
the age of 49 (4, her name
number), and it was possible only with the help of
number 4.

dress the issue of road
safety based on education,
engineering (both of roads
and vehicles), enforcement
and emergency care.
Replying to a separate
question, Gadkari said,
construction works on

National Highways were
delayed to some extent due
to the Covid-19 pandemic
and the loss of time was
estimated to be generally
in the range of 3-9 months
depending upon the project parameters.

Country’s economic prowess gets reflected
in its ammunition: Rajnath Singh
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

standing today in terms of
research and development, indigenous capacity
and manufacturing capability in this area, he said.
“A country’s economic
development and progress
in the field of science and
technology gets automatically reflected in the capacity of its weapons and
ammunition,”
Singh
noted. He said one should
learn the right lessons
from history to forge a
new path towards the future.

Independence, the creation of
an All-Party Parliamentary
Group focused on India will set
the tempo between the UK
Parliament and India/Indians,
said Navendu Mishra, Indianorigin Opposition Labour Party
MP for Stockport in north-west
England and Co-Chair of the
new APPG. Investment in people is the best way to ensure
economic stability and this
APPG intends to benefit the
peoples of both the UK and
India. In particular, I’m looking
forward to bringing investment
to Stockport and to the Greater
Manchester region, both from
stronger cultural ties and from
utilising the trade agreement,
he said. “Furthermore, what
better way to celebrate the 75
years of Independence then to
strengthen the living bridge
between the countries and to
solidify an equal partnership
between these two great
nations, he added.

US military making plans in
case Pelosi travels to Taiwan
Sydney, Jul 27 (AP):
US officials say they
have little fear that China
would attack Nancy
Pelosi’s plane if she flies to
Taiwan.
But the US House speaker would be entering one
of the world’s hottest spots
where a mishap, misstep
or
misunderstanding
could endanger her safety.
So the Pentagon is developing plans for any contingency. Officials told The
Associated Press that if
Pelosi goes to Taiwan still
an uncertainty the military would increase its
movement of forces and
assets in the Indo-Pacific
region. They declined to
provide details, but said
that fighter jets, ships, surveillance assets and other
military systems would

likely be used to provide
overlapping rings of protection for her flight to
Taiwan and any time on
the ground there.
Any foreign travel by a
senior US leader requires
additional security. But officials said this week that a
visit to Taiwan by Pelosi
she would be the highestranking US elected official
to visit Taiwan since 1997
would go beyond the usual
safety precautions for
trips to less risky destinations.
Asked about planned
military steps to protect
Pelosi in the event of a
visit, US Gen. Mark Milley,
chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said on
Wednesday that discussion of any specific travel
is premature. But, he
added, if there’s a decision

Islamabad, Jul 27 (PTI):

A police officer controls traffic at a fuel station in Colombo, Sri Lanka, Wednesday, July 27. Sri Lanka’s economic
crisis has left the nation’s 22 million people struggling with shortages of essentials, including medicine, fuel and food.

7.3 earthquake hits north
Philippines, causes some damage
Manila, Jul 27 (AP):

A country’s economic
prowess gets automatically reflected in the field of
ammunition and India
must focus on boosting research and development
as well as manufacturing
capability in this area,
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh said on Wednesday.
“We have come far
ahead of those times when
a bomb’s size and explosive capacity were the only
things that mattered. Now,
their smartness is as important,” Singh said in his
speech during an event of
industry body Federation
of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry
(FICCI). If advanced ammunition is the reality of
new-age warfare, then the
country should focus its
attention on where it is

People pose for photos with ‘Perry the Bull’, the mascot of the Commonwealth Games 2022, in Birmingham, UK.

A strong earthquake
shook the northern
Philippines
on
Wednesday,
causing
some
damage
and
prompting people to flee
buildings in the capital.
Officials said no casualties were immediately reported.
The 7.3 magnitude
quake was centered
around Abra province in
a mountainous area and
several aftershocks have
followed, the Philippine
Institute of Volcanology
and Seismology said.
The quake was set off
by movement in a local
fault at a depth of 25 kilometers (15 miles), the institute said, adding it expected damage and more
aftershocks.

A vehicle is damaged as a wall collapses after a strong
earthquake hit Ilocos Sur province, Philippines on
Wednesday July 27. A strong earthquake shook the northern
Philippines on Wednesday, causing some damage and
prompting people to flee buildings in the capital. Officials
said no casualties were immediately reported.

made that Speaker Pelosi
or anyone else is going to
travel and they asked for
military support, we will
do what is necessary to ensure a safe conduct of
their visit. And I’ll just
leave it at that.
China considers self-ruling Taiwan its own territory and has raised the
prospect of annexing it by
force. The US maintains
informal relations and defence ties with Taiwan
even as it recognises
Beijing as the government
of China.
The trip is being considered at a time when China
has escalated what the US
and its allies in the Pacific
describe as risky one-onone confrontations with
other militaries to assert
its sweeping territorial
claims.

Parvez Elahi takes oath as CM of Punjab province

CONTROLS TRAFFIC

New Delhi, Jul 27:
A total of 3,48,279 persons injured in 3,66,138
road accidents across the
country during the calendar year 2020, causing
1,31,714 deaths, Parliament
was
informed
on
Wednesday.
In a written reply to the
Rajya Sabha, Minister of
Road Transport and
Highways Nitin Gadkari
said that as many as
4,51,361 people were injured in road accidents in
India during 2019, while
the total number of accidents stood at 4,49,002.
According to the minister, the road ministry has
formulated
a
multipronged strategy to ad-

PERRY THE BULL

New UK parliamentary panel to promote
trade, investment ties with India

More than 1.30 lakh people killed
in road accidents in 2020: Govt

I-DAY PREPARATION

Smuggler held
Jorhat (Assam): A
smuggler was arrested with a rhino horn
in Jorhat district of
Assam, a police official said on
Wednesday. The man
was apprehended on
Tuesday evening,
Jorhat superintendent of police Mohan
Lal Meena said. We
arrested the person
near Mohbondha
under Pulibor police
station. The rhino
horn was also recovered from him,
Meena said. The SP
said the smuggler
hailed from Titabor,
which is also in
Jorhat district.

Biden, Xi to hold talks amid
new tensions over Taiwan

Officials said the
strong shaking caused
cracks in buildings and
houses.
The U.S. Geological
Survey measured the
quake’s strength at 7.0
and depth at 10 kilometers (6 miles). Shallower
quakes tend to cause
more damage.
The Philippines lies
along the Pacific Ring of
Fire, an arc of faults
around the Pacific Ocean
where most of the
world’s
earthquakes
occur. It is also lashed by
about 20 typhoons and
tropical stor ms each
year, making it one of
the world’s most disaster-prone countries.
A magnitude 7.7 quake
killed nearly 2,000 people
in
the
northern
Philippines in 1990.

Chaudhry
Parvez
Elahi took oath as the
chief
minister
of
Pakistan’s
Punjab
province on Wednesday,
hours after the Supreme
Court struck down the
deputy speaker’s ruling
and named the PML-Q
leader as the new executive head of the politically crucial province.
The apex court’s verdict delivered a big blow
to the Sharif-led coalition
government as it saw
Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N) Hamza
Shehbaz, son of the
prime minister, lost his
status of the “trustee”
chief minister.
The Supreme Court on
late Tuesday declared
Deputy Speaker Dost
Muhammad
Mazari’s
controversial decision to
reject 10 votes in the

Supporters of former Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran
Khan celebrate in Islamabad on July 26, 2022, after
Supreme Court declared that Khan’s candidate should
be next Chief Minister of Punjab province, nullifying
provincial assembly’s deputy speaker last week ruling.
Punjab chief minister’s
election as illegal and
ruled that Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
backed candidate Elahi
will be the new chief
minister of Punjab.
The
three-member
bench comprising Chief

Justice of Pakistan Umar
Ata Bandial, Justice
Ijazul Ahsan, and Justice
Muneeb Akhtar had ordered Punjab Governor
Baligh ur Rehman to administer the oath to
Elahi. However, Rehman
refused to perform his

duties.
Following Governor
Rehman’s refusal, Elahi
left for Islamabad late
Tuesday night to take
oath from President of
Pakistan Arif Alvi as per
the Supreme Court’s
order.
Alvi administered the
oath to Elahi at the
Aiwan-e-Sadar
early
Wednesday morning.
President Alvi had sent
a special aircraft to bring
Elahi to Islamabad for
the oath-taking ceremony, Geo News reported.
Elahi, who lost the
election held on Friday
despite getting a majority vote, challenged the
ruling of deputy speaker
Mazari who handed victory to Hamza. Elahi was
supported by ousted
Prime Minister Imran
Khan’s
Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
party.”

Pacific defence chiefs meet against backdrop of rising China
Sydney, Jul 27 (AP):
Defence chiefs from
across the Indo-Pacific
gathered this week to bolster their connections
against a backdrop of
China’s ongoing campaign
to expand its influence and
military presence in the
region. Gen. Mark Milley,
chairman of the U.S. Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said the
military leaders meeting
for three days in Sydney

are focused on the whole
situation with the rise of
China, a free and open
Pacific and ensuring a
peaceful and stable IndoPacific region. It’s a big
conference to coordinate
our mutual security interests and discuss national
security issues that apply
to all of us, said Milley.
Military leaders from 26
nations are participating
in the conference, and
most of those are chiefs of

defense. China was invited
but said it would be unable
to attend. During a press
conference Wednesday,
Milley said the chiefs of
defense discussed how
they can cooperate more
and make their militaries
more interoperable, including with advanced
technologies. He added
that they also talked about

military exercises. He and
Gen. Angus Campbell,
Australia’s chief of defense, didn’t go into details. But Milley expanded
on comments he made late
last week about China’s increasing aggressiveness in
the region and the need for
nations to ensure that the
Pacific remains free and
open to all.
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Russia-Ukraine war,
a festering wound
he war between Russia and Ukraine seems to have beT come
a festering wound. The conflict is now in its fifth
month. Rather than showing signs of petering out, it has

Europe scorched

T

he extreme temperatures witnessed in Europe during
the last fortnight are the results of our own making,
and maybe this is a wake-up call for humans to stop playing
with nature. When we think of Europe, we mostly think of
cold and enjoyable weather, as compared to our scorching
heat and humid weather. But in 2022, the European continent is facing one of the worst summers. Usually, by Indian
standards, even the European summers were considered to
be much better than our winters, but record-breaking heat
affected parts of Western Europe during the fortnight, with
UK temperatures exceeding 40 degrees Celsius for the first
time since record-keeping began in 1772, has proved us
wrong. Temperatures dived in many other countries in
Europe, with 64 different areas in France experiencing
record highs and temperatures in Portugal reaching 47 degrees Celsius. The dangerously high temperatures have had
other additional consequences, too, with Portugal reporting
more than 1,000 heat-wave-related deaths in the last fortnight. At least 13 people have died in open water-related incidents in the UK. Extreme heat-wave warnings were issued in
France and record July temperatures were reported in the
Netherlands. In Paris, the thermometer crossed 40 degrees
Celsius for the third time this summer. In addition, wildfires
continue to sweep across parts of Southwest Europe. As well
to increased ozone pollution, the European heat wave is also
exacerbating the scale and intensity of wildfires currently
raging across southern Europe, especially in south-western
France, Spain and Portugal. The worst affected regions to
date include the Gironde region south of Bordeaux,
Extremadura and Galicia in Spain, and parts of Portugal.
The Global Climate Coalition (GCC), which represented the
oil, coal, auto, utilities, steel, and rail industries, hired a communications partner to change the narrative on Climate
Change. The strategy was implemented through an extensive media campaign, including placing quotes and pitching
opinion pieces. The groundwork was laid meticulously for
the industry's biggest campaign to date - opposing international efforts to negotiate emissions reductions in Kyoto,
Japan, in December 1997. The basic requirement is that we'll
have to change our lifestyles too, to cope with the climate
challenges. We'll have to change the way we are constructing
our commercial and residential buildings, all clad in either
glass or aluminium cladding requiring more heat-intensive
mechanisms to maintain a cooler temperature. In hotels
worldwide it is a normal practice to maintain the building
temperature at 17 degrees Celsius, why can't we make it a
more reasonable 21 degrees Celsius? In addition, we also
need to change our style of construction by using a judicious
mix of stone, cement and wood, not just relying on one particular product, besides ensuring less usage of wood. If we
humans don't act now instead of just preaching and making
hollow promises then we could just look forward to our extinction much earlier than envisaged by nature.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.
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taken a dangerous turn --the Russian military has gained
ground in the east and controls the region of Luhansk and
the portcity of Mariupol, grinding down defensive forces
with long-range missiles and heavy artillery. Russia is not
exactly winning the war, but it is not losing either. Fighting
raged unabated in eastern Ukraine's industrial heartland of
the Donbas, where Russian forces tried to make new gains in
the face of stiff Ukrainian resistance. Since April, the
Kremlin has concentrated on capturing the Donbas, a mostly Russian-speaking region of eastern Ukraine where proRussia separatists have proclaimed independence. Ukraine
is vastly outgunned on the eastern front lines. It’s running
out of heavy equipment. The Ukraine military is losing up
to 200 soldiers a day. A Russian blockade of Ukraine’s historic port Odesa has halted grain exports, threatening to produce a worldwide famine.Widespread economic sanctions
against Russia have not changed Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s strategy or actions. The sanctions are inflicting pain on the people of Russia and Western Europe,
but Putin cares nothing. Energy revenue, the staple of the
Russian economy, is growing, despite the sanctions, as gas
and oil prices rise precipitously. Unfortunately, both NATO
and Russia are moving in the wrong direction. The US and
the NATO leadership are unable to visualise the consequence of the Russian blockade of Ukrainian sea routes.
Millions of tonnes of foodgrains are rotting in central and
western Ukraineas their export lines are either completely blocked or are under Russian control. Economic sanctions
are needed as a long-term strategy to isolate Russia, undermine its economy and wean Western Europe off its dependence on Russian oil and gas. But stopping the Russian advance in the east, and retaking some of the captured territory, over the next four months is critical to the war’s outcome.
Sanctions cannot influence the war effort within that timeframe. Advances made by Russian troops in the east will be
hard to dislodge over the winter. A protracted war suits the
Russians, say analysts.Ukraine’s military and people have
already demonstrated their bravery and indomitable will.
Man for man, they are far superior and better motivated soldiers. But they are badly outgunned and outnumbered.
Whether Ukraine wins the war depends on international
support and the resolve of Western leaders. They will have
to give top priority to defeating Putin’s army — or live withthe consequences of a Russian victory: a dangerously
destabilized world, encroachments on the European Union
and NATO and, with them, the prospect of nuclear war. If
history is any witness, Russia has been a ruthless oppressor
of Ukraine. Among the weapons it used against there bellious-natured Ukrainians stiff control of their agricultural
potential has been its prime weapon of war. After the
Russian Revolution, Ukraine declared its independence
from Russia on January 12, 1918, and several years of warfare ensued with several groups. The Red Army finally was
victorious over Kiev and next year Ukraine became a Soviet
republic. In the 1930s, the Soviet government’s high handedness met with resistance, which in return prompted the confiscation of grain from Ukrainian farmers by the Soviet authorities. It is said the resulting famine took an estimated 5
million lives.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Abandoned cars are scattered by flooding across a shuttered Interstate 70 at Mid Rivers Mall Drive in St. Peters after
heavy rain fell through the night and into the morning on Wednesday.

A mirage called opposition unity
DR. DUGGARAJU
SRINIVASA RAO

he Presidential election
of 2022 was proclaimed
as a game changer for the
Indian politics with the strong
unified challenge to the hegemony of BJP and the dethroning of Narendra Modi from the
Prime Minister chair has ultimately ended in a massive defeat for the idea of opposition
unity. The differences cropped
up during the Presidential election now stretched to the VicePresidential election and
cracks got widened. These new
cracks, resulted from the personal egos of the Mamata
Banerjee and Sonia Gandhi,
who may force some of the regional parties to drift from the
current path of anti-Modi and
end up as an ally of BJP by the
time of 2024 Lok Sabha election. The signs are there already with JMM of Jharkhand
charting its own agenda leaving its alliance partner
Congress baffled.
Initially, there was lingering
doubts regarding the election
of NDA candidate as the
President as it lacked a clear
edge in the Electoral College.
Sensing that Mamata Banerjee
took the lead in convening the
meet of the opposition parties
to project a common candidate.

T

Mamata Banerjee has the hidden intention of projecting herself as the glue for the opposition unity thus side-lining the
Congress and Sonia. That was
the beginning of appearance of
minor cracks in the so-called
strong edifice of opposition.
She succeeded in her attempt
as all parties agreed to the proposal of
TMC member
Yashwanth Sinha as presidential candidate. However the
bonhomie among the opposition parties was short lived as
BJP came out with the name of
Draupadi Murmu as President.
One party after the other
gravitated toward the tribal
lady candidature, thus widening the cracks in the opposition. The Shiva Sena, JDS,
JMM, BSP, YSRCP, TDP, SAD
and other smaller sub regional
parties which are outside NDA
extended unsolicited support to
BJP sponsored candidate
Murmu. Mamata Banerjee realised her tactical error of
going ahead with the announcement of Yashwanth
Sinha without waiting for the
BJP’s decision, despite knowing that Draupadi Murmu is
the likely candidate of ruling
dispensation.
Mamata Banerjee’s statement that “she would have supported Murmu had BJP consulted me in advance” has hit
the very basis of opposition
unity. The Congress party already nursing the grouse of
lost pre-eminence in the opposition camp, and Mamata further rubbing it by claiming her
TMC as the original Congress,
was waiting for the chance to
retaliate against Bengal CM.
The Congress strategists took
the earliest opportunity to hit
back at Mamata Banerjee and
kept her out of loop in naming

Margaret Alva as the VicePresidential candidate of the
opposition. The short tempered, hot headed Mamata
Benarjee retaliated by announcing the non-participation
of
TMC in the VicePresidential election. This tit
for tat of individual ego filled
leaders is the virtual end to the
opposition unity.
The election of NDA sponsored candidates for the
President and Vice President
posts was a forgone conclusion
even before the formal voting
took place. But now the divided
opposition has helped BJP to
exhibit its total dominance.
Murmu getting the support of
126 MLAs and 17 MPs from the
opposition camp, spread across
18 states, has wounded the
pride of Congress. Murmu getting one vote from Kerala
where BJP has no MLA shows
the extent of opposition disunity. Whether that vote was
casted deliberately or by mistake is yet to be ascertained but
there was no doubt regarding
the Congress MLAs voting to
Murmu in Madhya Pradesh,
Telangana and Odisha.
If that deliberate voting was
for the love of seeing their own
tribal lady in the Rashtrapati
Bhavan it may be acceptable to
some extent. But if it went beyond that reason and MLAs are
moving away from Congress, as
the high command of that
party suspect, then it is a big
trouble for the entire opposition unity. Without a strong
Congress there is no way the
opposition can challenge BJP
in 2024.
Now that Mamata Banerjee
failed in uniting the opposition
and Sinha lost the election, the
Congress party is throwing
barbs at her. The Congress

party strategists started
spreading news of ‘secret understanding between Mamata
and Modi through a meet of
her and Jagdeep Dhankar at a
hill station. If Mamata
Banerjee, as Congress suspects,
really
support
Jagdeep
Dhankar for the post of VicePresident, the opposition unity
will lay shattered.
The attempts to unite the opposition not only failed but got
damaged collaterally. The BJP
hit back at the opposition resulted in the split of Shiva Sena
and collapse of MVA in
Maharashtra. The damage during the presidential poll included the revolt with in Congress
in more than one state. Now the
withering of coalition in UP
which was built before the assembly elections. Akhilesh
Yadav asking his partners to go
away thus successfully pushing
them towards BJP.
Many issues are there for the
failed unity among the opposition. The personal egos of the
leaders top the list. Many leaders in opposition competing for
the badge of ‘challenger to
Modi’ and each one trying to
push the other out is the second
factor. The lack of trust among
the parties is the third factor.
The regional parties are antiCongress in their own states
and they don’t like to the revival of that GOP in their
states. With the space for the
Congress shrinking across the
country, the regional parties
not sorting out its issues and
the absence of JP like figurehead to act as a mentor are
leaving the opposition unity an
eternal mirage of all seasons.
The BJP will be sitting pretty
towards a hat-trick victory in
2024 election if the opposition
fails to mend its ways.

CBI busts a extortion racket who were claiming to get
Rajya Sabha seats and governor posts for Rs 100 crore and
police had arrested four persons in this connection. The
accused
residents
of
Maharashtra, Karnataka and
Delhi dropped top names to
fool clients and they caught
when the agency intercepted
their calls and they were allegedly asking for money for
the purpose of central government posts sas high as of
that of a state Governor
anand CBI sources said that
these men tried to extort upto
hundred crore while assuring
people of positions in the
rajya sabha as well as state
Governors and as chairmen of
different Central govt organizations. CBI had already arrested four persons and further investigation is going on
and it is expected that entire
gang will be arrested soon
and it is advisable that the
public should be vigilant so
that such persons may not be
successful in their nefarious
designs.
Yash Pal Ralhan, Jalandhar

Rank is all
that matters
Everything in the education
sector is now dependent on
rankings. Branding in education is not the best advertisement for it. Education in India
has come a long way from the
guru-shishya relationship,
and a student is now a consumer. All the trappings
around educational institutions are designed to make
the consumer buy the ‘product’ available. Dedicated
teachers who wanted to
mould students are a rarity,
and those who did it without
monetary expectations have
gone extinct.
Anthony Henriques, Mumbai

Illegal mining
Mining is not a small operation that it can be hidden instantly. Perhaps, no government has been serious about
checking illegal mining. Why
are forces like the MCISF not
employed and barriers put on
roads with cameras for surveillance? Work permits to
vehicles and handlers need to
be registered and identified
after verification of antecedents. The society should
boycott those involved in
wrong practices. The voters
need to be circumspect in the
interest of democracy.
Gian P Kansal, by mail

Vinod Chandrashekhar Dixit

K

udos to PM Narendra Modi
Government for taking initiative of ‘Har Ghar Tiranga’ campaign under the aegis of Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav to encourage people to bring the Tiranga home and
to hoist it to mark the 75th year of
India’s independence. The Tiranga
belongs to over a thousand million
Indians who live in the country and
abroad. The current Tiranga that
we use was designed by Pingali
Venkayya who was an Indian freedom fighter and is one of the unsung heroes of Indian freedom
struggle. Our Tiranga represents
the ideas, values and virtues of the
citizens and the nation with which
it moves forward. The sacrifices

cars, homes, clothes and homes.
The National Tiranga of India
was adopted in its present form
during
the
meeting
of
Constituent Assembly held on the
22 July 1947, a few days before
India's independence from the
British on 15 August, 1947. It
served as the national Tiranga of
the Dominion of India between 15
August 1947 and 26 January 1950
and that of the Republic of India
thereafter. Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru described it as ‘a Tiranga
of freedom’ while moving the resolution on the Tiranga in the constituent assembly. And, for the

first time in the long history of the
nation, Indians could look up with
pride and honour at their country’s Tiranga.
PM Modi has rightly appealed
to citizens to strengthen the ‘Har
Ghar Tiranga’ movement by hoisting or displaying the national
Tiranga at homes between August
13 and 15. The Indian National
Tiranga represents the hopes and
aspirations of the people of India.
It is the symbol of our national
pride. Over the last five decades,
several people including members
of armed forces have ungrudgingly laid down their lives to keep the

Mumbai, Jul 27:

Hiring pilots
New Delhi: Jet
Airways on Tuesday
started the process for
hiring pilots for
Airbus' A320 aircraft
as well as Boeing's
737NG and 737Max
planes. The airline -which received air operator certificate from
aviation regulator
DGCA on May 20 -- is
yet to place an order
for aircraft with either European planemaker Airbus or
American aerospace
company Boeing. Jet
Airways on Tuesday
said on Twitter:
"Inviting pilots who
are current and typerated on the Airbus
A320 or Boeing 737NG
or MAX aircraft, to
apply to join us in creating history as we
prepare to relaunch
India's classiest airline." Currently, the
airline has just one operational aircraft -which is a B737NG -in its fleet.

Road projects

Quality education
India has more of quantity,
but little ‘quality’ education.
Globally, our universities are
at the tail-end. At the age of
23, Shaheed Bhagat Singh
had read so much. Till his last
moment, he was reading
Lenin. Imagine his level of inquisitiveness! True education
is the progressive discovery
of our ignorance. We are lacking on that front.
BM Singh, by mail

Tiranga is our pride which is a symbol of India’s strength and courage
made and the struggles people
went through are to be respected
through “Har Ghar Tiranga” campaign. As an Indian don’t we feel
proud to acknowledge the accomplishments and victories that we
all have witnessed by staying united under this Tiranga?
The aim of this campaign is to
make the relationship with the tricolor more personal than formal
because the Tiranga is a symbol
of free India that reminds us that
we are all equal, irrespective of
our religion, caste and creed. The
Tiranga played a pivotal role in
uniting people during India’s freedom struggle. Bhikaji Cama, also
known as Madame Cama, was the
first woman who successfully unfurled the first version of the tricolour Indian Tiranga. She still remains to be one of the most
prominent woman personalities
to participate in the Indian
Nationalist Movement.
There is no other country in the
world as diverse as ours, and we
must take pride in that. Unlike
earlier when the use of our national Tiranga was limited, today
national pride can be expressed in
many ways and many civilians do
so by the use of Tiranga in our

̈ At next week’s
monetary policy
meeting
Chandigarh: The
Haryana government
will promote the textile industry through
MSMEs so that more
and more youth can
get employment,
Deputy Chief
Minister Dushyant
Chautala said. For
this, the State's Textile
Policy 2022 will be implemented soon, he
said. The Deputy
Chief Minister held a
meeting in New Delhi
to discuss the draft
prepared for the policy. He presided over
the meeting of the
state Cabinet SubCommittee regarding
the draft of the proposed 'Haryana
Atmanirbhar Textile
Policy 2022', said an official statement here.

tricolour flying in its full glory. In
1921, Gandhi proposed a tricolored Tiranga with the symbol of
the spinning wheel at its center.
The colors of the Tiranga represented the dominant religions of
the Indian subcontinent with clear
message of promoting religious
harmony. But growing demands
for further modification led him to
change the interpretations of the
colors into something more secular. The lowermost strip of red
represented sacrifice, middle
green stripe represented hope and
the topmost white stripe represented peace.?
When we display the national
Tiranga, we rise above our religion,
political affiliation and the region
we belong to. There is no doubt
that the idea behind the initiative
will certainly invoke the feeling of
patriotism in the hearts of the people and to promote awareness
about the Indian National Tiranga.
Let us all be encouraged to own it,
love it, respect it and display it and
salute to the leaders who brought
us independence, and the Tiranga
that will forever hold their legacy
and our history intact. It is every
Indian’s fundamental right to fly it
with dignity and honour.

The Reserve Bank of
India's rate-setting panel
will go for a 0.35 per cent
hike in the key repo rate at
its meeting next week, an
American brokerage said
on Wednesday. The hike
will be accompanied by a
change in the policy
stance to "calibrated tightening", Bofa Securities
said in a report published
ahead of the Monetary
Policy Committee (MPC)
resolution which is set to
be announced on August 5.
RBI has hiked the rate by a
cumulative 0.90 per cent in
two tightening moves in
May and June, responding

to the runaway headline
inflation which has consistently overshot the upper
end of the target set for the
central bank for many
months. Referring to policy actions since April,
when RBI introduced the
standing deposit facility,
the brokerage said the central bank has effectively
hiked rates by 1.30 per
cent. "In our base case, we
now see the RBI MPC hike
policy repo rate by 0.35 per
cent, taking it to 5.25 per
cent (higher than pre-pandemic level), with stance
change to calibrated tightening from withdrawal of
accommodation," the report said. The brokerage
expects MPC to retain its
FY23 Consumer Price
Inflation (CPI) and real
GDP growth forecasts, at
6.7 per cent and 7.2 per

Govt mulls changes
in pricing structure

̈ To determine
average selling
price of bauxite
New Delhi, Jul 27:

The government is considering changes in the pricing structure to ascertain
the Average Selling Price
(ASP) of metallurgical
grade bauxite in order to attract private players in the
sector. At present, states are
not able to auction the existing bauxite mines as companies find the selling price of
the mineral unviable.
Bauxite is the principal ore
of aluminum and therefore
the mineral is the essential
raw material for aluminium
producers. The change in
calculation would be made
through amendment in the
mining law and the mines
ministry has invited suggestions for the same, according to an official note. A
number of companies and
industry associations have
sought to revise the conversion factor to obtain the
ASP for metallurgical grade
bauxite. The representations said that the ASP

reached through the present conversion factor was
very high when compared
to actual price of bauxite,
the ministry said in a note
for consultation on the proposed changes. On account
of repeated representation,
the mines ministry referred
the issue to a panel that was
constituted for developing a
national mineral index.
"Based on the report of the
committee, it is proposed to
revise the conversion factor
to arrive at the ASP for metallurgical grade bauxite on
the basis of LME (London
Metal Exchange) price of
aluminium for the financial
year 2020-21 after factoring
the logistics cost in taking
the ore from the mine to the
plant and the contribution
towards royalty, DMF
(District
Mineral
Foundation) and NMET
(National
Mineral
Exploration
Trust).
"Accordingly, it is proposed
to notify the revised conversion factor as 4.23 per cent,"
the ministry said, adding
that the move will rationalise the calculation of
ASP for metallurgical grade
bauxite.

cent, respectively.
Last
week,
RBI
Governor Shaktikanta
Das said that headline inflation, which came at 7.04
per cent for April, is appearing to have peaked.
There is a possibility
for MPC to adopt a more
aggressive measure and
deliver a 0.50 per cent
hike in rates like it did in
June, joining some developed market and regional
central banks who have
sent out more decisive
signals. On the other
hand, a 0.25 per cent hike
in rates can also not be
ruled out, the brokerage
said, explaining that MPC
could acknowledge that
inflation has peaked and
there are downside risks
to their estimates and
there will be measured
hikes from here on.

Average housing price
rose up to 15 per cent during April-June across 9
major cities, with Chennai
witnessing the highest appreciation of 15 per cent,
according to data analytic
firm PropEquity. The
weighted average price
rose by 15 per cent in
Chennai to Rs 6,744 per
square feet in the June
quarter from Rs 5,855 per
square feet in the year-ago
period. Gurugram witnessed 12 per cent increase
in prices to Rs 11,517 per
square feet from Rs 10,315
per square feet, and
Hyderabad too saw 12 per
cent rise to Rs 6,472 per

square feet from Rs 5,764
per square feet. The average prices in Noida rose 9
per cent to Rs 7,411 per
square feet from Rs 6,791
per square feet. In
Bengaluru, the prices were
up 8 per cent to Rs 6,196 per
square feet from Rs 5,760
per square feet. Housing
prices in Mumbai, Thane
and Pune increased by 3
per cent. In Mumbai, the
prices of residential properties rose to Rs 18,896 per

Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal speaks as Delhi Transport Minister Kailash Gahlot looks on at the inauguration of
Electric Vehicle Charging Stations, at Rajghat Bus Depot in New Delhi, Wednesday, July 27.

Roshni Nadar remains
richest Indian woman

̈ Nykaa’s Nayar top
among self-made
rich women
Mumbai, Jul 27:

HCL
Technologies'
chairperson Roshni Nadar
Malhotra has retained her
position as the richest
woman in India, with a 54
per cent jump in her networth to Rs 84,330 crore in
2021.
Falguni Nayar, who quit
her investment banking
career to start the beauty
focused brand Nykaa
around a decade ago, has
emerged as the richest
self-made woman with a
networth of Rs 57,520
crore, as per the Kotak
Private Banking-Hurun
list
published
on
Wednesday.
Nayar, who is 59, saw a
963 per cent increase in her
wealth during the year and
is also the second richest
woman overall, trailing
the 40-year-old Malhotra,
the daughter of HCL
Technologies' founder Shiv

Housing prices rise up to
15 pc annually in June quarter
New Delhi, Jul 27:

New Delhi: Union
Minister Nitin
Gadkari pulled up the
NHAI officials here
for not visiting project
sites, which is responsible for the delay and
poor quality of work.
The road transport
and highways minister said that, he held a
meeting with NHAI
and National
Highways and
Infrastructure
Development
Corporation Ltd
(NHIDCL) officials on
issues related to road
projects in Assam.
"Even Assam Chief
Minister complained
why NHAI officials
did not contact him
about problems being
faced by them...(NHAI
and NHIDCL)
Officials sitting in
Delhi, have not visited
the project site in the
last two years,"
Gadkari, who is
known for his frank
views, said while addressing an event
here. The minister
wondered how one
can result without visiting project sites. The
National Highways
Authority of India
(NHAI) and NHIDCL
are primarily responsible for the construction of national highways and expressways
across the country.

EV CHARGING STATIONS

RBI to go for 35 basis points
hike in rates : Report

square feet from Rs 18,259
per square feet, while in
Thane, the rates appreciated to Rs 6,325 per square
feet from Rs 6,165 per
square feet. Housing prices
in Pune too increased to Rs
5,348 per square feet from
Rs 5,189 per square feet.
Kolkata witnessed the
minimum increase of 1
per cent in the average
housing prices to Rs 5,431
per square feet in AprilJune 2022 from Rs 5,355 per
square feet in the same period last year. "Residential
market has been witnessing steady growth in sales
and price appreciations
over the last one year,"
Samir Jasuja, Founder and
MD of PropEquity, said.

Nadar, as per the report.
Biocon's Kiran MazumdarShaw witnessed a 21 per
cent decline in her fortune
and has moved down one
rank to be the third richest
woman in the country
with a wealth of Rs 29,030
crore, it said.
The list of 100 women accounts for only Indian
women, defined as born or
brought up in India, who
are actively managing
their businesses or are selfmade. The cumulative
wealth of these 100 women
has increased 53 per cent
in a year to Rs 4.16 lakh
crore in 2021 from Rs 2.72
lakh crore in 2020, and
they now contribute 2 per

Rupee falls 13 paise
to close at 79.91
against US dollar
Mumbai, Jul 27:

cent of India's nominal
GDP. The cut-off for making it into the top 100 has
increased to Rs 300 crore
from Rs 100 crore earlier,
and the top 10 cut-off is at
Rs 6,620 crore, which is a 10
per cent jump from the previous year.
Highest number of entrants in the list are from
Delhi-National Capital
Region at 25, followed by
Mumbai
(21)
and
Hyderabad (12), it said.
When looked at from a sectoral perspective, pharmaceuticals led with 12 entrants followed by healthcare at 11 and consumer
goods with nine women in
the top 100 richest women
in India. Apollo Hospitals
Enterprise contributed
four entrants to the list,
making it the highest contribution by a single company. It was followed by
Metro Shoes and Devi Sea
Foods at two entrants each.
Kanika Tekriwal (33y/o) of
Bhopal-based Jetsetgo is
the youngest on the list
with a 50 per cent increase
in wealth at Rs 420 crore.

Power generation capacity
to hit 820GW by 2030: Singh
New Delhi, Jul 27:
Union Power and New &
Renewable
Energy
Minister R K Singh on
Wednesday said the country's electricity generation
capacity will reach 820GW
by 2030, including over
500GW from non-fossil fuel
sources. In his message at
the launch of a report of
The Energy Resource
Institute (TERI), Singh
said: "By 2030, the total capacity for power production would be about
820GW. Out of that, more
than 500GW will be nonfossil." Pointing out that
India has already started
adding storage capacity to
renewable energy, the minister said the government
has come out with one of
the largest bids on storage
and is trying to bring
down the storage cost by
adding volume. He also
emphasised on India's
commitment to energy
transition targets though
the country has one of the
lowest per capita emissions. TERI on Wednesday
released a roadmap charting the feasible pathways

to achieving the ambitious
decarbonisation targets.
Apart from suggesting
policies as well as technological interventions to
achieve the 2030 goals,
TERI's roadmap also calls
for state leadership in the
development of pumped
storage plants and feed-intariff for solar generation.
Vibha Dhawan, Director
General, TERI, said in the
statement, "While India
has the right policy regime
in place, we need to adopt
new energy storage solutions and technologies
which bring stability and
flexibility to the grid. We
need collaborations for investing in research and development of new technologies."

Sensex, Nifty climb nearly
1 pc; IT, banking stocks shine
Mumbai, Jul 27:

The rupee declined 13
paise to close at 79.91 (provisional) against the US
dollar on Wednesday,
weighed down by the overall strength in the greenback and expectations of
an aggressive rate hike by
the US Federal Reserve. At
the interbank foreign exchange market, the local
currency opened at 79.83
and finally ended at 79.91,
down 13 paise over its previous close. On Tuesday,
the rupee had settled at
79.78 against the American
currency. "The Indian
rupee depreciated on overall strength in the US
Dollar and concerns over
global economic recovery.

Benchmark
indices
bounced
back
on
Wednesday after a two-day
decline, with the Sensex
and Nifty climbing nearly
1 per cent each, tracking
heavy buying in IT and
banking stocks amid a positive trend in European
markets. At the closing
bell, the 30-share BSE
benchmark jumped 547.83
points or 0.99 per cent to
settle at 55,816.32. During
the day, it climbed 584.6
points or 1 per cent to
55,853.09.
The broader NSE Nifty
advanced 157.95 points or
0.96 per cent to 16,641.80.
Sun Pharma was the top

gainer in the Sensex pack,
spurting 3.39 per cent, followed by State Bank of
India, Larsen & Toubro,

Asian
Paints,
TCS,
UltraTech Cement, Bajaj
Finance and IndusInd
Bank.

Axis Bank reports India's economic growth projections Domino’s launches Cheesy
Rewards Loyalty program
revised downward: IMF
Rs. 4,125 crores profit
Mumbai, Jul 27:
Axis Bank, India’s thirdlargest private sector bank
announced its Q1FY23 results, reporting net profit
of Rs. 4,125 crores, as compared to gain of Rs. 2,160
crores in Q1FY22. The
Bank’s Net Interest
Income (NII) grew 21%
YOY and 6% Q-on-Q to Rs.
9,384 crores in Q1FY23
from Rs. 7,760 crores in
Q1FY22. Its Net interest
margin (NIM) for Q1FY23
was 3.60%, growing 14 bps
YOY and 11 bps QoQ.
CASA grew up 16% YoY
and 1% QoQ, whereas
CASA ratio stood at 43%

improved by 53 bps YOY.
The bank’s operating revenue reflects an 11%
growth from Rs. 11,119
crores in Q1FY22 to Rs.
12,383 crores in Q1FY23.
As of 30th June 2022 the
Bank’s reported Gross
NPA and Net NPA levels at
2.76% and 0.64% respectively as against 3.85% and
1.20% as on 30th June 2021.
The bank’s Fee income
grew 34% YoY to Rs. 3,576
crores. Retail fee grew 43%
YOY & contributed 66% to
total fee. Overall capital
adequacy ratio (CAR) including profit for Q1FY23
stood at 17.83% with CET 1
ratio of 15.16%.

̈ To 7.4 per cent for
fiscal year 2022
New York, Jul 27:

The IMF on Tuesday cut
India's growth rate by 0.8
percentage point to 7.4 per
cent for fiscal year 2022, reflecting "mainly less
favourable external conditions and more rapid policy
tightening. The IMF in its
World Economic Outlook
update July 2022, released
Tuesday, said that the global economy, which is still
reeling from the pandemic
and Russia's invasion of
Ukraine, is facing an increasingly gloomy and uncertain outlook. The IMF

projects the global economy
to slow further to 3.2 per
cent in 2022 from last year's
6.1 per cent. Global growth
at 3.2 per cent in 2022 and
moderating to 2.9 per cent
in 2023 is lower than projected in the April 2022
World Economic Outlook
by 0.4 and 0.7 percentage
point, respectively.
This reflects stalling
growth in the world's three
largest economies the
United States, China and
the euro area with important consequences for the
global outlook. It added
that downgrades for China
and the United States, as
well as for India, are driving the downward revisions to global growth dur-

ing 2022 23. This reflects the
materialisation of downside risks highlighted in
the April 2022 World
Economic Outlook: a
sharper slowdown in China
due to extended lockdowns,
tightening global financial
conditions associated with
expectations of steeper interest rate hikes by major
central banks to ease inflation
pressure,
and
spillovers from the war in
Ukraine.
It said for emerging markets
and
developing
economies, the negative revisions to growth in 2022 23
reflect mainly the sharp
slowdown of China's economy and the moderation in
India's economic growth.

Mumbai, Jul 27:

Domino’s Pizza, the
largest pizza chain in the
country, recently launched
the Cheesy
Rewards
Loyalty Program. The
first-of-its-kind rewards
program allows customers
to collect 100 points (1 pie)
on every order and, after
collecting 600 points, offers the customer the opportunity to get a free
pizza. This allows customers to enjoy their
favourite Domino’s Pizza
and get rewarded for their
orders from Domino’s.
Speaking
about
the
Cheesy Rewards campaign, Sandeep Anand,
EVP and CMO, Domino’s

Pizza, said, “Customer delight is our constant endeavour. We have created
the Cheesy Rewards
Program with a vision to
nurture, celebrate and reward customer relationships
and
loyalty.”
Domino’s has kept innovation and consumer centricity at the centre of its
business to provide the
best food experience and
become a brand synonymous with pizza in India.
The brand values its customers and intends to
make every single pizza
eating experience not just
truly memorable but also
rewarding (by offering
them free pizza on every
6th order).
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‘Shubhangi Atre takes care
of me like a daughter’
akesh Bedi, who
portrays Bhure Lal
in the beloved show
Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai on
&TV, has played a variety
of comical roles throughout his four-decade-longacting career. He dominated comedy television and
movies throughout the
1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.
With his unmatched talent, conviction, and expertise, Rakesh Bedi has
consistently delivered
flawless performances
that have inspired the audience to believe in them.
While his portrayal of
Bhure Lal prompted the
audience to fall off their
seats. He talks about an
array of topics, ranging
from his comic characters
to equations he shares
with the directors and actors of Bhabiji Ghar Par
Hai.
Tell us about your
journey so far.
I completed my FTII
course in Pune before
starting my official career
in film, and during my
convocation performance,
G.P. Sippy, Sir—who had
just directed the smashhit Sholay that year—
asked me to come to
Bombay and offered me a
significant part in the
movie Ahsaas! My foray
into the Hindi film indus-

R

try was done with this
movie. My path has been
lovely, and I am proud to
say that despite having
been in over 100 movies
and television shows, I am
one of the few actors who
started their careers in
theatre and are still associated with it. Theatre
will always be my first
love.
Who has been your
role model as a theatre
artist?
Charlie Chaplin was
someone I had a crush on,
so I watched all his
movies and comedic performances. He was the

one who, without saying a
word, made everyone
laugh, and that is what
motivated me to pursue a
career in theatre. I also
enjoyed the amazing work
of Johnny Walker, Sanjiv
Kapoor, and Mehmood
Sir.
What was the response you received for
playing Bhure Lal in
Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai?
There has always been
a fantastic response. The
Bhure Lal persona is incredibly
popular.
However, they also worry
when I take off my helmet
(laughs). When the audi-

B

ollywood star Akshay Kumar says even though comedy is his favourite genre, he loves experimenting
with characters and is in a constant chase for new
things. "Though comedy is my favourite genre, I love
experimenting with different roles. I have a hunger for
this, I constantly chase the new. So one could say I am
a very greedy kind of a person when it comes to work,"
Akshay said. The actor's film 'Bachchhan Paandey' is set
to have its world television premiere on Zee Cinema on
July 31. He says the movie is a "mass entertainer".
Akshay added: "I've taken up a film like this after
a long time. Not only does it sketch out the
hero to be an unconventional villain but also,
the whole film outlines a fresh narrative
for the audience to just sit back and
enjoy." Akshay's co-star Arshad Warsi
added that 'Bachchhan Paandey' is the
kind of film he would definitely watch.
Arshad Warsi added: "It is light-hearted, with thrill, drama, and greatly
written characters. Comedy is one
of the most difficult genres there
is; one has to have impeccable
timing with the punchlines and
sense of humour to make it
look effortless. But my
aim, always, is to get
into the character so
much that I make
you forget who I am.
I make you forget
what my previous one
was, and that works for
me. It's always a breeze
collaborating with Akshay
Kumar.
"He is a great person at
heart. I think that is one of the
reasons he just goes on and on
and on. verybody wants to cast
him because he is absolutely trouble-free. Apart from that, Bachchhan
Paandey also gave me the opportunity
to work with beautiful Kriti Sanon. She is
a joy to work with, so hardworking and
extremely sincere."

Akshay Kumar:
I constantly chase
new things

ence appreciates me as
Bhure Lal, I am overwhelmed. I frequently
find myself giggling as I
go through the countless
hilarious and witty father-in-law memes created by Bhure Lal on social
media.
What do you feel
makes Bhabiji Ghar
Par Hai more loved in
comparison to other
comedy shows?
I would say writing.
Without a doubt! Our
writer, Manoj Santoshi,
can bring laughter with
lines that have no humour
in them. We just must deliver the line in a way that
brings laughter.
You have been in this
industry for a long time
and have done various
comedic and serious
roles. However, people
best remember you for
your comic roles. What
do you want to say
about that?
I am grateful that people appreciate my work
and show me such a lot of
support. I have performed
both serious and humorous roles concurrently,
and I will continue to do
so. In theatres, I have
played a variety of serious characters. One of the
most well-known is The
Mouse Trap by Agatha

Christie, in which I portrayed the drama's primary antagonist. I have
performed 200 or so concerts, and it was a huge
hit
in
London.
Additionally, ‘Massage’, a
piece by Vijay Tendulkar
that I performed alone for
two hours straight playing 24 various shades of
personalities in a row, will
always be my favourite.
Apart from Aasif
Sheikh, with whom do
you have a strong bond
in the Bhabiji Ghar Par
Hai cast?
I don't have my regular
scenes, but whenever I
am on set, I have been
pampered a lot by
Shubhangi Atre (Angoori
Bhabi). She takes care of
everything like a daughter. So, our bond is not
just onscreen but offscreen as well. We all
have our lunch together
whenever I am on set, and
Shubhangi herself cooks
for me and innocently
says' Dadoo Khana Kha
lo. Likewise, I share a
great time with Rohit,
chit-chatting about our
theatre days and many
political topics.
Watch Rakesh Bedi as
Bhure Lal &TV’s Bhabiji
Ghar Par Hai airing
every Monday to
Friday at 10:30 PM.
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Nia Sharma, Niti Taylor to
participate in ‘Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa’

alayalam actress
Nithya Menon has
put out a video in
which she has clarified that
she is not getting married

Birmingham, Jul 27 (PTI):

̈ FTP for next five
years finalised

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

t's time for the celebrities to put on
their dancing shoes again as COLORS
returns with its flagship celebrity
dance reality show ‘Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa’.
The franchise enjoyed immense
success in
its past season and
will be
making
a grand
comeback
t o

I

television after a 5-year hiatus. As per the
format, the show will see eminent celebrities from different walks of life showcasing their best dance moves along with
choreographer partners. While there has
been a lot of anticipation around who
will take on the judges panel, filmmaker
Karan Johar and timeless beauty
Madhuri Dixit Nene have been roped in
and will return as judges. Joining them
the International artist Nora Fatehi after
her recent stint in Dance Deewane
Juniors. Showcasing an illustrious panel
of judges and a star-studded line-up of
contestants, the 10th season is going to be
10 times bigger, more glamourous, and entertaining. Gorgeous television actor Nia
Sharma, youth icon Niti Taylor, popular
actor Gashmeer Mahajani and restaurateur/chef Zorawar Kalra have been confirmed to participate in the upcoming
season of India’s most loved
celebrity dance reality show
Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa.
Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa will air
soon on COLORS

Nithya Menon clarifies
she is not getting married
any time soon

M

ICC Meet: BCCI to host 2025 Not thinking of Australia as yet,
focussing on group matches: Manpreet
Women’s ODI World Cup

Cinema has
become the
greatest source
of joy in my life,
says Shruti Haasan

anytime soon, as was reported by a section of the
media.
Taking to Instagram, the
actress, who is recovering
from an ankle injury, said,
"I'll take this opportunity to
say directly myself that I
am not getting married. It is
just a big happy made up
story. There is nothing close
to it. No plans. Nobody in
the picture. That's not happening. Just a classic case
of someone who is bored
making up an article and it
was picked up by everybody
in the media without doing
any background checks or
without confirming at all."
The actress said, "I have
absolutely zero plans for it.
Also, I'm always going to
take breaks from acting
and I need that time to recuperate. It's the kind of person I am. Most actors do it.
It's new to people here. I'll
never be able to work continuously or mechanically."
"I've had a really tough one
year. Worked literally every
day. Because of the lockdown everything got piled
up and I had to work everyday. I have five or six more
projects that are going to be
released," the actress
added.

ctress Shruti Haasan, who completed 13 years in the film industry recently, says that Cinema
has become the greatest source of joy in
her life.
Taking to Instagram, the actress posted
a video expressing gratitude and wrote,
"Magical 13 years - I never actually
thought I'd do more than a movie. Even I
wasn't born to do this. I learned to love
it and cinema has become the greatest
source of joy in my life - in fact, it has
given me the life I'm so grateful for.
"Through the years, I've learned a
lot on how to weather success and
failures, how to waltz with confidence and doubt and most of all, to
appreciate the honour of telling
stories and giving souls to
women I've never known before.
"I'm so eternally thankful for
the love and appreciation I get
and I never take it for granted, ever.
"Thank you for everything and I hope to give
you more and fall more in
love with this gift of
time and art.
"p.s. - Weirdos just
got to stick to being
weirdos apparently.
It eventually pays
off ! Thank you.
Thank you for
these 13 years!"

India will host the
Women's 50-over World
Cup in 2025 as the BCCI
has successfully bid for
the mega event during the
ICC Annual Conference
that
concluded
in
Birmingham on Tuesday.
The ICC flagship event
will return to the country
after more than a decade.
The last time a women's
50-over World Cup was
held in India was back in
2013 when Australian
emerged champions after
beating the West Indies by
114 runs in the final in
Mumbai. Three other ICC
women's events were also
awarded on the day with
Bangladesh hosting the
2024 T20 World Cup and
England winning hosting
rights for the 2026 edition.
The inaugural T20
Champions Trophy in 2027
will be hosted by Sri
Lanka.
The last big mega
women's global cricket
event held in India was the
2016 World T20 but that
was primarily because
ICC used to organise both
men's and women's event
simultaneously. However,
the system has changed

BCCI President Sourav Ganguly with BCB Chairman Nazmul Hassan and Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB)
Chairman Ramiz Raja during a party ahead of ICC Board meeting, at the Library of Birmingham.

with
popularity
of
women's game increasing
exponentially and ICC has
segregated the events to
procure the proper value
for women's game with
separate broadcast deal
and exclusive coverage.
"We were keen on hosting the ICC Women's
Cricket World Cup 2025
and we are glad we have
won the hosting rights for
this marquee clash on the
women's calendar," BCCI
president Sourav Ganguly
was quoted as saying in an

ICC release. "The sport has
undergone tremendous
transformation since then.
The
popularity
of
women's cricket is rapidly
rising, and this is a step in
the right direction. The
BCCI will work closely
with the ICC and fulfil all
the requirements."
BCCI secretary Jay
Shah said: "We are taking
several steps to raise the
profile of the sport right
from the grassroots level
and hosting the World Cup
will further boost the pop-

ularity of the sport in the
country.
"The BCCI remains
committed to women's
cricket in India. We have
the infrastructure in
place, and I am confident
we will have a very successful edition of the
World Cup."
The 50 over Women's
World Cup, however, has
been a stand-alone event
since its inception in 1973,
two years before the men's
mega event started in
England in 1975.

Galle, Sri Lanka, Jul 27 (AP):

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
Renowned mental conditioning
coach Paddy Upton is "excited
and privileged" to rejoin the
Indian team for a short-term
contract ahead of the T20
World Cup in Australia later
this year.
Upton, who was a part of the
2011 World Cup-winning
Indian team's support staff,
will join the ODI team from
Wednesday's third game
against the West Indies in Port
of Spain. He will continue till
the end of the T20 World Cup
in Australia. "Excited and privileged to be back in
#TeamIndia colours, working
alongside long time colleague,

friend and Head Coach Rahul
Dravid. Much of our journey
was thanks to @rajasthanroyals," Upton said in a tweet.
Upton was first roped in by
former India coach Gary
Kirsten, when he took charge
of the senior national team in
2008 and they forged a successful partnership till 2011.
Since then, Upton has been
associated with various IPL
teams and also worked with
Rahul Dravid at Rajasthan
Royals. On Tuesday, Upton was
brought back to the national
team set-up. "It is a shortterm arrangement for a period
of four months," a senior BCCI
source had told PTI on conditions of anonymity.

Sri Lanka's hopes of
winning the second cricket test took a hit as
Pakistan reached 89-1 in
its second innings at
stumps Wednesday after
being set an improbable
target of 508.
Play on the fourth day
ended early because of
bad light with 26 overs
lost. Only six overs were
possible after tea.
Pakistan needs another
419 runs to win but the
more realistic prospect is
for the tourists to try and
bat out the final day to
draw the game and secure
the series. Pakistan leads
the two match-series 1-0.
Openers
Abdullah
Shafique and Imam-ulHaq added 42 runs for the
first
wicket,
seeing
through the first hour of
what looked like a long
grind
for
Pakistan.
Shafique, who scored an
unbeaten 160 in the first
test when Pakistan successfully chased down 342
runs to set a record at
Galle, was dismissed for
16. He was spectacularly
caught
by
debutant
Dunith Wellalage, who ran

Sri Lanka's Dhananjaya de Silva (L) celebrates after scoring a century as his teammate Ramesh Mendis watches during the fourth day
of the second cricket Test match between Sri Lanka and Pakistan at
the Galle International Cricket Stadium in Galle on July 27.

England sweeps past Sweden IPL's global dominance is
4-0, reaches Euro 2022 final dangerous, says Gilchrist
Melbourne, Jul 27 (PTI):

Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Tune into the thoughts of others, Aquarius.
Focusing only on yourself means you're
missing the beauty and wisdom that come
from other people. Respect their opinions
the way you want them to respect yours.
Your ego might get in the way of your brain
until you embrace the lesson of sensitivity
that it's trying to teach you.

Today you should work to tune into the
larger, slower-moving trends in your life,
Pisces. Consider making some long-term
monetary and emotional investments.
There is a great deal of prosperity available to you now, but beware of deception
on the part of others. Watch out for fast
talkers and people who promise everything yet deliver nothing.

Many people conduct their lives without
really making conscious decisions about
their actions. People walk around like
they're asleep. Don't fall into this trap,
Aries. This is a good day to dust off your
thinking cap and take action. Don't let
others make decisions for you. Take control of your destiny.

Your thinking is clear today and you'll
find that it's right in sync with who you
are, Taurus. Find your strength in conversations in which you display your
keen insight into the situation at hand.
Your detective-like nature is especially
active, and others will find it hard to
pull the wool over your eyes now. Stay
tuned in to what's going on around you.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

It's OK to be wrong, Gemini. If you know
you've made a mistake, feel free to admit it.
Don't let your ego stand in the way of
progress. Others won't want to deal with
you if you insist that what you're doing is
right all the time when perhaps it isn't. Your
mind may be a bit more fragile on a day like
this, so try to be more sensitive and receptive than usual.

Be careful about being too critical
today, Cancer. You're likely to turn people away if you aren't careful with how
you express yourself. This is a good time
to listen and receive as opposed to
deliver information. Let things stew in
your head for a while before you make
any major decisions.

Your mental ability could be rather sluggish and lazy today. It could be that you
aren't feeling as sharp as you'd like, Leo.
This is most likely a sign that you simply
need to slow down and relax. Don't feel
as if you always need to deliver the
keynote address. Be more of an audience
member today and take advice from the
other people up on stage.

One of the important lessons of the day for
you is to remember that emotions are powerful things to recognize and honor. Don't discount your feelings. In fact, it's most important that you embrace them with your whole
being. Once you relax and settle into your true
emotions, you'll find that your mind clears and
you can make conscious, rational decisions
about whatever issues come your way.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

Someone may be calling you on certain
behaviors today, Libra. It could be that your
aggressive nature rubs someone the wrong
way and they simply don't have thick enough
skin to take it. You may not even be aware of
how your warlike attitude affects those
around you. This is a good day to see things
from someone else's perspective in order to
gain a bit more data on the situation.

Your mind is thinking quite clearly today,
Scorpio. You'll discover that you have a
keen ability to tune into the subtle energies that are moving through your life
right now. The good news is that your ego
and brain are working together, and you
may be able to strike a better balance
between these two elements of your psyche much more easily than usual.

Your receptivity to new ideas is
stronger than usual today, Sagittarius.
Listen to what people say and remember that you can learn from every person you meet. There's a lesson in every
situation. Remember to keep your
brain exercised, just like any other part
of your body.

Your mental clarity is astounding today,
Capricorn. You'll find that your pattern of
thinking reflects exactly who you are at the
core of your being. The moment you walk
out the door this morning, you'll find that
your brain wants to process everything.
This action will give you greater assuredness and insight, making this a terrific day
to stand up and speak your mind.
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48. Pronoun
49. Skiing hill
51. Storage spot
53. Beatle Ringo ____
56. Dishonor
60. Began
64. Meantime
66. Greasy
67. Unsophisticated
69. Nevada resort
70. Healing plant
71. Monstrous giants
72. Army division
73. Favorites
74. Raises children
75. Foundation

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Small wagon
5. Tiny particles
10. Filter
14. Bogus butter
15. Crawl
16. Leg hinge
17. Dads' partners
18. ____ Gras (Shrove Tuesday)
19. Like some tea
20. Dampen

22. Beasts
24. Behind
25. Massachusetts city
27. Oozes
29. Old hat
34. GI's hangout
37. Gets up
40. Ring loudly
41. Member of Congress
43. Julia Roberts, e.g.
45. Has supper
46. Teeter-totter

1. Punctuation mark
2. Emotionally distant
3. Send payment
4. Flings
5. Peak
6. Happen
7. Above, in poems
8. Hero's award
9. Backbone
10. Type of milk
11. Andes native
12. Sense
13. Turner and Kennedy
21. Goody
23. Rascal
26. Donkey
28. Greek Cupid
30. Fourth mo.

31. Glimpses
32. Window frame
33. In addition
34. Employs
35. Embossed emblem
36. Upon
38. Water under the Brooklyn Bridge (2
wds.)
39. Beat it!
42. Nile snake
44. "Oliver ____"
47. Lobe locale
50. Superlative suffix
52. Little angel
54. Singing voice
55. Proverb
57. Ring
58. Short skirts
59. Overact
60. TV "opera"
61. Floor covering
62. Great deal (2 wds.)
63. Seeded breads
65. Monster's loch
68. Savings plan (abbr.)
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the Games. The Indian
team begins it campaign
with a group match against
Ghana on Sunday.

Excited and privileged to be Dhananjaya century cements Sri Lanka’s upper hand Just want to be best version of
myself in CWG, says Srikanth
back in Indian team: Upton

A
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Australia have won every
one
of
the
six
Commonwealth Games
hockey tournaments to
date. "As a team, we have
set a goal that we have to
win
a
medal
in
Birmingham and we can
feel the weight of expectations as well. However, in
order to reach that stage,
we have to give our absolute
best in each game and not
take any opposition lightly,"
he added. The 30-year-old,
who will be making his
300th appearance for India
when he turns out against
Ghana, termed his playing
career as a roller-coaster
ride, full of ups and downs.
"The journey has been
absolutely special. It has
also been a sheer honour to
play for India for so long.
The game has taught me so
many things about life.
"I made my debut in 2011
when India won Asian
Champions
Trophy.
However, the very next
year, London Olympics was
disastrous as we could not
win a single game. We improved by leaps and bounds
in the next few years by
winning some big events.
So, it has been a rollercoaster ride for me,"
Manpreet said. Head coach
Graham Reid, who has
been at the helm of affairs
since 2019, said he's fully
aware of what the players
are capable of achieving in
Birmingham.

A maiden gold at the
Commonwealth Games
in Birmingham is the
ultimate goal but Indian
men's hockey team captain
Manpreet Singh said the
players will take one game
at a time and their immediate focus will be on the
group stage matches.
Six-time
champions
Australia are the hot
favourites in Birmingham
and the Indians will have to
beat them at some stage if
they are to clinch gold. But,
Manpreet said his players
are not breaking sweat as
yet thinking over their possible clash with the
Kookaburras.
"Right now, we are focusing on the group stage
matches and not thinking
about Australia at all.
Every one is of the opinion
that we give our best in
these matches and then
think about what Australia
has to offer when we face
them," Manpreet said at
a virtual press conference ahead of

Sheffield, Jul 27 (AP):
England is heading back
to Wembley Stadium for a
European Championship
final. This time it's the
women's team going for
the title. Sealed with an
impudent back-heeled goal
by Alessia Russo, England
swept past Sweden with a
4-0 win on Tuesday in the
first Euro 2022 semifinal
match.
Germany or France
awaits in Sunday's final
they play on Wednesday
and the winner will be
taking on a host team
that has captured the
imagination of a nation.
Just like England's men's
team did last summer at
Euro 2020, when it got to
the final at Wembley but
lost in a penalty shootout
to Italy.
Football's
Coming
Home English soccer's
anthem was sung by the
excitable home fans in
the crowd of 28,624 at
Bramall Lane in Sheffield

England's teammates celebrate after winning at the end of the
UEFA Women's Euro 2022 semi-final football match between
England and Sweden at the Bramall Lane stadium, in Sheffield.
England won 4 - 0 against Sweden.

in the final minutes of
what proved to be a onesided match as England
reached the final of a
European Championship

for the third time, after
1984 and 2009. England
lost both times and has
never won a major international tournament.

Former Australia captain Adam Gilchrist on
Wednesday voiced concerns over the Indian
Premier League's (IPL) expanding global footprint,
saying the cash-rich
league's efforts to monopolise T20 franchise cricket
are becoming "a little bit
dangerous."
Gilchrist's comments
came in the wake of reports in Australian media
saying
batter
David
Warner
will
skip
Australia's Big Bash
League (BBL) this season
to participate in a new
league in the United Arab
Emirates, backed by IPL
money.
Warner plays for IPL
side Delhi Capitals, owned
by India's GMR Group,
which owns a team in the
Emirati league. The new
tournament's schedule is
set to clash with the BBL's,
which
runs
from
December
to
earlyFebruary 2023.

IPL team owners have
also bought all six franchises of South Africa's new
domestic T20 league, while
three IPL franchise owners
-- of Kolkata, Rajasthan
and Punjab -- own teams in
the Caribbean Premier
League.
"I think it would almost
be commercial suicide for
(Cricket Australia) to allow
a player like him (Warner)
to go head-to-head up
against their own competition,"
Gilchrist
told
Australia's SEN Radio.
"They can't force David
Warner to play in the
BBL... But to let him then
go off -- or another player,
let's not single out Warner
because there will be other
players on the radar -- it's
all part of this global dominance that these IPL franchises are starting to create. "... It's getting a little bit
dangerous the grip that it's
having to monopolise that
ownership and the ownership of the players and
their talents and where
they can and can't play."

from mid-on.
Captain Babar Azam
joined Imam and looked
comfortable against spin
as they added an unbroken
47 runs for the second
wicket.
After the 28th over of
the innings, the Pakistan
batters successfully complained to the umpires
that they could not see the
ball. Imam was unbeaten
on 46 when play was called
off and Babar unbeaten on
26.
Pakistan already needs
to set a world record to
win this match, topping
the West Indies' 418
against Australia in 2003
as the highest-ever successful fourth innings run
chase. But the Sri
Lankans were cautious
about a declaration with a
run-friendly surface and
Pakistan having, in Babar,
one of the best batters in
the world.
Sri Lanka earlier declared its second innings
on 360-8 after resuming on
176-5. The overnight pair
of Dhananjaya de Silva
and Dimuth Karunaratne
shared 126 runs for the
sixth wicket to consolidate
Sri Lanka's position.

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
In a career spanning
over a decade, Kidambi
Srikanth has seen it all.
The highs of
four
Superseries titles in a
calendar year, the ecstasy
of a Commonwealth
Games silver at Gold
Coast, a brief world number one ranking stint, the
lows of 23 first-round
exits, and the pain of
missing out of the Tokyo
Olympics -- all within a
little over four years of
his career.
Now a much "matured
and
experienced"
Srikanth says he is just
trying to create a "better
version" of
himself

every time he takes the
court. "I am more experienced and mature now. I
always wanted to be the
best version of myself. I
was in the best possible
shape in 2018 CWG and I
am very confident as I
play the Birmingham
CWG," Srikanth told PTI
in an interview.
"I consider CWG on par
with Asian Games or
World Championships.
This is one event that
happens in four years
and the medal reflects towards the nation. I have
been playing well in the
last year and for me, it is
about constantly trying
to learn from my mistakes and play better.

Dhawan, Iyer move up
in ICC ODI rankings

Dubai, Jul 27 (PTI):
Senior India batter
Shikhar Dhawan on
Wednesday moved up a
place to joint 13th spot in
the latest ICC ODI rankings on the back of his
match-winning
knock
against the West Indies in
the first match of the ongoing limited-over series.
Dhawan, a left-handed
batter, made 97 in the first
ODI against West Indies

last Friday at the Port of
Spain. India won the game
by three runs.
Another India batter
Shreyas Iyer, who struck
back-to-back half centuries in the first two ODIs
against the West Indies,
moved up 20 places to the
joint 54th among batters.
Iyer had struck 54 and 63
in the first and the second
ODI against West Indies.
Pacer Mohammad Siraj
has got a place in the top

100 and is on the 97th spot.
Siraj had figures of 2/57 in
the first ODI against West
Indies.
Virat Kohli and Rohit
Sharma, who both have
been rested for the series
against West Indies, have
dropped a place each to
fifth and sixth spot respectively.
For West Indies, opener
Shai Hope is up three
places to 12th after his 115
in the second match,
which went in vain while
speedster Alzarri Joseph
has gained two places to
reach 16th position after
grabbing two wickets each
in both matches against
India. Meanwhile, South
Africa's Quinton de Kock
has progressed two places
to fourth after his 92 not
out in the third match
against England which
was washed out by rain,
ending the series at 1-1.
England pacer David
Willey has moved up to the
23rd spot among bowlers.
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‘Bali Tharpanam’ Ritual

TRICOLOR AT 12,000 FEET

Left leader urges
voluntary outfits
to help devotees

ITBP personnel hoist the tricolour as part of Azadi ke Amrit Mahotsav urging people to hoist the national flag ahead of
Independence Day, at 12,000 feet in Ladakh.

AIADMK hits the road
to take on DMK regime
p

Over hike in taxes

Chennai, Jul 27 (PTI):
The main Opposition
AIADMK staged a protest
here on Wednesday and
slammed the DMK regime
over increase in property
taxes and proposed hike in
electricity tariff. Edappadi
K Palaniswami, the party's
interim general secretary,
who led the demonstration
in the scorching sun nearly
fainted on the dais after he
completed his speech and it
led to anxious moments for
a while.
After party office-bearers
took him aside, provided

him water and a brief rest,
Palaniswami resumed his
participation in the demonstration. Palaniswami, the
Leader of Opposition,
slammed the DMK regime
for price rise and said that
the government steered by
the DMK is the only one to
increase all kinds of taxes,
including property and
water taxes, and it has also
proposed to increase electricity tariff.
During the 14-month
DMK rule, people across
Tamil Nadu have been hit
hard, he alleged. The DMK
assumed power in Tamil
Nadu in May 2021. The
protest is to condemn steps
to hike taxes that affect the

people. Shaken by the massive protests held across
the State by the AIADMK,
cases are being filed
against partymen, he alleged. The DMK regime
does not have influence
among people and to divert
attention, cases are filed by
police, he claimed.
The AIADMK leader targeted the DMK regime for
not 'fulfilling' poll promises.
He listed ruling party's assurances including getting
NEET scrapped, Rs 1,000
assistance for women family heads and a subsidy of
Rs 100 for cooking gas
cylinder and demanded to
know if all the promises
have been fulfilled.

Thiruvananthapuram, Jul 27 (PTI):
As Malayalees are gearing
up to perform 'bali
tharpanam' ritual paying
homage to their ancestors
on Thursday, a senior
CPI(M) leader from Kerala
on Wednesday put out a social media post elaborating
the features of the traditional practice and urged voluntary service organisations
to provide help to the devotees for the same. The ruling
party's Kannur strongman P
Jayarajan, in the post on
Facebook, said 'bali' ritual
does not have any religious
connections and it's purely
related to the humans who
have come moulded through
myths and the beliefs attached to it. Humans might
have various kinds of beliefs but some people are trying to "confine them in narrow communal compartments", he said, adding that
society should be vigilant
about such trends.

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

various political parties
have expressed different
views on the report," he
said, replying to a written
question. The National
Conference, the PDP and
several other political parties have slammed the report.
The NC said the report
"defies any and all logic"
and no political, social and
administrative reason can
justify the recommendations. The PDP said "delimitation commission
has become an extension
of BJP; we reject this delimitation report as we
don't trust it. This is nothing but only an attempt to
disempower the people of
Jammu Kashmir".
As against previous
number of 37 and 46 assembly seats for Jammu
region and Kashmir region, respectively, the
Delimitation Commission

has notified 43 seats for
Jammu region and 47
seats for Kashmir region.
Rai said the commission conducted delimitation exercise of Union territory of Jammu and
Kashmir based on the census data of 2011 and the
criteria prescribed under
the Jammu and Kashmir
Reorganisation Act, 2019.
The commission has
also considered the representations for geographical areas having inadequate communication and
lack of public conveniences due to their excessive remoteness or inhospitable conditions on the
international border.
Replying to a separate
question, the minister
said statehood to Jammu
and Kashmir will be
granted at an appropriate
time and the decision to
conduct assembly elec-

India lost over 1,000 tigers since 2012
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
India has lost 1,059
tigers since 2012 with
Madhya Pradesh, which is
known as the 'tiger state' of
the country, recording the
highest number of deaths
of
striped
felines.
According to the National
Tiger
Conservation
Authority (NTCA), 75
tigers have died this year
so far, while 127 had died
last year, the highest in the
2012-2022 period.
As many as 106 tiger
deaths occurred in 2020; 96
in 2019; 101 in 2018; 117 in
2017; 121 in 2016; 82 in 2015;
78 in 2014; 68 in 2013 and 88
in 2012. Madhya Pradesh,
which has six tiger reserves, logged the maximum number (270) of
deaths during this period,
followed by Maharashtra

(183), Karnataka (150),
Uttarakhand (96), Assam
(72), Tamil Nadu (66),
Uttar Pradesh (56) and
Kerala (55).
Rajasthan, Bihar, West
Bengal, Chhattisgarh and
Andhra Pradesh saw 25,
17, 13, 11 and 11 tiger
deaths,
respectively.
Madhya Pradesh has lost
68 tigers in the last oneand-a-half years, while
Maharashtra has seen 42
tiger deaths in this period.
In the 2018 Tiger
Census, Madhya Pradesh
had emerged as the 'tiger
state' of India with 526
tigers,
followed
by
Karnataka which had 524
tigers.
According to data, 193
tigers died due to poaching
in the 2012-2020 period.
Data of deaths due to
poaching since January

2021 is not yet available.
The authorities identified "seizure" as the reason
for the death of 108 tigers,
while 44 big cats died due
to "unnatural" causes in
this period.
According to the NTCA,
poaching is considered as
the reason for all tiger
deaths in the beginning.
Supplementary details
like post mortem reports,
forensic and lab reports
and circumstantial evidence are gathered for
closing a particular case
as either "natural", "poaching" or "unnatural but not
poaching".
The onus of proving a
case as natural or poaching rests with the state. In
the event of any doubt, in
spite of the evidence,
poaching is ascribed as the
reason for death.

‘Delhi slowly becoming EV capital’
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on
Wednesday inaugurated
seven electric vehicle
charging stations and
said the city is slowly becoming the EV capital of
the country.
"In 2020, the Delhi government had formulated
EV Policy and we didn't
expect we would get such
a resounding response.
Last year, 25,809 vehicles
were sold and in the
seven months this, over
29,000 vehicles have been
sold and the numbers
will increase by the end
of this year.
Electric vehicles comprised 9.3 per cent of the
vehicles sold this year,

with two-wheelers
selling the most...
This means that
Delhi is slowly becoming the EV capital," Kejriwal said at
the event.
He shared that
there is an application through which
people can get information on their nearest charging stations
and the occupancy.
Two
types
of
charging facilities
are available at the
stations -- fast charging in which one will
pay Rs 10 per unit of
electricity and slow
charging for which
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal and Delhi Transport Minister Kailash Gahlot at the inaugura- one will have to pay
Rs 3 per unit of election of Electric Vehicle Charging Stations, at Rajghat Bus Depot in New Delhi, Wednesday.
tricity consumed.

tions there is the prerogative of the Election
Commission.
"Yes Sir. Statehood to
Jammu and Kashmir
would be granted at an appropriate time," Rai said
replying to a question on
whether Union Home
Minister Amit Shah had
stated in Parliament that
the statehood to the
Jammu and Kashmir
would be restored, if so,
by when, and if not, the
reasons.
On August 5, 2019, while
taking the initiative to abrogate Article 370, which
gave special status to
Jammu and Kashmir, and
bifurcating the erstwhile
state into two Union territories, Shah had said in
the Parliament that statehood to Jammu and
Kashmir would be restored when the situation
there becomes normal.

BRIEF

SC backs ED powers under PMLA

̈ Says power to
arrest not arbitrary
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

27-year-old Kashmiri calligrapher
Mustafa-Ibn-Jameel has created
a new world record by writing
the Holy Quran on a 500-meter
scroll in seven months.

Suicide
Khandwa: The bodies of
three tribal sisters were
found hanging from a tree
at a hamlet in Khandwa
district of Madhya
Pradesh, a police official
said on Wednesday. They
were found hanging at
Kota Falya near Bhamgarh
village around 11 pm on
Tuesday, he said. "The villagers found the three sisters hanging from a tree
and alerted the police.

Mishap

BJP youth leader’s murder sparks tension
Tension prevailed at
several
places
in
Dakshina Kannada
district on Wednesday
with instances of
stone-pelting and police lathicharge being
reported following the
murder of a BJP Yuva
Morcha member.
The Sangh Parivar
has called for a bandh
in Puttur, Kadaba and
Sullia
taluk
on
Wednesday in protest
against the murder.
Praveen Nettar, a
Zilla BJP Yuva Morcha
committee member
was hacked to death in
front of his broiler
shop in Bellare by

three bike-borne miscreants on Tuesday
night.
A
resident
of
Nettaru in Bellare in
Dakshina Kannada
district, he was hacked
to death, when he was
heading home after
closing his shop. "He
tried to escape and ran
but he fell down after a
blow on his head," police said.
Local residents immediately informed
the police, which
rushed to the spot and
took Nettar to the hospital, where doctors declared him brought
dead.
Incidents of stonepelting at government

buses were reported
from some places. A
bus plying from Puttur
to Mangaluru was
damaged in the stonepelting incident at
Bolwar.
Meanwhile, the body
of the deceased BJP
worker was taken in a
procession in an ambulance to Nettaru by activists of Sangh organisations.
The last rites of the
youth leader will be
performed at his native
place Nettaru.
Hundreds of young
activists belonging to
various Hindu organisations have gathered
at Bellare shouting slogans "we want justice".

Police had to resort
to lathi charge on unruly mob following instances of stone pelting.
Dakshina Kannada
district in-charge minister Sunil Kumar,
state BJP President
Nalin Kumar Kateel
and
RSS
leader
Kalladka Prabhakar
Bhat have reached the
spot.
Security has been
beefed up across the
communally sensitive
district following the
murder. Police have
formed four separate
teams to nab the culprits.
The incident has
threatened to take a

The Supreme Court on
Wednesday upheld the
Enforcement Directorate's
(ED) powers relating to arrest, attach property,
search and seize under the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act, in a huge
leg up for the central
agency often accused of
abusing its authority to
target the government's
political adversaries.
Observing that it is a
common experience world
over that money laundering can be a "threat" to the
good functioning of a financial system, the apex
court upheld the validity
of certain provisions of
the PMLA, some of which
were contested by over 240
petitioners,
including

Congress
MP
Karti
Chidambaram. In an order
that will cement the powers of the federal antimoney laundering agency,
a bench headed by Justice
A M Khanwilkar said authorities under the 2002
Act are "not police officers
as
such"
and
the
Enforcement
Case
Information
Report
(ECIR) cannot be equated
with an FIR under the
Code
of
Criminal
Procedure (CrPC). The

Stopped

Sultanpur: Two people
died of electrocution in
separate incidents here
on Wednesday, police
said. In Kasaipur village
here, 19-year-old Muskan
accidently came in contact with a live wire while
planting paddy in a field,
Station House Officer
(Chanda) Ravi Singh said.
In a similar incident in
Tamarsepur village, Ram
Anuj Tiwari (60) was
electrocuted while he
was working in a field,
the police said.

communal turn with
suspicions
being
raised by right wing
outfits that the murder
is in retaliation for another killing of a youth
belonging to minority
community in the
same locality recently.
Police have registered a case of murder
at Bellare police station and have formed
four teams to investigate in different angles
and to nab the murderers.
Few people are being
questioned at the police station, a senior
police official said.
Condemning
the
killing, Chief Minister
Basavaraj Bommai on

Wednesday assured
that the culprits involved in the "heinous
act" will be arrested
soon and be punished
as per law.
"The heinous murder of our party worker Praveen Nettar from
Sullia in Dakshina
Kannada
is
condemnable. Those involved in the heinous
act will be arrested
soon and will be punished as per law,"
Bommai said in a
tweet.
Later speaking to reporters, Bommai said
since the incident took
place close to Kerala
border, Karnataka police is in contact with

its counterpart there.
"Superintendent of
Police, Mangaluru is in
touch with his counterpart in Kasaragod, and
DG of the state has
spoken
to
DG
Kerala...we will nab
them soon, we have
taken this seriously,"
he said.
At the outset it appears to be "pre
planned" and there are
similarities with other
cases, which are being
studied in entirety, the
CM
further
said,
adding "We will go to
the roots."
The incident comes
months after a 28-yearold Bajrang Dal activist was murdered in

Shivamogga by a gang.
Home Minister Arga
Jnanendra said he has
spoken to the Chief
Minister about the incident and has issued
necessary instructions
to the police.
A senior ADGP rank
official will be going to
Mangaluru and will
monitor the probe and
take necessary actions.
Along with nabbing
the culprits, efforts are
also on to maintain
peace and order, he
said.
"It is natural that
there will be anger
about losing a young
man, but I request people to maintain peace."
PTI MVG KSU ROH
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Noida: A 12-year-old girl
on her way to school in
Noida was allegedly
raped by a 20-year-old
man on Wednesday,
prompting the police to
arrest the accused,
according to officials. The
accused, however, tried
to escape and clashed
with the police personnel
leading to gunshot
injuries to him as he was
taken into custody once
again, they said.
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fundamental rights of the
accused.
The bench said in view
of the special mechanism
envisaged by the 2002 Act,
ECIR cannot be equated
with an FIR.
"ECIR is an internal document of the ED and the
fact that FIR in respect of
scheduled offence has not
been recorded does not
come in the way of the
Authorities referred to in
section 48 to commence inquiry/investigation for
initiating 'civil action' of
'provisional attachment' of
property being proceeds of
crime," it said.
The court was hearing a
clutch of over 200 petitions
filed by individuals and
other entities questioning
various provisions of the
PMLA, a law which the opposition has often claimed
has been weaponised by
the government to harass
its political adversaries.

Yasin Malik
hospitalised
New Delhi, Jul 27:
Kashmiri separatist
leader Yasin Malik, who
was on a hunger strike in
Tihar jail in New Delhi,
has been admitted to the
RML hospital following a
fluctuation in his blood
pressure, sources said on
Wednesday. Malik has
submitted a letter to the
doctors at the medical facility, saying he did not
want to be treated, they
said. "He was admitted to
RML hospital on Tuesday
after fluctuation in his BP
levels," a source said.
Malik (56), the head of
the banned Jammu and
Kashmir
Liberation
Front, began his indefinite hunger strike on
Friday morning after the
Centre did not respond to
his plea that he be allowed to physically appear in a Jammu court
hearing the Rubaiya
Sayeed abduction case, in
which he is an accused.

CWG OPENING CEREMONY

National Herald Case

ED grills Sonia Sindhu named India’s flagbearer
for over 3 hours
Birmingham, Jul 27 (PTI):

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

Shimla: Over 20 passengers were injured and
two others trapped after
a bus fell into a gorge
here on Wednesday, the
state disaster management department said.
The accident took place
in the Hira Nagar area
around 2.15 pm, according to the Shimla District
Emergency Operations
Centre (DEOC).

bench, also comprising
Justices
Dinesh
Maheshwari and C T
Ravikumar, said supply of
an ECIR copy in every
case to the person concerned is not mandatory
and it is enough if ED, at
the time of arrest, discloses the grounds of such arrest.
The petitioners in the
case had challenged the
ED's power of not disclosing the contents of ECIR,
contending it violated the

The
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
Wednesday questioned
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi for over three
hours on the third day of
her deposition in the
National Herald newspaper linked money laundering case. No fresh summons were issued, officials
said.
Sonia Gandhi reached
the federal agency's office
in central Delhi at 11 am
accompanied by her
daughter
Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra and son
Rahul Gandhi.
The session began
around 11.15 am. The team
of investigators included

the main probe officer and
a person who took down
statements dictated by the
Congress chief.
Sonia Gandhi left the
ED office around 2 pm.
The 75-year old Gandhi
was questioned for over
eight hours in the last two
appearance and faced
about 65-70 questions, officials said.

Double Olympic medallist badminton ace PV
Sindhu was on Wednesday
named flagbearer of the
Indian contingent for the
opening ceremony of the
Commonwealth Games to
be held here on Thursday.
Olympic
champion
Neeraj Chopra, who was
also the defending champion in the Commonwealth
Games having won the
gold in Gold Coast four
years ago, was expected to
be the flagbearer.
But a groin injury following his silver medal at
the World Championships
forced him to pullout and
the
Indian
Olympic
Association picked Sindhu
to be the flagbearer from a
three-member shortlist.

ED files charge
sheet against
Satyendar Jain

NATURE’S FURY

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

Electrocuted

Mindtree Co-founder and Odisha Skill Development Authority Chairman Subroto Bagchi presents the Rajarshi
Bhattacharya Memorial Medal to graduate student Rajanti Dey during the convocation ceremony of Indian Institute of
Science (IISc), at J N Tata Auditorium in Bengaluru, Wednesday.
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New Delhi: Immigration
authorities at the airport
here stopped yet another
Kashmiri journalist from
travelling abroad, citing
restrictions imposed by
the Jammu and Kashmir
Police, officials said on
Wednesday. Akash
Hassan, who hails from
Anantnag district of South
Kashmir, was on his way
to Sri Lanka on Tuesday
evening when his boarding pass was cancelled
and he was offloaded
from the aircraft.

IISC CONVOCATION

‘No significant protests in J&K against
Delimitation Commission report’
The
Centre
on
Wednesday said there
were
no
significant
protests in Jammu and
Kashmir against the report of the Delimitation
Commission even though
various political parties
have expressed different
views on the report.
Union Minister of State
for Home Nityanand Rai
said this in Rajya Sabha
replying to a question
whether there is widespread resentment regarding the report on the delimitation of assembly
constituencies in Jammu
and Kashmir.
"The government of
Jammu and Kashmir has
intimated that there were
no significant protest
against the report of the
D e l i m i t a t i o n
Commission. However,

‘Tiger state’ MP records
maximum big cat deaths

Stones roll down and block a road following a landslide at Nehru Kund on Tuesday
night, in Manali, Wednesday.

Oppn wants suspension
revoked, govt for good conduct
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
The Opposition in Lok Sabha on
Wednesday demanded the revocation of the suspension of the
four Congress MPs, but the
government insisted that it can
be withdrawn provided the
opposition members give assurance that they will not enter the
Well or display placards in the
House.
The demand was made by the
Nationalist Congress Party
(NCP), the Trinamool Congress
(TMC) and the Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK).
The Congress members were
not present in the House.
Several Congress MPs have
been detained after staging a
protest at Vijay Chowk against
the alleged "misuse" of probe
agencies. Responding to the
appeals by the opposition members, Parliamentary Affairs

Minister Pralhad Joshi
said,"with the speaker's permission, we are ready to withdraw, but are you ready to take
guarantee that they will not
come inside with placards and
will not come into the Well".
As the House met at 2 PM after
it was disrupted twice in the
morning, NCP leader Supriya
Sule said the Opposition is willing to cooperate with the government for the smooth functioning of the House.
"Yesterday and we request
today also, that four of our
members should be forgiven
and brought back to the House.
We want a debate, we want to
cooperate with the government.
Allow our members to come
back and we will not go into the
Well of the House," Sule said
after the chair, Rama Devi,
allowed her to speak on the
impasse in the House.

The Enforcement Directorate
on Wednesday filed a charge
sheet before a court here
against arrested Delhi Minister
Satyendar Jain and others in
an alleged money laundering
case. Special Judge Geetanjali
Goel is likely to take up the
matter later in the day.
Jain is currently in judicial custody. He was taken into custody under criminal sections
of the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA).
The ED had initiated a money
laundering investigation based
on a First Information Report
(FIR) registered by the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
on August 24, 2017, under the
sections of the Prevention of
Corruption Act against Jain
and others.

FRESH LEASE OF LIFE

Cab nod to Rs 1.64 lakh cr
BSNL revival package
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
The Union Cabinet on
Wednesday approved a Rs
1.64 lakh crore package for
the revival of state-owned
telecom firm BSNL,
Telecom
Minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw said.
The revival measures
approved by the Cabinet
focus on fresh capital for
upgrading services, allocating spectrum, de-stressing its balance sheet and
augmenting its fiber network by merging Bharat
Broadband Nigam Ltd
(BBNL) with BSNL.
Briefing reporters on
the decision taken by the
Union Cabinet, he said the
package has a cash component of Rs 43,964 crore and
a non-cash component of
Rs 1.2 lakh crore spread
over four years.
The government will
make administrative allocation of spectrum BSNL
needs to offer 4G services.
The allocation of spectrum in 900/1800 MHz
band at the cost of Rs
44,993 crore would be
through equity infusion.
He said to meet the pro-

jected capital expenditure
for next four years, the
government will fund
capex of Rs 22,471 crore for
developing 4G technology
stack.
Also, the government
will provide Rs 13,789
crore to BSNL as viabilitygap funding for commercially unviable rural wireline operations done during 2014-15 to 2019-20.
To de-stress the balance
sheet, Rs 33,404 crore
statutory dues will be converted into equity.
Besides, the government
will provide sovereign
guarantee for raising
money to repay current
loans, he said.

SpiceJet flights cut by 50%
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
Aviation
regulator
DGCA on Wednesday ordered SpiceJet to operate a
maximum of 50 per cent of
its flights for eight weeks
after several of its planes
reported technical malfunction recently.
During these eight
weeks, the budget carrier
will be subjected to "enhanced surveillance" by
the Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA).
The airline, however,
said there will be no flight
cancellations because of
the regulator's order as it
is already operating limited services "due to the current lean travel season".
On March 11, the DGCA
approved 4,192 weekly domestic flights of SpiceJet
for this year's summer

CONTROVERSIAL STATEMENT

schedule, which ends on
October 29.
Wednesday's
order
means the budget carrier
will be able to operate not
more than 2,096 weekly
flights for the next eight
weeks.
SpiceJet's planes were
involved in at least eight
incidents of technical malfunction between June 19
and July 5, following
which the DGCA on July 6
issued a show cause notice
to the airline.
"In view of the findings
of various spot checks, inspections and the reply to
the show cause notice submitted by SpiceJet, for the
continued sustenance of
safe and reliable transport
service, the number of departures of SpiceJet is
hereby restricted to 50 per
cent of the number of de-

partures approved under
summer schedule 2022 for
a period of eight weeks,"
the aviation regulator's
order on Wednesday said.
The DGCA mentioned
that if the airline wants to
increase the number of
flights beyond 50 per cent
during the eight weeks, it
will have to demonstrate
that it has "sufficient technical support and financial resources to safely and
efficiently undertake such
enhanced capacity".
The regulator said that
it conducted a financial
audit of the airline in
September last year and
found the carrier is operating on a "cash and carry
model" and the suppliers
and vendors are not being
paid on a regular basis,
leading to a shortage of
spare parts.

CENTRE’S GUIDELINES FOR MONKEY POX

‘21-day isolation, keeping
‘UP govt showering flowers on
kanwariyas, bulldozing houses of Muslims’ lesions fully covered’
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

Lucknow, Jul 27 (PTI):
AIMIM
chief
Asaduddin Owaisi on
Wednesday accused the
Uttar Pradesh government
of adopting a discriminatory approach by showering flower petals on kanwariyas but bulldozing the
houses of Muslims.
Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
had on Monday undertook
an aerial survey of the ongoing Kanwar Yatra in
western parts of the state
where flower petals were
also showered on kanwariyas.
Kanwariyas (devotees of
Lord Shiva) from different
parts of the country col-

Govt refutes
allegations

Asaduddin Owaisi
lect water from the Ganga
river at Haridwar in
Uttarakhand to offer at
Shiva temples back home
in the month of Shrawan.

Meanwhile, the Uttar
Pradesh government refuted
Owaisi's allegations.
Deputy Chief Minister Keshav
Prasad Maurya said the
AIMIM leader is known for
practising divisive politics in
the name of religion.
Weren't Muslims getting
houses under government
schemes or water under the
"Har Ghar Jal" programme?
BJP is following the mantra
of "sabka saath, sabka vikas"
he said. BJP MP Subrat
Pathak said Owaisi is trying
to become a "future
(Mohammad Ali) Jinnah" -the founder of Pakistan.

A 21-day isolation, wearing masks, following hand
hygiene, keeping lesions
fully covered and waiting
for those to fully heal are
among the guidelines by
the Central government
for monkeypox patients
and their contacts.
The national capital has
reported one confirmed
case of monkeypox, taking
the total number of such
patients in the country to
four.
Till now, 14 contacts of
Delhi's first monkeypox
patient have been identified and none of them has
shown symptoms, sources
said, adding one of the
contacts had complained

of body ache but he is
doing fine now and has no
symptoms. Another suspected case has been admitted to the Lok Nayak
Jai Prakash (LNJP)
Hospital in Delhi and the
samples have been sent to
the National Institute of
Virology, Pune.
Officials, however, said
there is no need to panic.
One has to stay in isolation
for 21 days from the last
contact with a monkeypox
patient or their contaminated materials, they said.
Monkeypox is a viral
zoonosis that gets transmitted to humans from animals with symptoms similar to those seen in smallpox patients, albeit clinically less severe.
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VACCINATION

BJP presents 84-point charge-sheet
on no confidence against govt
Govt fulfilled majority of promises, claims Congress MLA Markam
Central Chronicle News

the panchayat and rural
development department,
one of the four portfolios
held by him, claiming he
was being sidelined.
Citing claims made by
the minister in his letter to
the CM, Agrawal claimed
the state government
snatched 18 lakh houses of
the poor to which they
were entitled under the
Prime Minister Aawas
Yojna as funds under the
state’s share were not provided for the scheme.
He said a committee
headed by chief secretary
was constituted to approve
works of the panchayat department against the Rule
of Business. How can officials grant nod to works

approved by a minister? he
questioned.
He also levelled allegations against the government on several fronts.
Refuting the charges,
Chhattisgarh Congress
chief and MLA Mohan
Markam said the state government has fulfilled 30
out of its 36 poll promises
in the last three-and-a-half
years. He highlighted the
government’s achievements and claimed the unemployment rate has significantly declined in the
state.
He alleged that the BJP
and
the
Rashtriya
Swayamsevak
Sangh
(RSS) indulged in dividing
the people and society.

Raipur, Jul 27: The opposition BJP on Wednesday
presented an 84-point
charge-sheet
in
the
Chhattisgarh Assembly as
part of its no-confidence
motion moved against the
Congress government in
the state where the
Assembly polls are due
next year.
On the last day of the
six-day monsoon session
of the Assembly, the debate was initiated on the
no-confidence
motion
brought by the BJP during
which the opposition
members accused the
Congress of having failed
on several fronts and

ditching farmers, youth
and government employees.
Leader of Opposition
Dharam Lal Kaushik
tabled the charge-sheet in
the House.
Initiating the debate,
senior
BJP
MLA
Brijmohan Agrawal hit
out at the Congress government and said the notrust motion was brought
as a minister had himself
expressed no confidence
in
Chief
Minister
Bhupesh Baghel.
Even the administration
does not have faith in the
government, he claimed.
Why didn’t the CM expelled that minister? The
CM does not have the

Purchase of
‘gaumutra’ to
commence in
Gauthans from today

Ch’garh passes resolution, asks Centre BJP creates ruckus over regularization of employees
Uproar over claims on politically motivated govt holiday
to withdraw forest conservation rules

Raipur,
July
27:
Chhattisgarh government
is all set to start purchasing ‘gaumutra’ (cow urine)
from ‘Hareli’ festival
which is falling this year
on July 28. Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel will
launch this initiative by
purchasing ‘gaumutra’
from Gauthan established
in village Karsa of Patan
block of Durg district. In
Raipur district, the purchase of ‘gaumutra’ will
start from Gauthans established in Navagaon (L) of
Abhanpur block and village Badgaon in Arang
block.
After the success of this
innovative scheme, the
government has decided to
purchase ‘gaumutra’ as
well. The cow urine purchased under this scheme
will be used to make pest
control products etc.

Raipur, Jul 27:

courage. Even the minister did not have courage
and wanted to stick to the
cabinet, Agrawal claimed.
He was referring to minister T S Singh Deo, who
on July 16 resigned from

Central Chronicle News

The
Chhattisgarh
Assembly on Tuesday
unanimously passed a resolution recommending the
Central government to
withdraw forest conservation rules 2022, arguing
the amended provisions
under them will adversely
affect the interests of tribals and other forest
dwellers.
The government resolution tabled by Forest and
Climate Change Minister
Mohammad Akbar stated,
The Central government
notification on June 28
this year about Forest
(conservation) Rules 2022’
which provide amendment in provisions of
granting permission to activities in forest areas
would affect the lives and
interests of scheduled

tribes and other forest
dwellers living in forest
area. Therefore, the house
recommends withdrawing
the rules enacted by
Ministry of Environment,
Forest
and
Climate
Change expressing its disagreement. Tabling the
resolution, the minister
said the amended rules
will also create difficulties
for forest dwellers possessing forest rights certificates.
During the discussion,
BJP MLA Brijmohan
Agrawal said the Centre
had sought consent of
states before introducing
amendments and sought
to
know
what
the
Chhattisgarh government
wanted to prove by expressing disagreement
now.
Does the government
want that rail lines should

AIPC to organize prog
in Raipur on July 30-31

 Former RBI
Governor
Raghuram Rajan,
APIC President
Shashi Tharoor and
other dignitaries
will be present

Raipur, Jul 27:
AICC Secretary Szarita
Laitphlang addressing
media persons at Rajiv
Bhavan informed that All
India
Professional
Congress (AIPC) is going
to complete 5 years and
on this occasion it is
going to organize a progarmme at Deendayal
Upadhyay auditorium on
July 30 and 31. In this

Vaccination gains momentum at the vaccination centres here on Wednesday.

around 600 professionals
and members of AIPC
from Chhattisgarh including doctors, engineers, businessman and
other intelligentsia will
be present.
In this programme,
heads of Congress from
more than 20 states will
also be present and this
include former Governor
Raghuram
Rajan,
National
President

Professional Congress
Shashi Tharoor and other
senior Congress leaders.
On this occasion CM
Bhupesh Baghel and former
Governor
RBI
Raghuram Rajan would
share special talks on
‘Nyay Yojana’. In this programme a special seminar will also be organized
and which discussions on
how to make earning of
livelihood in rural perspective more convenient
and simpler will be held,
she added.

not be expanded, dams
should not be built, big
projects should not come
(in tribal areas)?. Does the
state government want
tribals to remain backward and no development
to take place in forest
areas?” Agrawal asked.
Subsequently, minister
Akbar said the central
government did not take
consent from the state
while framing the rules
and maintained there was
a wider public interest behind the resolution.
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel said the Centre has
abolished the rights granted to gram sabhas (village
assemblies) and this
should not have happened.
After the discussion, the
resolution was passed
unanimously in the
House.

Raipur, Jul 27: Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) members on Wednesday created ruckus in Chhattisgarh
Legislative Assembly over
regularation of contractual, non-regular and Daily
Wage employees and
staged walkout from the
proceedings to register unhappy over the reply from
the Treasury bench.
Raising the issue during
question hour session, the
Leader of Opposition
Dharmlal Kaushik on the
question in absence of
BJP MLA Vidyaratan
Bhasin, questioned the approach of state government as recommendations
was sought since the year
2019 but no effective steps
were taken to take a call.
BJP Legislators wanted a
time-limit for the decision
of such employees. While
replying to the questions,
the
Chief
Minister

Raipur: Congress MLAs on Wednesday strongly objected to the statement of senior
BJP MLA Ajay Chandrakar on the issue of government holiday on the occasion of
World Tribal Day which stalled the proceedings of Chhattisgarh Legislative
Assembly for ten minutes. While Parliamentary Affairs Minister Ravindra Choubey
was giving statement on behalf of state government on no confidence motion, the
BJP Legislator Ajay Chandakar termed the announcement of government holiday
on World Tribal Day to be a political move who claimed that Tribal Day is observed
across Global only to support them on the current scenario in various countries
whereas the situation is quite good in Chhattisgarh and added that government holiday is politically motivated. It sparked controversy with the tribal Minister Kawashi
Lakhma, Amarjeet Bhagat and other MLAs registering protest. Assembly Speaker
Dr Mahant also expressed his reservations over the behaviour of both the ruling and
opposition MLAs as repeated obstructions were created when the no confidence motion discussion was to be started in Chhattisgarh Legislative Assembly.
Bhupesh Baghel who also
holds
the
General
Administration
Department portfolio,
said that information
have been collected by the
committee headed by
Principal Secretary rank
officer and added that all
efforts would be made to
live up to the promises
made in the election manifesto. He however, said

‘MMNRY’ to be commenced on the occasion of Hareli Tihaar
Raipur, Jul 27:
With an aim to make
women of the state
aware of their constitutional rights and laws,
Chhattisgarh Women
Commission has taken
an initiative to organize
‘Mukhyamantri Mahtari
Nyay Rath Yatra’. Chief
Minister
Bhupesh
Baghel will flag off the
‘Mukhyamantri Mahtari
Nyay Rath’ on the day of
Hareli Tihaar.
This Rath (chariot)
will travel in all the districts and make people
aware about the legal
provisions of women
and their constitutional
rights, through short
films, messages and
brochures.
Mukhyamantri
Mahtari Nyay Rath
Yatra will be conducted
by
State
Women
Commission.
Each
Mahatari Nyay Rath will
have two advocates present, who will listen to

 New Initiative of State Women’s Commission
to create Legal Awareness among Women
 CM Baghel will flag off the Mahtari Nyay
Rath on Hareli
the grievances of women
and provide them information and advice.
Women will also be able
to submit their applications for resolution of
their grievances to
Women’s Commission,
through Nyay Rath.
There will be a large
LED screen, on which
nationally-awarded educational short films in
Chhattisgarhi and Hindi
will be shown.
The state government
has
made
special
changes in the DMF policy for Mahtari Nyay
Rath. The DMF amount
received by the district
will be used for the operation of Nyay Rath.
Chairperson of State
Women’s Commission
Dr. Kiranmayi Nayak

said that it is important
for every women, educated or uneducated, housewives or working, to be
aware of the functions of
Women’s Commission,
be infor med about the
relevant laws and rules,
and to be educated about
their legal rights. And
with an aim to spread
legal awareness among
women, Mukhyamantri
Mahtari Nyay Rath is
being commenced on the
occasion
of
Hareli
Tihaar.
Through
these
Mahatari Nyay Raths,
women will be informed
about the process of applying
to
Women’s
Commission for resolution of their grievances.
Women will also be provided legal advice and

Rajesh S. Ingle, GM, BoI organises business review meeting with staff

Raipur, Jul 27:
The General Manager of
Bank of India Rajesh S.
Engle arrived in Raipur on
July 27. On his special tour,
many activities were organized under the guidance of
Rajesh Ingle. Meetings were
held by the General Manager
with senior officers of various government institutions,

in which a special scheme
was started for the employees working in all these institutions. Under the Special
Salary Account, free accidental death insurance up to Rs
50 lakh will be provided to all
gover nment
employees
whose salary account is in
Bank of India, which will
provide a social security to
all employees.Apart from

that time limit could not
be told. It created resentment among the opposition
MLAs.
BJP
Legislator
Ajay
Chandrakar asked on
which ground the 25 employees have been made
regular
employees.
Amidst pandemonium
like situation with the
MLAs from both the ruling Congress and opposi-

this, various types of loans
such as home loan / car loan
/ education loan etc.
will be made available to
all the employees at low interest rates.
During his visit, the
General Manager held a
business review meeting
with all the staff of Bank of
India and guided for business growth.

counselling for their situation. At first, this
Rath will cover the nine
districts that are receiving Mineral Trust Fund.
Later, it would tour the
remaining districts of
the state.
Dr. Nayak said that in
the last three and a half
years, state government
has implemented many
schemes to empower the
mothers and sisters of
Chhattisgarh socially,
economically and politically. The success of
these schemes has become an example for the
entire country.
Now, moving a step
further, Chhattisgarh
Gover nment has come
up with another one-ofits-kind scheme to boost
confidence of women by
making them aware of
their legal rights.
This scheme will play
an important role in controlling the crimes
against women in the
state.

tion BJP MLAs holding
each other responsible for
the delay, the Speaker Dr
Charandas Mahant adjourned the proceedings
for 10 minutes.
CM Baghel gave reply to
the questions of the BJP
members after the proceedings resumed but the
opposition
members
staged walkout to register
protest on the issue.

Vice Chancellor
inaugurates newly
constructed
college canteen
Raipur, Jul 27: The Vice
Chancellor of Indira
Gandhi
Agricultural
University, Dr. Girish
Chandel inaugurated the
fully equipped college canteen
of
Agriculture
College, Raipur here on
Wednesday. This twostorey canteen has a seating capacity of about 400
people. Breakfast, lunch
and dinner have been
arranged in the college
canteen. Food and refreshments have been arranged
for the students on the
ground floor in the canteen building.
On the first floor,
arrangements have been
made for conference hall
and party hall, where food
and snacks can be
arranged for the participants attending government meetings, workshops
and conferences. Various
cuisines like North Indian,
South Indian, Chinese etc.
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CM to launch the purchase BSF conducts tree
of cow urine from Karsa plantation drive at schools

Bhilai, Jul 27:

On the auspicious occasion of Hareli, Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
will inaugurate the purchase of cow urine from
village Karsa in Patan
block. Livestock owners
will be able to sell cow
urine at Rs 4 per liter. This
scheme will provide a big
financial boost to the cattle owners of the state. Till
now, the farmers had been
selling cow dung.
With the launch of the
new scheme, the work of
livestock development
will get a boost by increasing the income of cattle
owners. Experts believe
that by practicing animal
husbandry along with
agriculture, farmers can
double their income.
Farmers' Convention has
also been organized in village Karsa on this occa-

sion. New agricultural
equipment
will
be
launched
here.
Agricultural exhibitions
will also be organized for
farmers.
The
Chief
Minister will interact
with the farmers and will
also honour them.
Chief Minister will ride
a bullock cart to the venue
of this programme. He
will worship Gaumata as
well as the agricultural
implements as per the tradition.
Paddy straws chopped
with a machine will be fed
to the cows. On the occasion of Hareli, cows are
worshipped traditionally
in Chhattisgarh. It needs
to be mentioned here that
last year the Chief
Minister had come out of
his residence on a bullock
cart to celebrate the festival of Hareli in a traditional way. The special at-

traction of the Kisan
Sammelan will be the
launch of new agricultural equipment. The most
important among these is
a Drone through which
the appropriate amount of
fertilizer and insecticide
can be sprayed in a very
short time. Along with
this, state-of-the-art equipment useful for agriculture will also be put on
display. Experts will also

Cops form human chain
resembling map of Chhattisgarh
Bhilai, Jul 27: On the eve of
Hareli festival, the women cops
of Durg Police organised celebrations and formed a human
chain resembling the map of
Chhattisgarh state. The event
was organised under the guidance of Superintendent of Police
Dr Abhishek Pallava, Additional
Superintendent of Police (City)
Sanjay
Dhruv,
Additional
Superintendent of Police (Rural)
Anant Sahu and Additional
Superintendent
of
Police
(IUCAW) Meeta Pawar. Under
the leadership of Deputy
Superintendent
of
Police
(IUCAW) Shilpa Sahu, Hareli festival was celebrated by all the
women police officers employees. The women cops dressed in

green attire made a human
chain to draw the map of
Chhattisgarh. They offered
prayers to Chhattisgarh Mahtari
and wished for the progress and
prosperity of Chhattisgarh
state. Through the human chain,
they tried to display that the
state has the status of Mahtari
(mother) for them.
Various sports events were
organized on the occasion. They
enjoyed Chhattisgarhi dance,
song and music programme.
During this event, people were
made
aware
about
the
Abhivyakti App. Police officers
assisted the women in downloading this App in their mobile
phones and explained about its
use.

attend this conference to
provide
information
about modern farming
methods and new techniques in farming.
Hareli is the festival of
farming and the biggest
day
of
sports
in
Chhattisgarh. Gedi competition will also be held
in Karsa and the winners
will be honored. Games
like
Gedi
Race,
Bumblebee,
Pithul,
Kancha, Kite, Goli Spoon,
Kho-kho, Tow Pull, Tigga
Goti and Gilli Danda will
also be organized.
Hareli festival is the
most special festival to
wish for a good harvest. It
is also a time for celebration and also to plan for a
better Kharif crop.
The Chief Minister will
interact with the farmers
in the farmers' conference. The Chief Minister,
being a farmer, will also

share his experiences.
Along with this, information will be provided
about the schemes started
by the government in the
interest of agriculture.
Farmers will share their
experiences and discuss
significant issues with
CM and other subject experts.
Government is purchasing Cow Urine as another
step towards promotion of
organic farming. To
achieve the goal of organic farming, it is necessary
that the cattle breeding
and rearing should be
profitable for the farmers.
Large scale production of
organic manure is being
done in the state through
purchase of cow dung and
production of vermi compost. Now the purchase of
cow urine will create a
source of additional income for the farmers.

Bhilai, Jul 27:
Under the directions of IG
Indraj Singh (BSF Frontier
Headquarters,
Special
Operations, Bhilai), tree plantation programmes were
organised at Saraswati Shishu
Mandir, Sector 4 and Maharishi
Dayanand Arya Vidyalaya in
Sector 6. More than 260
saplings of different trees were
planted during this programme. Along with fighting

naxals, the BSF is also committed to the protection of the
environment. BSF conducts
tree plantation drives every
year during Monsoon in its
area of deployment and adjoining places. After the tree plantation drive, Arvinder Singh
(DIG,
PSO,
Frontier
Headquarters, Bhilai) said that
forests and environment are
the integral part of human life
and hence it is the duty of
every person to protect the

environment. He urged all to
plant more and more trees for
spreading greenery.
Saraswati Shishu Mandir,
Sector 4 Principal Sangeeta
Pawar, Secretary Shivram
Shukla, Salute Tiranga State
President Manoj Thakre,
Maharshi Dayanand Arya
Vidyalaya Sector 6 President
Avni Bhushan Puran, Prakash
Kumar Pandey, Satyanarayan
Swami and others were present.

a pride for the college that
one of the alumni who attended and spoke, Rakhee
Mayuri, IFS, is an Indian
Diplomat. She is currently
First Secretary (Political)
@Embassy of India to
Israel. Earlier she worked
in the West Asia & North
Africa Division, MEA and
Indian Mission to the EU.
An important item of

the agenda was to select
the office bearers for the
next academic year, and
the following were selected: Kashish Shukla,
President,
(Pune),
Mushtaq Alam, Secretary,
(Nagpur) and Dr Achala
Jain (Bhilai) as Treasurer.
The Principal of CCET, Dr
Dipali Soren; would be the
ex- officio Vice President

of
the
Alumni
Association. This was concluded very smoothly, and
all of them spoke briefly.
Among other plans, one
which met with great enthusiasm was the plan to
hold a live meeting of the
Association in the College
Campus in Kailash Nagar,
Bhilai, sometime in
October. The Alumni
Association meet was very
well organised with participation of over 150 ex-students, under the supervision of Rev Fr Philip
Kuruvilla, Administrative
Coordinator, Dr Dipali
Soren, Principal and the
CCET's Alumni Team
under Lincy Mendonza.

Notorious thieves arrested with stolen bikes and mobiles Students of SRG make it to Smart India Hackathon 2022 finale
Bhilai, Jul 27: Police have
arrested two notorious
thieves and recovered five
stolen bikes and two stolen
mobile phones from their
possession.
Inspector
Durgesh Sharma (SHO,
Supela) informed that
under the guidance of SP
Dr Abhishek Pallava, ASP
(City) Sanjay Dhruv and
CSP (Bhilai Nagar) Nasar
Siddhiqui, the team of
Supela Police is making all
possible efforts to trace the
accused of thefts, lifting
and burglaries. In this sequel, Police received a tip
off regarding a suspect
Upendra Sao of Contractor
Colony, Supela who possessed a stolen bike. The

suspect was taken into custody and during interrogation, he confessed to have
stolen four bikes from different places. He further

confessed to have snatched
mobile phones from two
places. Police have recovered the stolen bikes and
mobile phones from the

Bhilai Maitri College organises
‘Kala Nirmitti’ workshop

Bhilai, Jul 27:
Bhilai Maitri College
with IQAC organized the
five-day workshop "Kala
Nirmitti" from July 20 to
July 25, 2022 for women of
the city. The chief guest
and
subject
expert
Rukmini
Chaturvedi,
Special Guest Dr Sajitha
Thambi (Director MECA
and Principal Maitri
Vidya Niketan), and Dr
Surekha Vinod Patil
(Principal Bhilai Maitri
College) started the program by lighting up the
lamp to pay devotion towards Goddess Saraswati.
The program proceeded
with the welcome speech
of Dr Surekha Vinod Patil
and followed by the motivational speech of Dr
Sajitha Thambi to rejuvenate women.

The main objective of
this workshop was to integrate art and craft in participants to ensure holistic
and creative growth in
them. The first day was focused on jute art. All participants got an opportunity to learn how to make
different attractive table
mats, foot mats, and wall
hangings by using jute.
This opportunity will enable them to have a smart
way to grow handmade
businesses on a small
scale.
On the next day Seema
Dwivedi, Asst Prof, Shri
Shankaracharya
Mahavidyalaya and on the
third day a famous artist
of Bhilai Durg, Rajesh
Kumar Basak were the resource persons who taught
participants to make useful and productive things

from waste materials;
such as bottle art, balloon
craft, bandhani work, and
wall hangings. On the last
day of the workshop, the
college conducted an exhibition of the art and crafts
work which was made by
participants.
College Alumni and
Judge Megha Sablok,
Craft Expert, appreciated
the artwork and motivated
participants by announcing first and second prize
winners. The certificates
were distributed to all the
participants.
Rajam
Sudhakaran, President,
MECA
(Maitri
Educational
Cultural
Association) congratulated all the staff members of
BMC and motivated them
to conduct more such programs in future. Directors
of MECA, Dr Sajitha
Thambi, SSajeev and S
Sajan congratulated all the
staff members for successfully organizing the program. Directors appreciated the Coordinators
Swapna Anil and Dr
Shalini Verma for conducting such a wonderful
program for the benefit of
women under the guidance of Principal Dr
Surekha Vinod Patil.

possession of the accused.
The accused further disclosed the name of his accomplice who had also kept
a stolen bike. On the basis
of this information, police
arrested
Pradeep
Tamrakar alias Bablu and
recovered a stolen bike
from his possession. The
accused Upendra Sao (25)
son of Parmeshwar Sao a
resident of Contractor
Colony
Supela
and
Ptradeep Tamrakar alias
Bablu (32) son of Jaggu
Tamrakar a resident of
Purani Basti, Supela have
been booked under the provisions mentioned in section 379 of IPC and 41 (1+4)
of CrPC.

Chirmiri, Jul 27: A fresh
cash of charging of cash
by employees of Forest
deaprtment from the persons Forest Rights 'patta'
in Gram Navadih of
Forest area Chirmiri
under Baikunthpur Forest
circle of Koriya district
has come to fore.
The villagers charged
that the Forest employees
of the region are demanding money for the Forest
Rights 'Patta' given them
by the state government.

Bhilai, Jul 27:
"H2O Saver" a team of students from Department of
Computer
Science
and
Engineering, studying atRSRRungta College of Engineering
& Technology (RSR-RCET) of
Sanjay Rungta Group of
Institutions,Bhilai
have
secured a spot for the grand

finale of SMART INDIA
HACKATHON 2022, under the
category "National School
Water Monitoring System.
Yashwant, Taranjeet, Pranjal,
Nilesh,
Divy
and
Vaibhavcollaborated together
for achieving this marvellous
feat. Smart India Hackathon is
a nationwide initiativetaken
by Ministry of Education's

Innovation Cell (MIC) and All
India Council for Technical
Education(AICTE), for providing students a platform for
inculcating a culture of product innovation and a mindsetof problem-solving. This
success story of the team is a
great motivation for other students to makethemselves creative and bring zeal inside to

build something useful for the
society.
On
this
occasion,Chairman
Sanjay
Rungta,
Director
Saket
Rungta, Group Director PK
Pandey,Assistant
Director
Shajid Ansari and all the
Principals in the group have
congratulated thestudents &
staff for fostering intellectual
culture at the organization.

Bhilai, Jul 27:

ficer cadet Dr Krishna
Jibon Mondal showed an
extraordinary performance in all part of training.
He was Football team
Captain, and his Company
secured 1st position in
football competition in the
Pre commissioned Course
& the commandant of the
course, Dr Krishna Jibon
Mondal was awarded best
player of the course. He attended IGC RDC, IGC TSC
and NIC camp.
His achievements as
ANO include: 01 cadets

was selected for YEP
Bangladesh in 2015 , so far
05 cadets have been selected for RDC, New Delhi, 14
Cadets are selected for
IGC RDC and IGC TSC, 02
cadets selected for IMA .
More than 150 B and C certificates has been awarded
to the cadets of his unit so
far.
Shri Shankaracharya
Mahavidyalaya NCC unit
has performed more than
175 activities successfully
under his able guidance
benefiting various strata
of society. During COVID

19 pandemic the NCC unit
actively participated in
helping the society which
included supplying the essential groceries and medicines to the needy affected home during lockdown
and in the 2nd wave of
Pandemic where Durg district was worst hit and
stood second in country in
terms of percentage of infection
were
the
Chhattisgarh maximum
patient were from the district in the month of April
2021. The NCC unit presence was in market place

and traffic and their main
role was to increase
awareness amongst the
common man about the
disease. Under his able
leadership the NCC unit
gave 100% result in the
year B and C Certificate
Examination in 2021. He
was also honoured for DG
NCC appreciation" by
Lieutenant
General
Gurbirpal Singh, AVSM,
VSM in the presence of
NCC
Directorate
of
Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh Brigadier
Rajiv Gautam, Brigadier
AK DAS, (Raipur group
Commander), Col Hemant
Dubey (CG 37 CG NCC battalion).
Jaya Mishra President
of SGES and IP Mishra
Chancellor of SSPU and
Chairman of SGES
congratulated
Dr
Krishna Jibon Mondal.
Principal Incharge of the
college Dr J Durga Prasad
Rao
and Dr Archana Jha
Vice Principal of SSMV
and other staff of the college congratulated him
and expressed their desire
to continue the journey
with same zeal and zest.

Some other villagers
charged that the Forest
employee Forest Circle
Chirmiri Veet Guard has
demanded Rs 2000 from
the persons allocated
Forest Rights 'Patta'. Apart
from this Man Kumar is
demolishing his old house
and getting it re-constructed and on this forest employee (Veet Guard)
Radheshyam has demanded a fine of Rs 8400 and out

of which Kunwar has already paid Rs 2000 and
now demand is being
raised for balance amount.
He says that the records of
his house in the 'rin pustika' will be updated once he
pays the entire amount.
Similarly
Krishna
Thakur and Balram
Thakur of Chitjhor Podi
too have been demanded
cash and a verbal complaint in this regard has

been made to the Chirmiri
Ranger. On this, Ranger is
asking to let-off the person
and pardon him and made
him got scot-free. The 'Veet
Guard' is so much thirsty
for cash that he is not even
sparing the poor forest
people.
Sources informed that
some amount of cut from
this recovery is being
passed onto the senior officers and after which the
signatures on 'Rin Pustika'
is done by the Veet Guard.
Radheshyam has charged
Rs 2000 from few villagers
and Rs 1000 from others.
The forest employees here
claim that till the money is
not passed onto the senior
officers they cannot sign
on this Forest Rights
'Patta' and since entries in
the Rin Pustika is done online, they will have to
make this payment.

On the banks of the pond in Magarlod

Central Chronicle News
Magarlod, Jul 27: With
the cooperation of all the
villagers, saplings of coconut, sandalwood, Amla,
jackfruit, Bael, Mango were
planted in the Sati pond of
village Kareli Badi here on
Wednesday. First of all, the
priest of Gayatri temple,
Sahadev Nishad, worshiped the plant and
wished for happiness and
prosperity.
Gaya
PG
College
Assistant Professor Amar
Singh Sahu, former BEO
Dayaram Sahu, Police Staff
Rikhi Sahu and other officers and villagers were
asked to plant one sapling
and preserve them till it
grows.
The officers said that the
speed with which denuding
of forests is going on, the

plantation should also be
done at that same pace and
then only the natural ecobalance will be maintained.
Coconut,
Amla,
Sandalwood plants are better for human health.
Village
Development
Committee,
Gayatri
Parivar has taken an initiative to restore greenery to

the pond, thanks to public
cooperation.
People in large number
participated in natural conservation by planting
saplings through tree plantation programme. On this
occasion High Court
Advocate
Saurabh
Chaudhary,
Sarpanch
Domar Singh Sahu, BM

District Cooperative Bank
Kareli Badi MF Khan,
Outpost TI, Deepa Kenwat,
Rural President Subhash
Chaudhary,
Secretary
Pokhraj Nishad, Toran
Aneswari, Dilip Patkar,
Kanwal
Ram
Sahu,
Devcharan Sahu, Yadram
Nishad, Shraddha Sahu
and others were present.

Lord Shiva devotees flock temples DC visits diarrhea infected villages
Central Chronicle News

Central Chronicle News
Rajim, Jul 27: On the
second Monday of the
month of Sawan, heavy
rushes of devotees were
seen in the Shiva temples
here in the region. In the
Shri
Kuleshwar
Mahadev temple situated
in the middle of Triveni
Sangam, where 50 thousand people worshiped,
at the same time at Baba
Garib Nath Mahadev,
Baba Someshwar Nath
Mahadev,
Shri
Bhuteshwar
Nath
Mahadev temple, 15 thousand people took darshan
benefits, but the maximum crowd remained in
Shri
Kuleshwar
Mahadev Temple.
The doors of the temple were opened for the
devotees from 5:00 am
and the gates of the same
Lakshman Jhula were

Memorandum
submitted
for 34% DA

Dr Lt Krishna Jibon Mondal
of SSMV wins highest NCC State Award
Lieutenant Dr Krishna
Jibon Mondal, ANO, Shri
Shankaracharya
Mahavidyalaya Bhilai,
has received Best ANO
Educational
Minister
Award for session 2022
with cash prize of 25,000 &
certificate for outstanding
contribution in NCC, at
State level, amongst all
Raipur group in NCC,
which is considered as the
highest award for the
state.
Dr Lt Krishna Jibon
Mondal is appointed as an
Assistant Professor in the
Dept of Physics and
Electronics. He started his
journey as caretaker of
NCC unit of 37CG BN,
NCC
Durg,
Shri
Shankaracharya
Mahavidyalaya Bhilai
from February 22, 2013 to
March 23, 2014.
He took part in Pre
commissioned Course
held at Ota Kamptee,
Maharashtra from Dec 24,
2013 to March 23, 2014. In
that training Course 198
Officers participated in
Senior & Junior Division
from all over India. The of-

For issuing of Forest
Rights ‘patta’ to
Forest people
Alleges many villagers
of Gram Navadih
under Forest Circle
Chirmiri

Central Chronicle News

Bhilai, Jul 27:

cesses and challenges. The
College wanted to know
about them and the
Alumni wanted to know
how the college and faculty were faring. A few
alumni were selected to
share their life experiences and speak a few
words on this occasion.
Even while acknowledging that all are stars, it was

p

p

CCET alumni association online meet held
Christian College of
Engineering
and
Technology, which was established in 1998 as the
MPCCET, and today the
3rd oldest Engineering
College in Chhattisgarh,
organised an online meeting of the CCET Alumni
Association on July 23,
2022, after a gap of several
years. There was great enthusiasm as the initial discussion group grew to 350
names all wanting to join
the association and meet
their old colleagues online.
The agenda was to bring
past pupils together and
hear stories of their suc-

Forest employee demanding Saplings of coconut, sandalwood
gooseberry planted
cash for signature in ‘Rin Pustika’

Dongargarh, Jul 27: Under the leadership of Block President Manish Pashine
and in the dignified presence of District
President Gopi Verma, on the demand
of fixing 34% dearness allowance (DA)
according to the seventh pay scale, an
indefinite strike was started by performing Jalabhishek of Lord Shiva in Shiva
temple in the Maa Bamleshwari Devi
temple premises located in Dongargarh.
Mainly Santosh Temre, Vidyanand
Dongargarh, Falesh Sahu, Sitaram Uike,
Chumman Devangan, Krishna Yadav,
Daneshwar Lilhare, Ratiram Kannauje,
Chandrika Yadav, Brijbhushan Rajput,
Rikhiramchandravanshi,
Vishesh
Bhavte, Naresh Verma, Sheetal
Chandrakar, Ms. Panchsheela Sahar,
Kiran Naresh, Neeraj Bala Dongre,
Lukesh Verma, Khemdas Sakhre,
Yogendra Netam, Raghunandan
Chandravanshi, Rakesh Tembhurkar,
Harish Sahu, Anil Uike, Naresh Kumar
Devangan, Ritesh Ranga, Narendra
Sinha, Atma Ram Chandravanshi,
Pitambar Chandravanshi,Naveen
Yadav, Sundar Chandravanshi and others were present. Block President
Manish Pashine told that Sanjay
Sharma, Virendra Dubey, Vikas Rajput
have issued the outline of the indefinite
strike, in which different programs
have been issued every day and on July
26, memorandum and sloganeering in
the name of Chief Minister and Chief
Secretary to SDM and Tehsildar was
submitted, he said.

also opened at 4:30 am.
On the other hand, apart
from
Kuleshwar
Mahadev temple, Shri
Bhuteshwar
Nath,
Mama
Bhacha,
Someshwar Nath, Baba
Garib Nath Mahadev,
also
known
as
Panchkoshi
Dham,
Kopeshwar
Nath
Mahadev,
Pateshwar
Nath
Mahadev,

Champeshwar
Nath
M a h a d e v ,
Bamhaneshwar Nath
Mahadev, Phaneshwar
Nath Mahadev, temples
were also saw a flow of
devotees from morning
to evening.
People
performed
Jalabhishek and milk abhishek along with darshan. A large number of
devotees offered prayers

General assembly of district
panchayat concluded
Central Chronicle News
Sukma, Jul 27: The meeting of the general assembly
was held on Monday in the
meeting room of District
Panchayat office under the
chairmanship of District
Panchayat President Shri
Harish Kawasi. In the meeting, along with the compliance report of the previous
meeting, other points were
discussed.
Distinguished members,
while discussing with the
departmental officers regarding the implementation of departmental
schemes, told the need for
the repair of schools,
ashrams,
Anganwadi
buildings constructed from
time immemorial in the
district.
Distinguished District
Panchayat members, Chief
Executive Officer, District

Panchayat Devnarayan
Kashyap and departmental
officers were present in the
meeting, including District
Panchayat Vice President
Boddu Raja.
Chairman
Harish
Kawasi said that in view of
the need for repair of educational and residential
buildings constructed from
time immemorial in the
district, survey work of all
the buildings should be
done and the buildings in

Ahirwara Cong Sewa Dal meeting held
p

In Gram Potia

Central Chronicle News
Nandini-Ahirwara, Jul 27:
Meeting of Ahirwara
Congress Sewa Dal (CSD)
was held in Gram Potia
here on Monday. As per instructions by Jagad Guru
Rudra Kumar, meeting was
held under chairmanship of
BCC President Congress
Sewa Dal Rampal Navik in
Potia. In this meeting
Padma Joshi was appointed
as the convener of the party
for Gram Potia and
Medesara and all present on
the occasion took a pledge
that would continue with
party's membership for lifetime and support Jagat
Guru Rudra Kumar.
On this ocacsion Padma

by observing a fast
throughout the day, and
in the evening they offered fruits.

Mahasamund, Jul 27:
Under Pithora sub-division in village Kesharpur,
more than 60 people are
suffering from diarrhea
and most of the patients
are being treated at
Community Health Center
Pithora. The District
Collector Neelesh Kumar
Sheersagar, took information about the treatment of
patients admitted in the
Community Health Center
and directed the health
staff to keep a constant
watch on it.
Apart from this, he also
inspected the affected site
Kesharpur and after discussing with the local villagers alerted them about
the ill effects of seasonal
diseases. In addition to village Kesharpur, after getting information about the
outbreak of diarrhea in village Sagundhap and village

Joshi,
Gram
PodiaMedesara convener, Nagar
President Medesara Aman
Joshi, Sadhana Joshi,
President Potia, V-P Lochan
Joshi, Gram Potia Sachiv
Bhoj Bai Joshi, Asst. Secy.

Nita Joshi, Nagar President
Jiten
Joshi,
Potia,
Dharamdas Anuragi, Nagar
Sachiv
Ahirwara,
Maheshwari,
Uttara,
Dhaneshwari and other
were present.

need of repair should be
identified.
Along with this, in
schools where there is a
shortage of teachers in
comparison to the number
of students, a proposal
should be made for the addition of additional teachers from other schools,
which can be approved
after a thorough consultation with the concerned authorities.
He said that the chances

of spreading diseases are
high during the rainy season, with the cooperation of
the grassroot level officers
and employees of the
Health
Department,
Women
and
Child
Development Department,
make the general public
aware, and encourage them
to take preventive measures.
Referring to the salary
deduction of Anganwadi
workers, he said that it is
mandatory to have a smartphone to enter the nutrition tracker app, since most
of the workers in this area
do not have the availability
of a smartphone, due to
which they are unable to
enter, therefore, deducting
his salary is unfair. In the
meeting, he also inquired
about the implementation
of the schemes of all the departments.

Kanchanpur, the collector
reached both the villages
and inspected the health
camps set up there. The
Public Health Engineering
Department was directed
to conduct a campaign and
check the water in all the

nearby villages including
the affected villages and
take necessary treatment of
water by the Collector.
During this, officers of the
department including SubDivisional Officer Shri
Rakesh Kumar Golchha,

District Epidemiologist
Dr.
Meenakshi
Roy
Tehsildar
Liladhar
Kanwar, Naib Tehsildar
Devendra Netam, Umesh
Lahiri, and Block Medical
Officer Dr. Tara Agrawal
were present.
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BRIEF
Cyber fraud
Bhubaneswar:
Worried over the rise
in cyber crimes in
Odisha, with fraudsters impersonating
senior officers online
to raise funds from
people, the state government has asked
Netizens to exercise
caution during all financial transactions.
The government issued a statement to
say that cyber criminals are using photos
of senior bureaucrats
on WhatsApp and
other messaging platforms on social
media, asking people
to pay bills.

Man held
Kochi: A 36-year-old
man has been arrested for indulging in
rash driving and
ramming into several
vehicles on a road in
this port city in an
inebriated state, police said on
Wednesday. Noufal
was arrested from
Thrikkakara based
on a complaint from
locals after he hit
many vehicles and
escaped on Tuesday
night. A television
actress, who accompanied him, was also
taken into custody,
but was later let off, a
they said. During the
medical examination, it was found
that the man was
drunk.

8 students injured
Anuppur: Eight children were injured
after their school van
overturned while trying to save a dog in
Madhya Pradesh’s
Anuppur district on
Wednesday morning,
police said. The accident took place
around 7.30 am near a
hotel on AnuppurAmlai road, five km
from the district headquarters, Kotwali police station in-charge
Amar Verma said.
The driver of the van,
carrying students of a
private school located
in Amlai town, some
22 km from Anuppur,
lost control over the
wheels in a bid to save
a dog on the road. As a
result, the vehicle
overturned, he said.

PROTEST

Centre has weaponised
money-laundering law: Cong

Congress workers raise slogans during a protest outside
Enforcement Directorate office against EDs interrogation
of the partys interim President Sonia Gandhi in the
National Herald case, in Mumbai, Wednesday, July 27.

New Delhi, Jul 27:
The Congress alleged on
Wednesday
that
the
money-laundering law has
been weaponised to target
and humiliate people, and
urged the Supreme Court
to decide soon on the matter
concerning
the
National
HeraldAssociated
Journals

Limited case. The assertion came on a day when
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi (75) appeared before the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) for the
third day to face questioning in connection with a
money-laundering case
pertaining to the National
Herald newspaper. The
Congress also fielded its

senior leader Ghulam
Nabi Azad in solidarity
with Sonia Gandhi and
said political opponents
should not be treated as
“enemies”.
Azad, a prominent member of the “Group of 23 (G23)” that has been critical
of the Congress leadership, said the ED should
keep in mind the age and
health of Sonia Gandhi before subjecting her to repeated questioning in the
case, in which party leader
Rahul Gandhi has already
been questioned for over
50 hours. He said the
Congress chief is aged,
has not been well and was
admitted to a hospital,
adding that she cannot
withhold the pressure of
probe agencies.
“Even in wars, kings
used to give directions that
women should not be attacked and those not keeping well should be spared,”
Azad said, urging the
agencies not to be harsh
on an aged and ailing
Sonia Gandhi.

Washington, Jul 27 (AP):
Presidents Joe Biden
and Xi Jinping will speak
Thursday, according to a
US official, their first conversation in four months
coming amid new tension
between Washington and
Beijing over China’s
claims on Taiwan.
The planned talks between the two leaders the
fifth in a series of regular
check-ins have been in the
works for weeks. But the
possibility of a visit to
Taiwan by House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, the top congressional Democrat and
second in line of succession to the presidency, has
added fresh strain to the
complicated relationship.
Beijing is warning that
it will take forceful measures should Pelosi visit the
self-ruled
island
of

TMC MPs stage a protest over price hike during ongoing Monsoon Session of Parliament, in New Delhi, Wednesday.

18 killed in UP in lightning Shiv Sena will have its CM again: Uddhav MP: Dalit girl stopped from
attending school; 7 held
strike in two days
Mumbai, Jul 27:

Ghazipur, Jul 27:
A total of 18 people have
been killed in incidents of
lightning strike in Uttar
Pradesh over the past two
days, officials said.
They said 12 were killed
on Tuesday — seven in
Kaushambi and five
Prayagraj — and the rest
six on Monday — four in
Ghazipur and two in
Bhadohi.
According to a government
statement,
in
Kaushambi, five persons
in Chail tehsil have lost
their lives, while one each
died in Manjhanpur tehsil
and in Sirathu.
Superintendent
of
Police of Kaushambi
Hemraj Meena said the deceased have been identified as Bittan Devi (60),
Basant Pasi (45), Munna

(13), Dharmendra (33),
Ranjana
Devi
(19),
Ramprasad (50) and Laxmi
Devi (31).
The death happened on
Tuesday, he said.
In Bhadohi, one death
each has been reported
from Gopiganj and Aurai
police station area of the
district.
The deceased persons in
Bhadohi are Adarsh Yadav
(10) of Aurai area and
Kusum Devi (33) of
Gopiganj, officials said,
and added that they died
on Monday.
Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
has expressed grief over
the loss of lives, and has
directed officials to provide financial assistance
of Rs 4 lakh to the family
of the each deceased in
Bhadohi and Kaushambi.

Shiv Sena president and
former Maharashtra chief
minister
Uddhav
Thackeray on Wednesday
said the Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) alliance experiment led by him was
not wrong and people had
welcomed it.
In the second part of his
interview to Shiv Sena
mouthpiece ‘Saamana’,
Thackeray said he wants
not just local body polls
due in Maharashtra, but
also the Assembly elections and claimed the Sena
will have its own CM once
again for which he will
tour the state to rejuvenate
the party cadre.
The BJP is giving everything to those who have
come from other parties from the post of chief minister (Sena rebel Eknath
Shinde) to leader of opposition (which is currently

held by NCP’s Ajit PAwar),
said Thackeray, who
turned 62 on Wednesday.
“Delhi wants to instigate a Shiv Sena versus
Shiv Sena fight and divide
the Marathi-speaking people. If the present rulers
fear the opposition, it is
their inefficiency. In a
democracy, no party is a
permanent winner,” he
said.
The Shiv Sena had parted ways with the BJP after
the 2019 Maharashtra
Assembly polls over the
issue of sharing the chief

Brown sugar seized
Bhubaneswar: The
Special Task Force
(STF) of the Odisha
Police crime branch
has seized brown
sugar worth Rs 1
crore and arrested
one person in this
connection, an officer
said. The accused,
suspected to be a drug
peddler, has been
identified as Sheikh
Mezu, a resident of
Sahadevkhunta in
Balasore district, the
police officer said
Based on intelligence
inputs, a raid was conducted by team of
STF personnel near a
railway crossing at
Aradabazar in
Balasore district on
Tuesday.

ministerial post. The Sena
later tied-up with the NCP
and Congress as part of
the MVA to form government led by Thackeray.
Last month, Sena MLA
Eknath Shinde along with
39 other party legislators
and some independents revolted against the Sena
leadership, leading to the
collapse of the Thackerayled MLA government.
Shinde was sworn in as
the chief minister on June
30 and BJP leader
Devendra Fadnavis as his
deputy.
Thackeray said “people
had welcomed the MVA
experiment” and that the
three-party alliance was
born out of the BJP’s denial of what was assured
to him.
“The Shiv Sena will
have a chief minister
again. I will work to expand the party base and
cadre.

Shajapur, Jul 27:

Police have arrested
seven persons after a
minor Dalit girl was allegedly told not to attend
school by a group of local
residents on the ground
that other girls, too, were
not studying in a village
in Madhya Pradesh’s
Shajapur, an official said.
A clash between members of two families — the
girl’s and those of the arrested accused — erupted
following the alleged incident in Bawaliyakhedi
village, leaving some people injured, the police
said., Kotwali Police
Station
in-charge
Avdhesh Kumar Shesha,
while quoting a complaint, said the incident
occurred when a 16-yearold girl of the Scheduled
Caste community was

going home after attending local school on
Saturday
afternoon.
Some persons allegedly
accosted and snatched the
girl’s school bag and told
her not to attend school as
other girls of the village
were not doing so, he
said. Later, a clash erupted between the girl’s family and relatives of the accused, he said. Following
the complaint, the police
arrested seven people on
Monday under relevant
sections of the Indian
Penal Code and also the
Scheduled Castes and the
Scheduled
Tribes
(Prevention of Atrocities)
Act, he said. A cross-complaint by the other side,
alleging assault, was also
registered against the
girl’s brother and three
others, the police officer
said.

Taiwan that China claims
as part of its territory.
The U.S. official declined to be identified
ahead of the public announcement. The schedule was first reported by
Bloomberg.
Pelosi hasn’t confirmed
plans to visit Taiwan, but
Biden last week told reporters that U.S. military
officials believed it was
not a good idea for the

speaker to visit the island
at the moment. Biden’s
comments came after the
Financial Times reported
last week that Pelosi
planned to visit Taiwan in
August, a trip she had originally planned to make in
April but postponed after
she tested positive for
COVID-19.
The speaker has declined to comment on
whether she plans to visit

Singapore extends
Rajapaksa’s stay by 14 days
Singapore, Jul 27:
The Singapore government has issued a new
visa to ex-Sri Lankan
president
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa, extending his
short-term visit pass issued when he first arrived
over a week ago by another 14 days till August 11, a
media report said on
Wednesday.
Rajapaksa arrived in
Singapore on July 14 on a
private visit from the
Maldives after he fled his
country to escape a popular uprising against his
government’s economic
mismanagement.
He first fled to the
Maldives on July 13 and
from there he proceeded
to Singapore the next day.
Rajapaksa has been is-

sued a new visa, extending his stay here till
August 11.
His visit pass has been
extended by 14 days, The
Straits Times reported.
After Rajapaksa landed in
Singapore, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs here confirmed that he had been
allowed entry on a private
visit.
The
ministry
stressed that the ex-president had not asked for
asylum.
Singapore generally
does not grant requests
for
asylum,
the
spokesman had said.
The ex-president was issued a 14-day visit pass
when he arrived at
Changi Airport on a
Saudia flight from the
Maldives on July 14. He
initially stayed at a hotel

in the city centre, but is
believed to have moved to
a private residence, according to the report.
He has not been seen in
public in Singapore. Sri
Lanka’s Parliament on
Wednesday elected Ranil
Wickremesinghe, an ally
of Rajapaksa, as the successor to Rajapaksa, who
resigned after reaching
Singapore.
It was the first time in
44 years that Sri Lanka’s
Parliament directly elected a president. Rajapaksa,
73, fled Sri Lanka after the
July 9 uprising when people broke into the
President’s House after
months of public protests
against him for mishandling the country’s worst
economic crisis since
1948.

Taiwan, citing security
protocol on her travel. But
she said Biden’s comment
stemmed from military
brass being “afraid our
plane would get shot
down, or something like
that, by the Chinese. She
would be the highest-ranking U.S. elected official to
visit
Taiwan
since
Republican
Newt
Gingrich visited the island
in 1997 when he served as
House speaker.
It’s important for us to
show support for Taiwan,
Pelosi said. None of us
have ever said we’re for independence when it comes
to Taiwan. That’s up to
Taiwan to decide.
Administration officials
have privately stressed to
Pelosi that traveling to
Taiwan could further complicate a delicate status
quo.

London, Jul 27 (PTI): A new
cross-party UK parliamentary
panel has been created to promote trade, investment and
people-to-people ties with India,
backed up by British Indian
think tank 1928 Institute. The
India (Trade and Investment) All
Party Parliamentary Group
(APPG) was formally registered
last week as part of celebrations
of the 75th anniversary of
India’s independence and is
made up of 25 members of
Parliament and peers of different political affiliations. With a
stated goal to promote trade
and investment between India
and the UK for the mutual betterment of their citizens, whilst
building an inclusive living
bridge between the two countries, the new APPG hopes to
support the ongoing India-UK
free trade agreement (FTA)
negotiations and promote its
benefits once concluded.
Given 75 years of India’s

Workers prepare Indian national flags to be sold as part of Har Ghar Tiranga campaign, in Tezpur, Wednesday, July
27, 2022. The campaign is being organised as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav to encourage people to bring home
the national flag and hoist it to mark the 75th year of Indias independence.

Lollapalooza festival coming ‘Prez Murmu’s term will be known
to India in January 2023
for many important decisions’
Mumbai, Jul 27 (PTI):
Iconic global music festival Lollapalooza is all set
to make its India debut in
January next year, the organizers
announced
Wednesday. The two-day
musical extravaganza will
be held in Mumbai on
January 28 and 29, entertainment and ticketing
platform BookMyShow
(BMS) said in a media
statement.
BMS said it will spearhead Lollapalooza India as
the promoter and co-producer for the festival’s
Indian edition along with
global producers, Perry
Farrell, WME and C3
Presents.
Ashish
Hemrajani, Founder &
CEO, BookMyShow said
they are proud to bring the
music festival to India.
BookMyShow is proud to

bring Lollapalooza to
India - making it the
eighth country and the
fourth continent to do so.
With a mix of some stellar
Indian talent and global
artists coming together on
the same stage, we expect
nothing short of magic,
Hemrajani said in a statement.
The annual music festival Lollapalooza, which
was launched in 1991, is
globally synonymous with
alternative lifestyle, music
and culture. For 31 years,
Lollapalooza has travelled
the world, with seven locations across three continents that annually host
the event. Everyone feels
at home at Lollapalooza, a
festival that celebrates the
culture of music, with inclusivity and unique experiences at the centre of it,
the release said.

Mumbai, Jul 27:
Draupadi Murmu, the
NDA’s presidential candidate, has won the election
to become the next
President
of
India.
Murmu has crossed the 50
percent mark at the end of
the third round of counting to become the nation’s
first tribal and the second
women president. With
the announcement of the
victory of
Draupadi
Murmu, there is an atmosphere of celebration
across the country.
At the same time, with
the victory of Draupadi,
BJP wants to give a special
message to the entire
country, especially the
women and the tribal community. Meanwhile, JP
Tolani , a renowned numerologist of the country,

JP Tolani
has made an analytical
prediction
revolving
around the five-year term
of President Murmu, who
is known as a simple, gentle,
and
belligerent
woman.
According to JP Tolani
Jee, President Murmu has
the power of the number 4.
Her destiny number is 31
i.e, 4, name number is 49
which means (4+9=13),
breaking it again into 4
and 3 and then adding

them further gives us the
number 4. Also, adding the
number of alphabets in
her first name again will
give us the number 4. This
portrays her as an out-ofthe-box thinker and a
courageous lady.
Number 4 has always
played an important role
for the country’s newly
elected
President
Draupadi Murmu. She entered politics in 1997 when
she was 40 years old and
elected as a councilor.
Afterward, from 1997 (running age 40) to 2007, she
held various posts in politics, and because of her efforts, she was awarded as
best MLA by Odisha
Legislative Assembly at
the age of 49 (4, her name
number), and it was possible only with the help of
number 4.

dress the issue of road
safety based on education,
engineering (both of roads
and vehicles), enforcement
and emergency care.
Replying to a separate
question, Gadkari said,
construction works on

National Highways were
delayed to some extent due
to the Covid-19 pandemic
and the loss of time was
estimated to be generally
in the range of 3-9 months
depending upon the project parameters.

Country’s economic prowess gets reflected
in its ammunition: Rajnath Singh
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

standing today in terms of
research and development, indigenous capacity
and manufacturing capability in this area, he said.
“A country’s economic
development and progress
in the field of science and
technology gets automatically reflected in the capacity of its weapons and
ammunition,”
Singh
noted. He said one should
learn the right lessons
from history to forge a
new path towards the future.

Independence, the creation of
an All-Party Parliamentary
Group focused on India will set
the tempo between the UK
Parliament and India/Indians,
said Navendu Mishra, Indianorigin Opposition Labour Party
MP for Stockport in north-west
England and Co-Chair of the
new APPG. Investment in people is the best way to ensure
economic stability and this
APPG intends to benefit the
peoples of both the UK and
India. In particular, I’m looking
forward to bringing investment
to Stockport and to the Greater
Manchester region, both from
stronger cultural ties and from
utilising the trade agreement,
he said. “Furthermore, what
better way to celebrate the 75
years of Independence then to
strengthen the living bridge
between the countries and to
solidify an equal partnership
between these two great
nations, he added.

US military making plans in
case Pelosi travels to Taiwan
Sydney, Jul 27 (AP):
US officials say they
have little fear that China
would attack Nancy
Pelosi’s plane if she flies to
Taiwan.
But the US House speaker would be entering one
of the world’s hottest spots
where a mishap, misstep
or
misunderstanding
could endanger her safety.
So the Pentagon is developing plans for any contingency. Officials told The
Associated Press that if
Pelosi goes to Taiwan still
an uncertainty the military would increase its
movement of forces and
assets in the Indo-Pacific
region. They declined to
provide details, but said
that fighter jets, ships, surveillance assets and other
military systems would

likely be used to provide
overlapping rings of protection for her flight to
Taiwan and any time on
the ground there.
Any foreign travel by a
senior US leader requires
additional security. But officials said this week that a
visit to Taiwan by Pelosi
she would be the highestranking US elected official
to visit Taiwan since 1997
would go beyond the usual
safety precautions for
trips to less risky destinations.
Asked about planned
military steps to protect
Pelosi in the event of a
visit, US Gen. Mark Milley,
chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said on
Wednesday that discussion of any specific travel
is premature. But, he
added, if there’s a decision

Islamabad, Jul 27 (PTI):

A police officer controls traffic at a fuel station in Colombo, Sri Lanka, Wednesday, July 27. Sri Lanka’s economic
crisis has left the nation’s 22 million people struggling with shortages of essentials, including medicine, fuel and food.

7.3 earthquake hits north
Philippines, causes some damage
Manila, Jul 27 (AP):

A country’s economic
prowess gets automatically reflected in the field of
ammunition and India
must focus on boosting research and development
as well as manufacturing
capability in this area,
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh said on Wednesday.
“We have come far
ahead of those times when
a bomb’s size and explosive capacity were the only
things that mattered. Now,
their smartness is as important,” Singh said in his
speech during an event of
industry body Federation
of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry
(FICCI). If advanced ammunition is the reality of
new-age warfare, then the
country should focus its
attention on where it is

People pose for photos with ‘Perry the Bull’, the mascot of the Commonwealth Games 2022, in Birmingham, UK.

A strong earthquake
shook the northern
Philippines
on
Wednesday,
causing
some
damage
and
prompting people to flee
buildings in the capital.
Officials said no casualties were immediately reported.
The 7.3 magnitude
quake was centered
around Abra province in
a mountainous area and
several aftershocks have
followed, the Philippine
Institute of Volcanology
and Seismology said.
The quake was set off
by movement in a local
fault at a depth of 25 kilometers (15 miles), the institute said, adding it expected damage and more
aftershocks.

A vehicle is damaged as a wall collapses after a strong
earthquake hit Ilocos Sur province, Philippines on
Wednesday July 27. A strong earthquake shook the northern
Philippines on Wednesday, causing some damage and
prompting people to flee buildings in the capital. Officials
said no casualties were immediately reported.

made that Speaker Pelosi
or anyone else is going to
travel and they asked for
military support, we will
do what is necessary to ensure a safe conduct of
their visit. And I’ll just
leave it at that.
China considers self-ruling Taiwan its own territory and has raised the
prospect of annexing it by
force. The US maintains
informal relations and defence ties with Taiwan
even as it recognises
Beijing as the government
of China.
The trip is being considered at a time when China
has escalated what the US
and its allies in the Pacific
describe as risky one-onone confrontations with
other militaries to assert
its sweeping territorial
claims.

Parvez Elahi takes oath as CM of Punjab province

CONTROLS TRAFFIC

New Delhi, Jul 27:
A total of 3,48,279 persons injured in 3,66,138
road accidents across the
country during the calendar year 2020, causing
1,31,714 deaths, Parliament
was
informed
on
Wednesday.
In a written reply to the
Rajya Sabha, Minister of
Road Transport and
Highways Nitin Gadkari
said that as many as
4,51,361 people were injured in road accidents in
India during 2019, while
the total number of accidents stood at 4,49,002.
According to the minister, the road ministry has
formulated
a
multipronged strategy to ad-

PERRY THE BULL

New UK parliamentary panel to promote
trade, investment ties with India

More than 1.30 lakh people killed
in road accidents in 2020: Govt

I-DAY PREPARATION

Smuggler held
Jorhat (Assam): A
smuggler was arrested with a rhino horn
in Jorhat district of
Assam, a police official said on
Wednesday. The man
was apprehended on
Tuesday evening,
Jorhat superintendent of police Mohan
Lal Meena said. We
arrested the person
near Mohbondha
under Pulibor police
station. The rhino
horn was also recovered from him,
Meena said. The SP
said the smuggler
hailed from Titabor,
which is also in
Jorhat district.

Biden, Xi to hold talks amid
new tensions over Taiwan

Officials said the
strong shaking caused
cracks in buildings and
houses.
The U.S. Geological
Survey measured the
quake’s strength at 7.0
and depth at 10 kilometers (6 miles). Shallower
quakes tend to cause
more damage.
The Philippines lies
along the Pacific Ring of
Fire, an arc of faults
around the Pacific Ocean
where most of the
world’s
earthquakes
occur. It is also lashed by
about 20 typhoons and
tropical stor ms each
year, making it one of
the world’s most disaster-prone countries.
A magnitude 7.7 quake
killed nearly 2,000 people
in
the
northern
Philippines in 1990.

Chaudhry
Parvez
Elahi took oath as the
chief
minister
of
Pakistan’s
Punjab
province on Wednesday,
hours after the Supreme
Court struck down the
deputy speaker’s ruling
and named the PML-Q
leader as the new executive head of the politically crucial province.
The apex court’s verdict delivered a big blow
to the Sharif-led coalition
government as it saw
Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N) Hamza
Shehbaz, son of the
prime minister, lost his
status of the “trustee”
chief minister.
The Supreme Court on
late Tuesday declared
Deputy Speaker Dost
Muhammad
Mazari’s
controversial decision to
reject 10 votes in the

Supporters of former Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran
Khan celebrate in Islamabad on July 26, 2022, after
Supreme Court declared that Khan’s candidate should
be next Chief Minister of Punjab province, nullifying
provincial assembly’s deputy speaker last week ruling.
Punjab chief minister’s
election as illegal and
ruled that Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
backed candidate Elahi
will be the new chief
minister of Punjab.
The
three-member
bench comprising Chief

Justice of Pakistan Umar
Ata Bandial, Justice
Ijazul Ahsan, and Justice
Muneeb Akhtar had ordered Punjab Governor
Baligh ur Rehman to administer the oath to
Elahi. However, Rehman
refused to perform his

duties.
Following Governor
Rehman’s refusal, Elahi
left for Islamabad late
Tuesday night to take
oath from President of
Pakistan Arif Alvi as per
the Supreme Court’s
order.
Alvi administered the
oath to Elahi at the
Aiwan-e-Sadar
early
Wednesday morning.
President Alvi had sent
a special aircraft to bring
Elahi to Islamabad for
the oath-taking ceremony, Geo News reported.
Elahi, who lost the
election held on Friday
despite getting a majority vote, challenged the
ruling of deputy speaker
Mazari who handed victory to Hamza. Elahi was
supported by ousted
Prime Minister Imran
Khan’s
Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
party.”

Pacific defence chiefs meet against backdrop of rising China
Sydney, Jul 27 (AP):
Defence chiefs from
across the Indo-Pacific
gathered this week to bolster their connections
against a backdrop of
China’s ongoing campaign
to expand its influence and
military presence in the
region. Gen. Mark Milley,
chairman of the U.S. Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said the
military leaders meeting
for three days in Sydney

are focused on the whole
situation with the rise of
China, a free and open
Pacific and ensuring a
peaceful and stable IndoPacific region. It’s a big
conference to coordinate
our mutual security interests and discuss national
security issues that apply
to all of us, said Milley.
Military leaders from 26
nations are participating
in the conference, and
most of those are chiefs of

defense. China was invited
but said it would be unable
to attend. During a press
conference Wednesday,
Milley said the chiefs of
defense discussed how
they can cooperate more
and make their militaries
more interoperable, including with advanced
technologies. He added
that they also talked about

military exercises. He and
Gen. Angus Campbell,
Australia’s chief of defense, didn’t go into details. But Milley expanded
on comments he made late
last week about China’s increasing aggressiveness in
the region and the need for
nations to ensure that the
Pacific remains free and
open to all.
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Russia-Ukraine war,
a festering wound
he war between Russia and Ukraine seems to have beT come
a festering wound. The conflict is now in its fifth
month. Rather than showing signs of petering out, it has

Europe scorched

T

he extreme temperatures witnessed in Europe during
the last fortnight are the results of our own making,
and maybe this is a wake-up call for humans to stop playing
with nature. When we think of Europe, we mostly think of
cold and enjoyable weather, as compared to our scorching
heat and humid weather. But in 2022, the European continent is facing one of the worst summers. Usually, by Indian
standards, even the European summers were considered to
be much better than our winters, but record-breaking heat
affected parts of Western Europe during the fortnight, with
UK temperatures exceeding 40 degrees Celsius for the first
time since record-keeping began in 1772, has proved us
wrong. Temperatures dived in many other countries in
Europe, with 64 different areas in France experiencing
record highs and temperatures in Portugal reaching 47 degrees Celsius. The dangerously high temperatures have had
other additional consequences, too, with Portugal reporting
more than 1,000 heat-wave-related deaths in the last fortnight. At least 13 people have died in open water-related incidents in the UK. Extreme heat-wave warnings were issued in
France and record July temperatures were reported in the
Netherlands. In Paris, the thermometer crossed 40 degrees
Celsius for the third time this summer. In addition, wildfires
continue to sweep across parts of Southwest Europe. As well
to increased ozone pollution, the European heat wave is also
exacerbating the scale and intensity of wildfires currently
raging across southern Europe, especially in south-western
France, Spain and Portugal. The worst affected regions to
date include the Gironde region south of Bordeaux,
Extremadura and Galicia in Spain, and parts of Portugal.
The Global Climate Coalition (GCC), which represented the
oil, coal, auto, utilities, steel, and rail industries, hired a communications partner to change the narrative on Climate
Change. The strategy was implemented through an extensive media campaign, including placing quotes and pitching
opinion pieces. The groundwork was laid meticulously for
the industry's biggest campaign to date - opposing international efforts to negotiate emissions reductions in Kyoto,
Japan, in December 1997. The basic requirement is that we'll
have to change our lifestyles too, to cope with the climate
challenges. We'll have to change the way we are constructing
our commercial and residential buildings, all clad in either
glass or aluminium cladding requiring more heat-intensive
mechanisms to maintain a cooler temperature. In hotels
worldwide it is a normal practice to maintain the building
temperature at 17 degrees Celsius, why can't we make it a
more reasonable 21 degrees Celsius? In addition, we also
need to change our style of construction by using a judicious
mix of stone, cement and wood, not just relying on one particular product, besides ensuring less usage of wood. If we
humans don't act now instead of just preaching and making
hollow promises then we could just look forward to our extinction much earlier than envisaged by nature.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.
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taken a dangerous turn --the Russian military has gained
ground in the east and controls the region of Luhansk and
the portcity of Mariupol, grinding down defensive forces
with long-range missiles and heavy artillery. Russia is not
exactly winning the war, but it is not losing either. Fighting
raged unabated in eastern Ukraine's industrial heartland of
the Donbas, where Russian forces tried to make new gains in
the face of stiff Ukrainian resistance. Since April, the
Kremlin has concentrated on capturing the Donbas, a mostly Russian-speaking region of eastern Ukraine where proRussia separatists have proclaimed independence. Ukraine
is vastly outgunned on the eastern front lines. It’s running
out of heavy equipment. The Ukraine military is losing up
to 200 soldiers a day. A Russian blockade of Ukraine’s historic port Odesa has halted grain exports, threatening to produce a worldwide famine.Widespread economic sanctions
against Russia have not changed Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s strategy or actions. The sanctions are inflicting pain on the people of Russia and Western Europe,
but Putin cares nothing. Energy revenue, the staple of the
Russian economy, is growing, despite the sanctions, as gas
and oil prices rise precipitously. Unfortunately, both NATO
and Russia are moving in the wrong direction. The US and
the NATO leadership are unable to visualise the consequence of the Russian blockade of Ukrainian sea routes.
Millions of tonnes of foodgrains are rotting in central and
western Ukraineas their export lines are either completely blocked or are under Russian control. Economic sanctions
are needed as a long-term strategy to isolate Russia, undermine its economy and wean Western Europe off its dependence on Russian oil and gas. But stopping the Russian advance in the east, and retaking some of the captured territory, over the next four months is critical to the war’s outcome.
Sanctions cannot influence the war effort within that timeframe. Advances made by Russian troops in the east will be
hard to dislodge over the winter. A protracted war suits the
Russians, say analysts.Ukraine’s military and people have
already demonstrated their bravery and indomitable will.
Man for man, they are far superior and better motivated soldiers. But they are badly outgunned and outnumbered.
Whether Ukraine wins the war depends on international
support and the resolve of Western leaders. They will have
to give top priority to defeating Putin’s army — or live withthe consequences of a Russian victory: a dangerously
destabilized world, encroachments on the European Union
and NATO and, with them, the prospect of nuclear war. If
history is any witness, Russia has been a ruthless oppressor
of Ukraine. Among the weapons it used against there bellious-natured Ukrainians stiff control of their agricultural
potential has been its prime weapon of war. After the
Russian Revolution, Ukraine declared its independence
from Russia on January 12, 1918, and several years of warfare ensued with several groups. The Red Army finally was
victorious over Kiev and next year Ukraine became a Soviet
republic. In the 1930s, the Soviet government’s high handedness met with resistance, which in return prompted the confiscation of grain from Ukrainian farmers by the Soviet authorities. It is said the resulting famine took an estimated 5
million lives.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Abandoned cars are scattered by flooding across a shuttered Interstate 70 at Mid Rivers Mall Drive in St. Peters after
heavy rain fell through the night and into the morning on Wednesday.

A mirage called opposition unity
DR. DUGGARAJU
SRINIVASA RAO

he Presidential election
of 2022 was proclaimed
as a game changer for the
Indian politics with the strong
unified challenge to the hegemony of BJP and the dethroning of Narendra Modi from the
Prime Minister chair has ultimately ended in a massive defeat for the idea of opposition
unity. The differences cropped
up during the Presidential election now stretched to the VicePresidential election and
cracks got widened. These new
cracks, resulted from the personal egos of the Mamata
Banerjee and Sonia Gandhi,
who may force some of the regional parties to drift from the
current path of anti-Modi and
end up as an ally of BJP by the
time of 2024 Lok Sabha election. The signs are there already with JMM of Jharkhand
charting its own agenda leaving its alliance partner
Congress baffled.
Initially, there was lingering
doubts regarding the election
of NDA candidate as the
President as it lacked a clear
edge in the Electoral College.
Sensing that Mamata Banerjee
took the lead in convening the
meet of the opposition parties
to project a common candidate.

T

Mamata Banerjee has the hidden intention of projecting herself as the glue for the opposition unity thus side-lining the
Congress and Sonia. That was
the beginning of appearance of
minor cracks in the so-called
strong edifice of opposition.
She succeeded in her attempt
as all parties agreed to the proposal of
TMC member
Yashwanth Sinha as presidential candidate. However the
bonhomie among the opposition parties was short lived as
BJP came out with the name of
Draupadi Murmu as President.
One party after the other
gravitated toward the tribal
lady candidature, thus widening the cracks in the opposition. The Shiva Sena, JDS,
JMM, BSP, YSRCP, TDP, SAD
and other smaller sub regional
parties which are outside NDA
extended unsolicited support to
BJP sponsored candidate
Murmu. Mamata Banerjee realised her tactical error of
going ahead with the announcement of Yashwanth
Sinha without waiting for the
BJP’s decision, despite knowing that Draupadi Murmu is
the likely candidate of ruling
dispensation.
Mamata Banerjee’s statement that “she would have supported Murmu had BJP consulted me in advance” has hit
the very basis of opposition
unity. The Congress party already nursing the grouse of
lost pre-eminence in the opposition camp, and Mamata further rubbing it by claiming her
TMC as the original Congress,
was waiting for the chance to
retaliate against Bengal CM.
The Congress strategists took
the earliest opportunity to hit
back at Mamata Banerjee and
kept her out of loop in naming

Margaret Alva as the VicePresidential candidate of the
opposition. The short tempered, hot headed Mamata
Benarjee retaliated by announcing the non-participation
of
TMC in the VicePresidential election. This tit
for tat of individual ego filled
leaders is the virtual end to the
opposition unity.
The election of NDA sponsored candidates for the
President and Vice President
posts was a forgone conclusion
even before the formal voting
took place. But now the divided
opposition has helped BJP to
exhibit its total dominance.
Murmu getting the support of
126 MLAs and 17 MPs from the
opposition camp, spread across
18 states, has wounded the
pride of Congress. Murmu getting one vote from Kerala
where BJP has no MLA shows
the extent of opposition disunity. Whether that vote was
casted deliberately or by mistake is yet to be ascertained but
there was no doubt regarding
the Congress MLAs voting to
Murmu in Madhya Pradesh,
Telangana and Odisha.
If that deliberate voting was
for the love of seeing their own
tribal lady in the Rashtrapati
Bhavan it may be acceptable to
some extent. But if it went beyond that reason and MLAs are
moving away from Congress, as
the high command of that
party suspect, then it is a big
trouble for the entire opposition unity. Without a strong
Congress there is no way the
opposition can challenge BJP
in 2024.
Now that Mamata Banerjee
failed in uniting the opposition
and Sinha lost the election, the
Congress party is throwing
barbs at her. The Congress

party strategists started
spreading news of ‘secret understanding between Mamata
and Modi through a meet of
her and Jagdeep Dhankar at a
hill station. If Mamata
Banerjee, as Congress suspects,
really
support
Jagdeep
Dhankar for the post of VicePresident, the opposition unity
will lay shattered.
The attempts to unite the opposition not only failed but got
damaged collaterally. The BJP
hit back at the opposition resulted in the split of Shiva Sena
and collapse of MVA in
Maharashtra. The damage during the presidential poll included the revolt with in Congress
in more than one state. Now the
withering of coalition in UP
which was built before the assembly elections. Akhilesh
Yadav asking his partners to go
away thus successfully pushing
them towards BJP.
Many issues are there for the
failed unity among the opposition. The personal egos of the
leaders top the list. Many leaders in opposition competing for
the badge of ‘challenger to
Modi’ and each one trying to
push the other out is the second
factor. The lack of trust among
the parties is the third factor.
The regional parties are antiCongress in their own states
and they don’t like to the revival of that GOP in their
states. With the space for the
Congress shrinking across the
country, the regional parties
not sorting out its issues and
the absence of JP like figurehead to act as a mentor are
leaving the opposition unity an
eternal mirage of all seasons.
The BJP will be sitting pretty
towards a hat-trick victory in
2024 election if the opposition
fails to mend its ways.

CBI busts a extortion racket who were claiming to get
Rajya Sabha seats and governor posts for Rs 100 crore and
police had arrested four persons in this connection. The
accused
residents
of
Maharashtra, Karnataka and
Delhi dropped top names to
fool clients and they caught
when the agency intercepted
their calls and they were allegedly asking for money for
the purpose of central government posts sas high as of
that of a state Governor
anand CBI sources said that
these men tried to extort upto
hundred crore while assuring
people of positions in the
rajya sabha as well as state
Governors and as chairmen of
different Central govt organizations. CBI had already arrested four persons and further investigation is going on
and it is expected that entire
gang will be arrested soon
and it is advisable that the
public should be vigilant so
that such persons may not be
successful in their nefarious
designs.
Yash Pal Ralhan, Jalandhar

Rank is all
that matters
Everything in the education
sector is now dependent on
rankings. Branding in education is not the best advertisement for it. Education in India
has come a long way from the
guru-shishya relationship,
and a student is now a consumer. All the trappings
around educational institutions are designed to make
the consumer buy the ‘product’ available. Dedicated
teachers who wanted to
mould students are a rarity,
and those who did it without
monetary expectations have
gone extinct.
Anthony Henriques, Mumbai

Illegal mining
Mining is not a small operation that it can be hidden instantly. Perhaps, no government has been serious about
checking illegal mining. Why
are forces like the MCISF not
employed and barriers put on
roads with cameras for surveillance? Work permits to
vehicles and handlers need to
be registered and identified
after verification of antecedents. The society should
boycott those involved in
wrong practices. The voters
need to be circumspect in the
interest of democracy.
Gian P Kansal, by mail

Vinod Chandrashekhar Dixit

K

udos to PM Narendra Modi
Government for taking initiative of ‘Har Ghar Tiranga’ campaign under the aegis of Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav to encourage people to bring the Tiranga home and
to hoist it to mark the 75th year of
India’s independence. The Tiranga
belongs to over a thousand million
Indians who live in the country and
abroad. The current Tiranga that
we use was designed by Pingali
Venkayya who was an Indian freedom fighter and is one of the unsung heroes of Indian freedom
struggle. Our Tiranga represents
the ideas, values and virtues of the
citizens and the nation with which
it moves forward. The sacrifices

cars, homes, clothes and homes.
The National Tiranga of India
was adopted in its present form
during
the
meeting
of
Constituent Assembly held on the
22 July 1947, a few days before
India's independence from the
British on 15 August, 1947. It
served as the national Tiranga of
the Dominion of India between 15
August 1947 and 26 January 1950
and that of the Republic of India
thereafter. Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru described it as ‘a Tiranga
of freedom’ while moving the resolution on the Tiranga in the constituent assembly. And, for the

first time in the long history of the
nation, Indians could look up with
pride and honour at their country’s Tiranga.
PM Modi has rightly appealed
to citizens to strengthen the ‘Har
Ghar Tiranga’ movement by hoisting or displaying the national
Tiranga at homes between August
13 and 15. The Indian National
Tiranga represents the hopes and
aspirations of the people of India.
It is the symbol of our national
pride. Over the last five decades,
several people including members
of armed forces have ungrudgingly laid down their lives to keep the

Mumbai, Jul 27:

Hiring pilots
New Delhi: Jet
Airways on Tuesday
started the process for
hiring pilots for
Airbus' A320 aircraft
as well as Boeing's
737NG and 737Max
planes. The airline -which received air operator certificate from
aviation regulator
DGCA on May 20 -- is
yet to place an order
for aircraft with either European planemaker Airbus or
American aerospace
company Boeing. Jet
Airways on Tuesday
said on Twitter:
"Inviting pilots who
are current and typerated on the Airbus
A320 or Boeing 737NG
or MAX aircraft, to
apply to join us in creating history as we
prepare to relaunch
India's classiest airline." Currently, the
airline has just one operational aircraft -which is a B737NG -in its fleet.

Road projects

Quality education
India has more of quantity,
but little ‘quality’ education.
Globally, our universities are
at the tail-end. At the age of
23, Shaheed Bhagat Singh
had read so much. Till his last
moment, he was reading
Lenin. Imagine his level of inquisitiveness! True education
is the progressive discovery
of our ignorance. We are lacking on that front.
BM Singh, by mail

Tiranga is our pride which is a symbol of India’s strength and courage
made and the struggles people
went through are to be respected
through “Har Ghar Tiranga” campaign. As an Indian don’t we feel
proud to acknowledge the accomplishments and victories that we
all have witnessed by staying united under this Tiranga?
The aim of this campaign is to
make the relationship with the tricolor more personal than formal
because the Tiranga is a symbol
of free India that reminds us that
we are all equal, irrespective of
our religion, caste and creed. The
Tiranga played a pivotal role in
uniting people during India’s freedom struggle. Bhikaji Cama, also
known as Madame Cama, was the
first woman who successfully unfurled the first version of the tricolour Indian Tiranga. She still remains to be one of the most
prominent woman personalities
to participate in the Indian
Nationalist Movement.
There is no other country in the
world as diverse as ours, and we
must take pride in that. Unlike
earlier when the use of our national Tiranga was limited, today
national pride can be expressed in
many ways and many civilians do
so by the use of Tiranga in our

̈ At next week’s
monetary policy
meeting
Chandigarh: The
Haryana government
will promote the textile industry through
MSMEs so that more
and more youth can
get employment,
Deputy Chief
Minister Dushyant
Chautala said. For
this, the State's Textile
Policy 2022 will be implemented soon, he
said. The Deputy
Chief Minister held a
meeting in New Delhi
to discuss the draft
prepared for the policy. He presided over
the meeting of the
state Cabinet SubCommittee regarding
the draft of the proposed 'Haryana
Atmanirbhar Textile
Policy 2022', said an official statement here.

tricolour flying in its full glory. In
1921, Gandhi proposed a tricolored Tiranga with the symbol of
the spinning wheel at its center.
The colors of the Tiranga represented the dominant religions of
the Indian subcontinent with clear
message of promoting religious
harmony. But growing demands
for further modification led him to
change the interpretations of the
colors into something more secular. The lowermost strip of red
represented sacrifice, middle
green stripe represented hope and
the topmost white stripe represented peace.?
When we display the national
Tiranga, we rise above our religion,
political affiliation and the region
we belong to. There is no doubt
that the idea behind the initiative
will certainly invoke the feeling of
patriotism in the hearts of the people and to promote awareness
about the Indian National Tiranga.
Let us all be encouraged to own it,
love it, respect it and display it and
salute to the leaders who brought
us independence, and the Tiranga
that will forever hold their legacy
and our history intact. It is every
Indian’s fundamental right to fly it
with dignity and honour.

The Reserve Bank of
India's rate-setting panel
will go for a 0.35 per cent
hike in the key repo rate at
its meeting next week, an
American brokerage said
on Wednesday. The hike
will be accompanied by a
change in the policy
stance to "calibrated tightening", Bofa Securities
said in a report published
ahead of the Monetary
Policy Committee (MPC)
resolution which is set to
be announced on August 5.
RBI has hiked the rate by a
cumulative 0.90 per cent in
two tightening moves in
May and June, responding

to the runaway headline
inflation which has consistently overshot the upper
end of the target set for the
central bank for many
months. Referring to policy actions since April,
when RBI introduced the
standing deposit facility,
the brokerage said the central bank has effectively
hiked rates by 1.30 per
cent. "In our base case, we
now see the RBI MPC hike
policy repo rate by 0.35 per
cent, taking it to 5.25 per
cent (higher than pre-pandemic level), with stance
change to calibrated tightening from withdrawal of
accommodation," the report said. The brokerage
expects MPC to retain its
FY23 Consumer Price
Inflation (CPI) and real
GDP growth forecasts, at
6.7 per cent and 7.2 per

Govt mulls changes
in pricing structure

̈ To determine
average selling
price of bauxite
New Delhi, Jul 27:

The government is considering changes in the pricing structure to ascertain
the Average Selling Price
(ASP) of metallurgical
grade bauxite in order to attract private players in the
sector. At present, states are
not able to auction the existing bauxite mines as companies find the selling price of
the mineral unviable.
Bauxite is the principal ore
of aluminum and therefore
the mineral is the essential
raw material for aluminium
producers. The change in
calculation would be made
through amendment in the
mining law and the mines
ministry has invited suggestions for the same, according to an official note. A
number of companies and
industry associations have
sought to revise the conversion factor to obtain the
ASP for metallurgical grade
bauxite. The representations said that the ASP

reached through the present conversion factor was
very high when compared
to actual price of bauxite,
the ministry said in a note
for consultation on the proposed changes. On account
of repeated representation,
the mines ministry referred
the issue to a panel that was
constituted for developing a
national mineral index.
"Based on the report of the
committee, it is proposed to
revise the conversion factor
to arrive at the ASP for metallurgical grade bauxite on
the basis of LME (London
Metal Exchange) price of
aluminium for the financial
year 2020-21 after factoring
the logistics cost in taking
the ore from the mine to the
plant and the contribution
towards royalty, DMF
(District
Mineral
Foundation) and NMET
(National
Mineral
Exploration
Trust).
"Accordingly, it is proposed
to notify the revised conversion factor as 4.23 per cent,"
the ministry said, adding
that the move will rationalise the calculation of
ASP for metallurgical grade
bauxite.

cent, respectively.
Last
week,
RBI
Governor Shaktikanta
Das said that headline inflation, which came at 7.04
per cent for April, is appearing to have peaked.
There is a possibility
for MPC to adopt a more
aggressive measure and
deliver a 0.50 per cent
hike in rates like it did in
June, joining some developed market and regional
central banks who have
sent out more decisive
signals. On the other
hand, a 0.25 per cent hike
in rates can also not be
ruled out, the brokerage
said, explaining that MPC
could acknowledge that
inflation has peaked and
there are downside risks
to their estimates and
there will be measured
hikes from here on.

Average housing price
rose up to 15 per cent during April-June across 9
major cities, with Chennai
witnessing the highest appreciation of 15 per cent,
according to data analytic
firm PropEquity. The
weighted average price
rose by 15 per cent in
Chennai to Rs 6,744 per
square feet in the June
quarter from Rs 5,855 per
square feet in the year-ago
period. Gurugram witnessed 12 per cent increase
in prices to Rs 11,517 per
square feet from Rs 10,315
per square feet, and
Hyderabad too saw 12 per
cent rise to Rs 6,472 per

square feet from Rs 5,764
per square feet. The average prices in Noida rose 9
per cent to Rs 7,411 per
square feet from Rs 6,791
per square feet. In
Bengaluru, the prices were
up 8 per cent to Rs 6,196 per
square feet from Rs 5,760
per square feet. Housing
prices in Mumbai, Thane
and Pune increased by 3
per cent. In Mumbai, the
prices of residential properties rose to Rs 18,896 per

Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal speaks as Delhi Transport Minister Kailash Gahlot looks on at the inauguration of
Electric Vehicle Charging Stations, at Rajghat Bus Depot in New Delhi, Wednesday, July 27.

Roshni Nadar remains
richest Indian woman

̈ Nykaa’s Nayar top
among self-made
rich women
Mumbai, Jul 27:

HCL
Technologies'
chairperson Roshni Nadar
Malhotra has retained her
position as the richest
woman in India, with a 54
per cent jump in her networth to Rs 84,330 crore in
2021.
Falguni Nayar, who quit
her investment banking
career to start the beauty
focused brand Nykaa
around a decade ago, has
emerged as the richest
self-made woman with a
networth of Rs 57,520
crore, as per the Kotak
Private Banking-Hurun
list
published
on
Wednesday.
Nayar, who is 59, saw a
963 per cent increase in her
wealth during the year and
is also the second richest
woman overall, trailing
the 40-year-old Malhotra,
the daughter of HCL
Technologies' founder Shiv

Housing prices rise up to
15 pc annually in June quarter
New Delhi, Jul 27:

New Delhi: Union
Minister Nitin
Gadkari pulled up the
NHAI officials here
for not visiting project
sites, which is responsible for the delay and
poor quality of work.
The road transport
and highways minister said that, he held a
meeting with NHAI
and National
Highways and
Infrastructure
Development
Corporation Ltd
(NHIDCL) officials on
issues related to road
projects in Assam.
"Even Assam Chief
Minister complained
why NHAI officials
did not contact him
about problems being
faced by them...(NHAI
and NHIDCL)
Officials sitting in
Delhi, have not visited
the project site in the
last two years,"
Gadkari, who is
known for his frank
views, said while addressing an event
here. The minister
wondered how one
can result without visiting project sites. The
National Highways
Authority of India
(NHAI) and NHIDCL
are primarily responsible for the construction of national highways and expressways
across the country.

EV CHARGING STATIONS

RBI to go for 35 basis points
hike in rates : Report

square feet from Rs 18,259
per square feet, while in
Thane, the rates appreciated to Rs 6,325 per square
feet from Rs 6,165 per
square feet. Housing prices
in Pune too increased to Rs
5,348 per square feet from
Rs 5,189 per square feet.
Kolkata witnessed the
minimum increase of 1
per cent in the average
housing prices to Rs 5,431
per square feet in AprilJune 2022 from Rs 5,355 per
square feet in the same period last year. "Residential
market has been witnessing steady growth in sales
and price appreciations
over the last one year,"
Samir Jasuja, Founder and
MD of PropEquity, said.

Nadar, as per the report.
Biocon's Kiran MazumdarShaw witnessed a 21 per
cent decline in her fortune
and has moved down one
rank to be the third richest
woman in the country
with a wealth of Rs 29,030
crore, it said.
The list of 100 women accounts for only Indian
women, defined as born or
brought up in India, who
are actively managing
their businesses or are selfmade. The cumulative
wealth of these 100 women
has increased 53 per cent
in a year to Rs 4.16 lakh
crore in 2021 from Rs 2.72
lakh crore in 2020, and
they now contribute 2 per

Rupee falls 13 paise
to close at 79.91
against US dollar
Mumbai, Jul 27:

cent of India's nominal
GDP. The cut-off for making it into the top 100 has
increased to Rs 300 crore
from Rs 100 crore earlier,
and the top 10 cut-off is at
Rs 6,620 crore, which is a 10
per cent jump from the previous year.
Highest number of entrants in the list are from
Delhi-National Capital
Region at 25, followed by
Mumbai
(21)
and
Hyderabad (12), it said.
When looked at from a sectoral perspective, pharmaceuticals led with 12 entrants followed by healthcare at 11 and consumer
goods with nine women in
the top 100 richest women
in India. Apollo Hospitals
Enterprise contributed
four entrants to the list,
making it the highest contribution by a single company. It was followed by
Metro Shoes and Devi Sea
Foods at two entrants each.
Kanika Tekriwal (33y/o) of
Bhopal-based Jetsetgo is
the youngest on the list
with a 50 per cent increase
in wealth at Rs 420 crore.

Power generation capacity
to hit 820GW by 2030: Singh
New Delhi, Jul 27:
Union Power and New &
Renewable
Energy
Minister R K Singh on
Wednesday said the country's electricity generation
capacity will reach 820GW
by 2030, including over
500GW from non-fossil fuel
sources. In his message at
the launch of a report of
The Energy Resource
Institute (TERI), Singh
said: "By 2030, the total capacity for power production would be about
820GW. Out of that, more
than 500GW will be nonfossil." Pointing out that
India has already started
adding storage capacity to
renewable energy, the minister said the government
has come out with one of
the largest bids on storage
and is trying to bring
down the storage cost by
adding volume. He also
emphasised on India's
commitment to energy
transition targets though
the country has one of the
lowest per capita emissions. TERI on Wednesday
released a roadmap charting the feasible pathways

to achieving the ambitious
decarbonisation targets.
Apart from suggesting
policies as well as technological interventions to
achieve the 2030 goals,
TERI's roadmap also calls
for state leadership in the
development of pumped
storage plants and feed-intariff for solar generation.
Vibha Dhawan, Director
General, TERI, said in the
statement, "While India
has the right policy regime
in place, we need to adopt
new energy storage solutions and technologies
which bring stability and
flexibility to the grid. We
need collaborations for investing in research and development of new technologies."

Sensex, Nifty climb nearly
1 pc; IT, banking stocks shine
Mumbai, Jul 27:

The rupee declined 13
paise to close at 79.91 (provisional) against the US
dollar on Wednesday,
weighed down by the overall strength in the greenback and expectations of
an aggressive rate hike by
the US Federal Reserve. At
the interbank foreign exchange market, the local
currency opened at 79.83
and finally ended at 79.91,
down 13 paise over its previous close. On Tuesday,
the rupee had settled at
79.78 against the American
currency. "The Indian
rupee depreciated on overall strength in the US
Dollar and concerns over
global economic recovery.

Benchmark
indices
bounced
back
on
Wednesday after a two-day
decline, with the Sensex
and Nifty climbing nearly
1 per cent each, tracking
heavy buying in IT and
banking stocks amid a positive trend in European
markets. At the closing
bell, the 30-share BSE
benchmark jumped 547.83
points or 0.99 per cent to
settle at 55,816.32. During
the day, it climbed 584.6
points or 1 per cent to
55,853.09.
The broader NSE Nifty
advanced 157.95 points or
0.96 per cent to 16,641.80.
Sun Pharma was the top

gainer in the Sensex pack,
spurting 3.39 per cent, followed by State Bank of
India, Larsen & Toubro,

Asian
Paints,
TCS,
UltraTech Cement, Bajaj
Finance and IndusInd
Bank.

Axis Bank reports India's economic growth projections Domino’s launches Cheesy
Rewards Loyalty program
revised downward: IMF
Rs. 4,125 crores profit
Mumbai, Jul 27:
Axis Bank, India’s thirdlargest private sector bank
announced its Q1FY23 results, reporting net profit
of Rs. 4,125 crores, as compared to gain of Rs. 2,160
crores in Q1FY22. The
Bank’s Net Interest
Income (NII) grew 21%
YOY and 6% Q-on-Q to Rs.
9,384 crores in Q1FY23
from Rs. 7,760 crores in
Q1FY22. Its Net interest
margin (NIM) for Q1FY23
was 3.60%, growing 14 bps
YOY and 11 bps QoQ.
CASA grew up 16% YoY
and 1% QoQ, whereas
CASA ratio stood at 43%

improved by 53 bps YOY.
The bank’s operating revenue reflects an 11%
growth from Rs. 11,119
crores in Q1FY22 to Rs.
12,383 crores in Q1FY23.
As of 30th June 2022 the
Bank’s reported Gross
NPA and Net NPA levels at
2.76% and 0.64% respectively as against 3.85% and
1.20% as on 30th June 2021.
The bank’s Fee income
grew 34% YoY to Rs. 3,576
crores. Retail fee grew 43%
YOY & contributed 66% to
total fee. Overall capital
adequacy ratio (CAR) including profit for Q1FY23
stood at 17.83% with CET 1
ratio of 15.16%.

̈ To 7.4 per cent for
fiscal year 2022
New York, Jul 27:

The IMF on Tuesday cut
India's growth rate by 0.8
percentage point to 7.4 per
cent for fiscal year 2022, reflecting "mainly less
favourable external conditions and more rapid policy
tightening. The IMF in its
World Economic Outlook
update July 2022, released
Tuesday, said that the global economy, which is still
reeling from the pandemic
and Russia's invasion of
Ukraine, is facing an increasingly gloomy and uncertain outlook. The IMF

projects the global economy
to slow further to 3.2 per
cent in 2022 from last year's
6.1 per cent. Global growth
at 3.2 per cent in 2022 and
moderating to 2.9 per cent
in 2023 is lower than projected in the April 2022
World Economic Outlook
by 0.4 and 0.7 percentage
point, respectively.
This reflects stalling
growth in the world's three
largest economies the
United States, China and
the euro area with important consequences for the
global outlook. It added
that downgrades for China
and the United States, as
well as for India, are driving the downward revisions to global growth dur-

ing 2022 23. This reflects the
materialisation of downside risks highlighted in
the April 2022 World
Economic Outlook: a
sharper slowdown in China
due to extended lockdowns,
tightening global financial
conditions associated with
expectations of steeper interest rate hikes by major
central banks to ease inflation
pressure,
and
spillovers from the war in
Ukraine.
It said for emerging markets
and
developing
economies, the negative revisions to growth in 2022 23
reflect mainly the sharp
slowdown of China's economy and the moderation in
India's economic growth.

Mumbai, Jul 27:

Domino’s Pizza, the
largest pizza chain in the
country, recently launched
the Cheesy
Rewards
Loyalty Program. The
first-of-its-kind rewards
program allows customers
to collect 100 points (1 pie)
on every order and, after
collecting 600 points, offers the customer the opportunity to get a free
pizza. This allows customers to enjoy their
favourite Domino’s Pizza
and get rewarded for their
orders from Domino’s.
Speaking
about
the
Cheesy Rewards campaign, Sandeep Anand,
EVP and CMO, Domino’s

Pizza, said, “Customer delight is our constant endeavour. We have created
the Cheesy Rewards
Program with a vision to
nurture, celebrate and reward customer relationships
and
loyalty.”
Domino’s has kept innovation and consumer centricity at the centre of its
business to provide the
best food experience and
become a brand synonymous with pizza in India.
The brand values its customers and intends to
make every single pizza
eating experience not just
truly memorable but also
rewarding (by offering
them free pizza on every
6th order).
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‘Shubhangi Atre takes care
of me like a daughter’
akesh Bedi, who
portrays Bhure Lal
in the beloved show
Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai on
&TV, has played a variety
of comical roles throughout his four-decade-longacting career. He dominated comedy television and
movies throughout the
1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.
With his unmatched talent, conviction, and expertise, Rakesh Bedi has
consistently delivered
flawless performances
that have inspired the audience to believe in them.
While his portrayal of
Bhure Lal prompted the
audience to fall off their
seats. He talks about an
array of topics, ranging
from his comic characters
to equations he shares
with the directors and actors of Bhabiji Ghar Par
Hai.
Tell us about your
journey so far.
I completed my FTII
course in Pune before
starting my official career
in film, and during my
convocation performance,
G.P. Sippy, Sir—who had
just directed the smashhit Sholay that year—
asked me to come to
Bombay and offered me a
significant part in the
movie Ahsaas! My foray
into the Hindi film indus-

R

try was done with this
movie. My path has been
lovely, and I am proud to
say that despite having
been in over 100 movies
and television shows, I am
one of the few actors who
started their careers in
theatre and are still associated with it. Theatre
will always be my first
love.
Who has been your
role model as a theatre
artist?
Charlie Chaplin was
someone I had a crush on,
so I watched all his
movies and comedic performances. He was the

one who, without saying a
word, made everyone
laugh, and that is what
motivated me to pursue a
career in theatre. I also
enjoyed the amazing work
of Johnny Walker, Sanjiv
Kapoor, and Mehmood
Sir.
What was the response you received for
playing Bhure Lal in
Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai?
There has always been
a fantastic response. The
Bhure Lal persona is incredibly
popular.
However, they also worry
when I take off my helmet
(laughs). When the audi-

B

ollywood star Akshay Kumar says even though comedy is his favourite genre, he loves experimenting
with characters and is in a constant chase for new
things. "Though comedy is my favourite genre, I love
experimenting with different roles. I have a hunger for
this, I constantly chase the new. So one could say I am
a very greedy kind of a person when it comes to work,"
Akshay said. The actor's film 'Bachchhan Paandey' is set
to have its world television premiere on Zee Cinema on
July 31. He says the movie is a "mass entertainer".
Akshay added: "I've taken up a film like this after
a long time. Not only does it sketch out the
hero to be an unconventional villain but also,
the whole film outlines a fresh narrative
for the audience to just sit back and
enjoy." Akshay's co-star Arshad Warsi
added that 'Bachchhan Paandey' is the
kind of film he would definitely watch.
Arshad Warsi added: "It is light-hearted, with thrill, drama, and greatly
written characters. Comedy is one
of the most difficult genres there
is; one has to have impeccable
timing with the punchlines and
sense of humour to make it
look effortless. But my
aim, always, is to get
into the character so
much that I make
you forget who I am.
I make you forget
what my previous one
was, and that works for
me. It's always a breeze
collaborating with Akshay
Kumar.
"He is a great person at
heart. I think that is one of the
reasons he just goes on and on
and on. verybody wants to cast
him because he is absolutely trouble-free. Apart from that, Bachchhan
Paandey also gave me the opportunity
to work with beautiful Kriti Sanon. She is
a joy to work with, so hardworking and
extremely sincere."

Akshay Kumar:
I constantly chase
new things

ence appreciates me as
Bhure Lal, I am overwhelmed. I frequently
find myself giggling as I
go through the countless
hilarious and witty father-in-law memes created by Bhure Lal on social
media.
What do you feel
makes Bhabiji Ghar
Par Hai more loved in
comparison to other
comedy shows?
I would say writing.
Without a doubt! Our
writer, Manoj Santoshi,
can bring laughter with
lines that have no humour
in them. We just must deliver the line in a way that
brings laughter.
You have been in this
industry for a long time
and have done various
comedic and serious
roles. However, people
best remember you for
your comic roles. What
do you want to say
about that?
I am grateful that people appreciate my work
and show me such a lot of
support. I have performed
both serious and humorous roles concurrently,
and I will continue to do
so. In theatres, I have
played a variety of serious characters. One of the
most well-known is The
Mouse Trap by Agatha

Christie, in which I portrayed the drama's primary antagonist. I have
performed 200 or so concerts, and it was a huge
hit
in
London.
Additionally, ‘Massage’, a
piece by Vijay Tendulkar
that I performed alone for
two hours straight playing 24 various shades of
personalities in a row, will
always be my favourite.
Apart from Aasif
Sheikh, with whom do
you have a strong bond
in the Bhabiji Ghar Par
Hai cast?
I don't have my regular
scenes, but whenever I
am on set, I have been
pampered a lot by
Shubhangi Atre (Angoori
Bhabi). She takes care of
everything like a daughter. So, our bond is not
just onscreen but offscreen as well. We all
have our lunch together
whenever I am on set, and
Shubhangi herself cooks
for me and innocently
says' Dadoo Khana Kha
lo. Likewise, I share a
great time with Rohit,
chit-chatting about our
theatre days and many
political topics.
Watch Rakesh Bedi as
Bhure Lal &TV’s Bhabiji
Ghar Par Hai airing
every Monday to
Friday at 10:30 PM.
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Nia Sharma, Niti Taylor to
participate in ‘Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa’

alayalam actress
Nithya Menon has
put out a video in
which she has clarified that
she is not getting married

Birmingham, Jul 27 (PTI):

̈ FTP for next five
years finalised

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

t's time for the celebrities to put on
their dancing shoes again as COLORS
returns with its flagship celebrity
dance reality show ‘Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa’.
The franchise enjoyed immense
success in
its past season and
will be
making
a grand
comeback
t o

I

television after a 5-year hiatus. As per the
format, the show will see eminent celebrities from different walks of life showcasing their best dance moves along with
choreographer partners. While there has
been a lot of anticipation around who
will take on the judges panel, filmmaker
Karan Johar and timeless beauty
Madhuri Dixit Nene have been roped in
and will return as judges. Joining them
the International artist Nora Fatehi after
her recent stint in Dance Deewane
Juniors. Showcasing an illustrious panel
of judges and a star-studded line-up of
contestants, the 10th season is going to be
10 times bigger, more glamourous, and entertaining. Gorgeous television actor Nia
Sharma, youth icon Niti Taylor, popular
actor Gashmeer Mahajani and restaurateur/chef Zorawar Kalra have been confirmed to participate in the upcoming
season of India’s most loved
celebrity dance reality show
Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa.
Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa will air
soon on COLORS

Nithya Menon clarifies
she is not getting married
any time soon

M

ICC Meet: BCCI to host 2025 Not thinking of Australia as yet,
focussing on group matches: Manpreet
Women’s ODI World Cup

Cinema has
become the
greatest source
of joy in my life,
says Shruti Haasan

anytime soon, as was reported by a section of the
media.
Taking to Instagram, the
actress, who is recovering
from an ankle injury, said,
"I'll take this opportunity to
say directly myself that I
am not getting married. It is
just a big happy made up
story. There is nothing close
to it. No plans. Nobody in
the picture. That's not happening. Just a classic case
of someone who is bored
making up an article and it
was picked up by everybody
in the media without doing
any background checks or
without confirming at all."
The actress said, "I have
absolutely zero plans for it.
Also, I'm always going to
take breaks from acting
and I need that time to recuperate. It's the kind of person I am. Most actors do it.
It's new to people here. I'll
never be able to work continuously or mechanically."
"I've had a really tough one
year. Worked literally every
day. Because of the lockdown everything got piled
up and I had to work everyday. I have five or six more
projects that are going to be
released," the actress
added.

ctress Shruti Haasan, who completed 13 years in the film industry recently, says that Cinema
has become the greatest source of joy in
her life.
Taking to Instagram, the actress posted
a video expressing gratitude and wrote,
"Magical 13 years - I never actually
thought I'd do more than a movie. Even I
wasn't born to do this. I learned to love
it and cinema has become the greatest
source of joy in my life - in fact, it has
given me the life I'm so grateful for.
"Through the years, I've learned a
lot on how to weather success and
failures, how to waltz with confidence and doubt and most of all, to
appreciate the honour of telling
stories and giving souls to
women I've never known before.
"I'm so eternally thankful for
the love and appreciation I get
and I never take it for granted, ever.
"Thank you for everything and I hope to give
you more and fall more in
love with this gift of
time and art.
"p.s. - Weirdos just
got to stick to being
weirdos apparently.
It eventually pays
off ! Thank you.
Thank you for
these 13 years!"

India will host the
Women's 50-over World
Cup in 2025 as the BCCI
has successfully bid for
the mega event during the
ICC Annual Conference
that
concluded
in
Birmingham on Tuesday.
The ICC flagship event
will return to the country
after more than a decade.
The last time a women's
50-over World Cup was
held in India was back in
2013 when Australian
emerged champions after
beating the West Indies by
114 runs in the final in
Mumbai. Three other ICC
women's events were also
awarded on the day with
Bangladesh hosting the
2024 T20 World Cup and
England winning hosting
rights for the 2026 edition.
The inaugural T20
Champions Trophy in 2027
will be hosted by Sri
Lanka.
The last big mega
women's global cricket
event held in India was the
2016 World T20 but that
was primarily because
ICC used to organise both
men's and women's event
simultaneously. However,
the system has changed

BCCI President Sourav Ganguly with BCB Chairman Nazmul Hassan and Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB)
Chairman Ramiz Raja during a party ahead of ICC Board meeting, at the Library of Birmingham.

with
popularity
of
women's game increasing
exponentially and ICC has
segregated the events to
procure the proper value
for women's game with
separate broadcast deal
and exclusive coverage.
"We were keen on hosting the ICC Women's
Cricket World Cup 2025
and we are glad we have
won the hosting rights for
this marquee clash on the
women's calendar," BCCI
president Sourav Ganguly
was quoted as saying in an

ICC release. "The sport has
undergone tremendous
transformation since then.
The
popularity
of
women's cricket is rapidly
rising, and this is a step in
the right direction. The
BCCI will work closely
with the ICC and fulfil all
the requirements."
BCCI secretary Jay
Shah said: "We are taking
several steps to raise the
profile of the sport right
from the grassroots level
and hosting the World Cup
will further boost the pop-

ularity of the sport in the
country.
"The BCCI remains
committed to women's
cricket in India. We have
the infrastructure in
place, and I am confident
we will have a very successful edition of the
World Cup."
The 50 over Women's
World Cup, however, has
been a stand-alone event
since its inception in 1973,
two years before the men's
mega event started in
England in 1975.

Galle, Sri Lanka, Jul 27 (AP):

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
Renowned mental conditioning
coach Paddy Upton is "excited
and privileged" to rejoin the
Indian team for a short-term
contract ahead of the T20
World Cup in Australia later
this year.
Upton, who was a part of the
2011 World Cup-winning
Indian team's support staff,
will join the ODI team from
Wednesday's third game
against the West Indies in Port
of Spain. He will continue till
the end of the T20 World Cup
in Australia. "Excited and privileged to be back in
#TeamIndia colours, working
alongside long time colleague,

friend and Head Coach Rahul
Dravid. Much of our journey
was thanks to @rajasthanroyals," Upton said in a tweet.
Upton was first roped in by
former India coach Gary
Kirsten, when he took charge
of the senior national team in
2008 and they forged a successful partnership till 2011.
Since then, Upton has been
associated with various IPL
teams and also worked with
Rahul Dravid at Rajasthan
Royals. On Tuesday, Upton was
brought back to the national
team set-up. "It is a shortterm arrangement for a period
of four months," a senior BCCI
source had told PTI on conditions of anonymity.

Sri Lanka's hopes of
winning the second cricket test took a hit as
Pakistan reached 89-1 in
its second innings at
stumps Wednesday after
being set an improbable
target of 508.
Play on the fourth day
ended early because of
bad light with 26 overs
lost. Only six overs were
possible after tea.
Pakistan needs another
419 runs to win but the
more realistic prospect is
for the tourists to try and
bat out the final day to
draw the game and secure
the series. Pakistan leads
the two match-series 1-0.
Openers
Abdullah
Shafique and Imam-ulHaq added 42 runs for the
first
wicket,
seeing
through the first hour of
what looked like a long
grind
for
Pakistan.
Shafique, who scored an
unbeaten 160 in the first
test when Pakistan successfully chased down 342
runs to set a record at
Galle, was dismissed for
16. He was spectacularly
caught
by
debutant
Dunith Wellalage, who ran

Sri Lanka's Dhananjaya de Silva (L) celebrates after scoring a century as his teammate Ramesh Mendis watches during the fourth day
of the second cricket Test match between Sri Lanka and Pakistan at
the Galle International Cricket Stadium in Galle on July 27.

England sweeps past Sweden IPL's global dominance is
4-0, reaches Euro 2022 final dangerous, says Gilchrist
Melbourne, Jul 27 (PTI):

Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Tune into the thoughts of others, Aquarius.
Focusing only on yourself means you're
missing the beauty and wisdom that come
from other people. Respect their opinions
the way you want them to respect yours.
Your ego might get in the way of your brain
until you embrace the lesson of sensitivity
that it's trying to teach you.

Today you should work to tune into the
larger, slower-moving trends in your life,
Pisces. Consider making some long-term
monetary and emotional investments.
There is a great deal of prosperity available to you now, but beware of deception
on the part of others. Watch out for fast
talkers and people who promise everything yet deliver nothing.

Many people conduct their lives without
really making conscious decisions about
their actions. People walk around like
they're asleep. Don't fall into this trap,
Aries. This is a good day to dust off your
thinking cap and take action. Don't let
others make decisions for you. Take control of your destiny.

Your thinking is clear today and you'll
find that it's right in sync with who you
are, Taurus. Find your strength in conversations in which you display your
keen insight into the situation at hand.
Your detective-like nature is especially
active, and others will find it hard to
pull the wool over your eyes now. Stay
tuned in to what's going on around you.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

It's OK to be wrong, Gemini. If you know
you've made a mistake, feel free to admit it.
Don't let your ego stand in the way of
progress. Others won't want to deal with
you if you insist that what you're doing is
right all the time when perhaps it isn't. Your
mind may be a bit more fragile on a day like
this, so try to be more sensitive and receptive than usual.

Be careful about being too critical
today, Cancer. You're likely to turn people away if you aren't careful with how
you express yourself. This is a good time
to listen and receive as opposed to
deliver information. Let things stew in
your head for a while before you make
any major decisions.

Your mental ability could be rather sluggish and lazy today. It could be that you
aren't feeling as sharp as you'd like, Leo.
This is most likely a sign that you simply
need to slow down and relax. Don't feel
as if you always need to deliver the
keynote address. Be more of an audience
member today and take advice from the
other people up on stage.

One of the important lessons of the day for
you is to remember that emotions are powerful things to recognize and honor. Don't discount your feelings. In fact, it's most important that you embrace them with your whole
being. Once you relax and settle into your true
emotions, you'll find that your mind clears and
you can make conscious, rational decisions
about whatever issues come your way.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

Someone may be calling you on certain
behaviors today, Libra. It could be that your
aggressive nature rubs someone the wrong
way and they simply don't have thick enough
skin to take it. You may not even be aware of
how your warlike attitude affects those
around you. This is a good day to see things
from someone else's perspective in order to
gain a bit more data on the situation.

Your mind is thinking quite clearly today,
Scorpio. You'll discover that you have a
keen ability to tune into the subtle energies that are moving through your life
right now. The good news is that your ego
and brain are working together, and you
may be able to strike a better balance
between these two elements of your psyche much more easily than usual.

Your receptivity to new ideas is
stronger than usual today, Sagittarius.
Listen to what people say and remember that you can learn from every person you meet. There's a lesson in every
situation. Remember to keep your
brain exercised, just like any other part
of your body.

Your mental clarity is astounding today,
Capricorn. You'll find that your pattern of
thinking reflects exactly who you are at the
core of your being. The moment you walk
out the door this morning, you'll find that
your brain wants to process everything.
This action will give you greater assuredness and insight, making this a terrific day
to stand up and speak your mind.
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48. Pronoun
49. Skiing hill
51. Storage spot
53. Beatle Ringo ____
56. Dishonor
60. Began
64. Meantime
66. Greasy
67. Unsophisticated
69. Nevada resort
70. Healing plant
71. Monstrous giants
72. Army division
73. Favorites
74. Raises children
75. Foundation

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Small wagon
5. Tiny particles
10. Filter
14. Bogus butter
15. Crawl
16. Leg hinge
17. Dads' partners
18. ____ Gras (Shrove Tuesday)
19. Like some tea
20. Dampen

22. Beasts
24. Behind
25. Massachusetts city
27. Oozes
29. Old hat
34. GI's hangout
37. Gets up
40. Ring loudly
41. Member of Congress
43. Julia Roberts, e.g.
45. Has supper
46. Teeter-totter

1. Punctuation mark
2. Emotionally distant
3. Send payment
4. Flings
5. Peak
6. Happen
7. Above, in poems
8. Hero's award
9. Backbone
10. Type of milk
11. Andes native
12. Sense
13. Turner and Kennedy
21. Goody
23. Rascal
26. Donkey
28. Greek Cupid
30. Fourth mo.

31. Glimpses
32. Window frame
33. In addition
34. Employs
35. Embossed emblem
36. Upon
38. Water under the Brooklyn Bridge (2
wds.)
39. Beat it!
42. Nile snake
44. "Oliver ____"
47. Lobe locale
50. Superlative suffix
52. Little angel
54. Singing voice
55. Proverb
57. Ring
58. Short skirts
59. Overact
60. TV "opera"
61. Floor covering
62. Great deal (2 wds.)
63. Seeded breads
65. Monster's loch
68. Savings plan (abbr.)
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the Games. The Indian
team begins it campaign
with a group match against
Ghana on Sunday.

Excited and privileged to be Dhananjaya century cements Sri Lanka’s upper hand Just want to be best version of
myself in CWG, says Srikanth
back in Indian team: Upton

A
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Australia have won every
one
of
the
six
Commonwealth Games
hockey tournaments to
date. "As a team, we have
set a goal that we have to
win
a
medal
in
Birmingham and we can
feel the weight of expectations as well. However, in
order to reach that stage,
we have to give our absolute
best in each game and not
take any opposition lightly,"
he added. The 30-year-old,
who will be making his
300th appearance for India
when he turns out against
Ghana, termed his playing
career as a roller-coaster
ride, full of ups and downs.
"The journey has been
absolutely special. It has
also been a sheer honour to
play for India for so long.
The game has taught me so
many things about life.
"I made my debut in 2011
when India won Asian
Champions
Trophy.
However, the very next
year, London Olympics was
disastrous as we could not
win a single game. We improved by leaps and bounds
in the next few years by
winning some big events.
So, it has been a rollercoaster ride for me,"
Manpreet said. Head coach
Graham Reid, who has
been at the helm of affairs
since 2019, said he's fully
aware of what the players
are capable of achieving in
Birmingham.

A maiden gold at the
Commonwealth Games
in Birmingham is the
ultimate goal but Indian
men's hockey team captain
Manpreet Singh said the
players will take one game
at a time and their immediate focus will be on the
group stage matches.
Six-time
champions
Australia are the hot
favourites in Birmingham
and the Indians will have to
beat them at some stage if
they are to clinch gold. But,
Manpreet said his players
are not breaking sweat as
yet thinking over their possible clash with the
Kookaburras.
"Right now, we are focusing on the group stage
matches and not thinking
about Australia at all.
Every one is of the opinion
that we give our best in
these matches and then
think about what Australia
has to offer when we face
them," Manpreet said at
a virtual press conference ahead of

Sheffield, Jul 27 (AP):
England is heading back
to Wembley Stadium for a
European Championship
final. This time it's the
women's team going for
the title. Sealed with an
impudent back-heeled goal
by Alessia Russo, England
swept past Sweden with a
4-0 win on Tuesday in the
first Euro 2022 semifinal
match.
Germany or France
awaits in Sunday's final
they play on Wednesday
and the winner will be
taking on a host team
that has captured the
imagination of a nation.
Just like England's men's
team did last summer at
Euro 2020, when it got to
the final at Wembley but
lost in a penalty shootout
to Italy.
Football's
Coming
Home English soccer's
anthem was sung by the
excitable home fans in
the crowd of 28,624 at
Bramall Lane in Sheffield

England's teammates celebrate after winning at the end of the
UEFA Women's Euro 2022 semi-final football match between
England and Sweden at the Bramall Lane stadium, in Sheffield.
England won 4 - 0 against Sweden.

in the final minutes of
what proved to be a onesided match as England
reached the final of a
European Championship

for the third time, after
1984 and 2009. England
lost both times and has
never won a major international tournament.

Former Australia captain Adam Gilchrist on
Wednesday voiced concerns over the Indian
Premier League's (IPL) expanding global footprint,
saying the cash-rich
league's efforts to monopolise T20 franchise cricket
are becoming "a little bit
dangerous."
Gilchrist's comments
came in the wake of reports in Australian media
saying
batter
David
Warner
will
skip
Australia's Big Bash
League (BBL) this season
to participate in a new
league in the United Arab
Emirates, backed by IPL
money.
Warner plays for IPL
side Delhi Capitals, owned
by India's GMR Group,
which owns a team in the
Emirati league. The new
tournament's schedule is
set to clash with the BBL's,
which
runs
from
December
to
earlyFebruary 2023.

IPL team owners have
also bought all six franchises of South Africa's new
domestic T20 league, while
three IPL franchise owners
-- of Kolkata, Rajasthan
and Punjab -- own teams in
the Caribbean Premier
League.
"I think it would almost
be commercial suicide for
(Cricket Australia) to allow
a player like him (Warner)
to go head-to-head up
against their own competition,"
Gilchrist
told
Australia's SEN Radio.
"They can't force David
Warner to play in the
BBL... But to let him then
go off -- or another player,
let's not single out Warner
because there will be other
players on the radar -- it's
all part of this global dominance that these IPL franchises are starting to create. "... It's getting a little bit
dangerous the grip that it's
having to monopolise that
ownership and the ownership of the players and
their talents and where
they can and can't play."

from mid-on.
Captain Babar Azam
joined Imam and looked
comfortable against spin
as they added an unbroken
47 runs for the second
wicket.
After the 28th over of
the innings, the Pakistan
batters successfully complained to the umpires
that they could not see the
ball. Imam was unbeaten
on 46 when play was called
off and Babar unbeaten on
26.
Pakistan already needs
to set a world record to
win this match, topping
the West Indies' 418
against Australia in 2003
as the highest-ever successful fourth innings run
chase. But the Sri
Lankans were cautious
about a declaration with a
run-friendly surface and
Pakistan having, in Babar,
one of the best batters in
the world.
Sri Lanka earlier declared its second innings
on 360-8 after resuming on
176-5. The overnight pair
of Dhananjaya de Silva
and Dimuth Karunaratne
shared 126 runs for the
sixth wicket to consolidate
Sri Lanka's position.

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
In a career spanning
over a decade, Kidambi
Srikanth has seen it all.
The highs of
four
Superseries titles in a
calendar year, the ecstasy
of a Commonwealth
Games silver at Gold
Coast, a brief world number one ranking stint, the
lows of 23 first-round
exits, and the pain of
missing out of the Tokyo
Olympics -- all within a
little over four years of
his career.
Now a much "matured
and
experienced"
Srikanth says he is just
trying to create a "better
version" of
himself

every time he takes the
court. "I am more experienced and mature now. I
always wanted to be the
best version of myself. I
was in the best possible
shape in 2018 CWG and I
am very confident as I
play the Birmingham
CWG," Srikanth told PTI
in an interview.
"I consider CWG on par
with Asian Games or
World Championships.
This is one event that
happens in four years
and the medal reflects towards the nation. I have
been playing well in the
last year and for me, it is
about constantly trying
to learn from my mistakes and play better.

Dhawan, Iyer move up
in ICC ODI rankings

Dubai, Jul 27 (PTI):
Senior India batter
Shikhar Dhawan on
Wednesday moved up a
place to joint 13th spot in
the latest ICC ODI rankings on the back of his
match-winning
knock
against the West Indies in
the first match of the ongoing limited-over series.
Dhawan, a left-handed
batter, made 97 in the first
ODI against West Indies

last Friday at the Port of
Spain. India won the game
by three runs.
Another India batter
Shreyas Iyer, who struck
back-to-back half centuries in the first two ODIs
against the West Indies,
moved up 20 places to the
joint 54th among batters.
Iyer had struck 54 and 63
in the first and the second
ODI against West Indies.
Pacer Mohammad Siraj
has got a place in the top

100 and is on the 97th spot.
Siraj had figures of 2/57 in
the first ODI against West
Indies.
Virat Kohli and Rohit
Sharma, who both have
been rested for the series
against West Indies, have
dropped a place each to
fifth and sixth spot respectively.
For West Indies, opener
Shai Hope is up three
places to 12th after his 115
in the second match,
which went in vain while
speedster Alzarri Joseph
has gained two places to
reach 16th position after
grabbing two wickets each
in both matches against
India. Meanwhile, South
Africa's Quinton de Kock
has progressed two places
to fourth after his 92 not
out in the third match
against England which
was washed out by rain,
ending the series at 1-1.
England pacer David
Willey has moved up to the
23rd spot among bowlers.
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‘Bali Tharpanam’ Ritual

TRICOLOR AT 12,000 FEET

Left leader urges
voluntary outfits
to help devotees

ITBP personnel hoist the tricolour as part of Azadi ke Amrit Mahotsav urging people to hoist the national flag ahead of
Independence Day, at 12,000 feet in Ladakh.

AIADMK hits the road
to take on DMK regime
p

Over hike in taxes

Chennai, Jul 27 (PTI):
The main Opposition
AIADMK staged a protest
here on Wednesday and
slammed the DMK regime
over increase in property
taxes and proposed hike in
electricity tariff. Edappadi
K Palaniswami, the party's
interim general secretary,
who led the demonstration
in the scorching sun nearly
fainted on the dais after he
completed his speech and it
led to anxious moments for
a while.
After party office-bearers
took him aside, provided

him water and a brief rest,
Palaniswami resumed his
participation in the demonstration. Palaniswami, the
Leader of Opposition,
slammed the DMK regime
for price rise and said that
the government steered by
the DMK is the only one to
increase all kinds of taxes,
including property and
water taxes, and it has also
proposed to increase electricity tariff.
During the 14-month
DMK rule, people across
Tamil Nadu have been hit
hard, he alleged. The DMK
assumed power in Tamil
Nadu in May 2021. The
protest is to condemn steps
to hike taxes that affect the

people. Shaken by the massive protests held across
the State by the AIADMK,
cases are being filed
against partymen, he alleged. The DMK regime
does not have influence
among people and to divert
attention, cases are filed by
police, he claimed.
The AIADMK leader targeted the DMK regime for
not 'fulfilling' poll promises.
He listed ruling party's assurances including getting
NEET scrapped, Rs 1,000
assistance for women family heads and a subsidy of
Rs 100 for cooking gas
cylinder and demanded to
know if all the promises
have been fulfilled.

Thiruvananthapuram, Jul 27 (PTI):
As Malayalees are gearing
up to perform 'bali
tharpanam' ritual paying
homage to their ancestors
on Thursday, a senior
CPI(M) leader from Kerala
on Wednesday put out a social media post elaborating
the features of the traditional practice and urged voluntary service organisations
to provide help to the devotees for the same. The ruling
party's Kannur strongman P
Jayarajan, in the post on
Facebook, said 'bali' ritual
does not have any religious
connections and it's purely
related to the humans who
have come moulded through
myths and the beliefs attached to it. Humans might
have various kinds of beliefs but some people are trying to "confine them in narrow communal compartments", he said, adding that
society should be vigilant
about such trends.

New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):

various political parties
have expressed different
views on the report," he
said, replying to a written
question. The National
Conference, the PDP and
several other political parties have slammed the report.
The NC said the report
"defies any and all logic"
and no political, social and
administrative reason can
justify the recommendations. The PDP said "delimitation commission
has become an extension
of BJP; we reject this delimitation report as we
don't trust it. This is nothing but only an attempt to
disempower the people of
Jammu Kashmir".
As against previous
number of 37 and 46 assembly seats for Jammu
region and Kashmir region, respectively, the
Delimitation Commission

has notified 43 seats for
Jammu region and 47
seats for Kashmir region.
Rai said the commission conducted delimitation exercise of Union territory of Jammu and
Kashmir based on the census data of 2011 and the
criteria prescribed under
the Jammu and Kashmir
Reorganisation Act, 2019.
The commission has
also considered the representations for geographical areas having inadequate communication and
lack of public conveniences due to their excessive remoteness or inhospitable conditions on the
international border.
Replying to a separate
question, the minister
said statehood to Jammu
and Kashmir will be
granted at an appropriate
time and the decision to
conduct assembly elec-

India lost over 1,000 tigers since 2012
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
India has lost 1,059
tigers since 2012 with
Madhya Pradesh, which is
known as the 'tiger state' of
the country, recording the
highest number of deaths
of
striped
felines.
According to the National
Tiger
Conservation
Authority (NTCA), 75
tigers have died this year
so far, while 127 had died
last year, the highest in the
2012-2022 period.
As many as 106 tiger
deaths occurred in 2020; 96
in 2019; 101 in 2018; 117 in
2017; 121 in 2016; 82 in 2015;
78 in 2014; 68 in 2013 and 88
in 2012. Madhya Pradesh,
which has six tiger reserves, logged the maximum number (270) of
deaths during this period,
followed by Maharashtra

(183), Karnataka (150),
Uttarakhand (96), Assam
(72), Tamil Nadu (66),
Uttar Pradesh (56) and
Kerala (55).
Rajasthan, Bihar, West
Bengal, Chhattisgarh and
Andhra Pradesh saw 25,
17, 13, 11 and 11 tiger
deaths,
respectively.
Madhya Pradesh has lost
68 tigers in the last oneand-a-half years, while
Maharashtra has seen 42
tiger deaths in this period.
In the 2018 Tiger
Census, Madhya Pradesh
had emerged as the 'tiger
state' of India with 526
tigers,
followed
by
Karnataka which had 524
tigers.
According to data, 193
tigers died due to poaching
in the 2012-2020 period.
Data of deaths due to
poaching since January

2021 is not yet available.
The authorities identified "seizure" as the reason
for the death of 108 tigers,
while 44 big cats died due
to "unnatural" causes in
this period.
According to the NTCA,
poaching is considered as
the reason for all tiger
deaths in the beginning.
Supplementary details
like post mortem reports,
forensic and lab reports
and circumstantial evidence are gathered for
closing a particular case
as either "natural", "poaching" or "unnatural but not
poaching".
The onus of proving a
case as natural or poaching rests with the state. In
the event of any doubt, in
spite of the evidence,
poaching is ascribed as the
reason for death.

‘Delhi slowly becoming EV capital’
New Delhi, Jul 27 (PTI):
Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on
Wednesday inaugurated
seven electric vehicle
charging stations and
said the city is slowly becoming the EV capital of
the country.
"In 2020, the Delhi government had formulated
EV Policy and we didn't
expect we would get such
a resounding response.
Last year, 25,809 vehicles
were sold and in the
seven months this, over
29,000 vehicles have been
sold and the numbers
will increase by the end
of this year.
Electric vehicles comprised 9.3 per cent of the
vehicles sold this year,

with two-wheelers
selling the most...
This means that
Delhi is slowly becoming the EV capital," Kejriwal said at
the event.
He shared that
there is an application through which
people can get information on their nearest charging stations
and the occupancy.
Two
types
of
charging facilities
are available at the
stations -- fast charging in which one will
pay Rs 10 per unit of
electricity and slow
charging for which
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal and Delhi Transport Minister Kailash Gahlot at the inaugura- one will have to pay
Rs 3 per unit of election of Electric Vehicle Charging Stations, at Rajghat Bus Depot in New Delhi, Wednesday.
tricity consumed.
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‘No significant protests in J&K against
Delimitation Commission report’
The
Centre
on
Wednesday said there
were
no
significant
protests in Jammu and
Kashmir against the report of the Delimitation
Commission even though
various political parties
have expressed different
views on the report.
Union Minister of State
for Home Nityanand Rai
said this in Rajya Sabha
replying to a question
whether there is widespread resentment regarding the report on the delimitation of assembly
constituencies in Jammu
and Kashmir.
"The government of
Jammu and Kashmir has
intimated that there were
no significant protest
against the report of the
D e l i m i t a t i o n
Commission. However,

‘Tiger state’ MP records
maximum big cat deaths

tions there is the prerogative of the Election
Commission.
"Yes Sir. Statehood to
Jammu and Kashmir
would be granted at an appropriate time," Rai said
replying to a question on
whether Union Home
Minister Amit Shah had
stated in Parliament that
the statehood to the
Jammu and Kashmir
would be restored, if so,
by when, and if not, the
reasons.
On August 5, 2019, while
taking the initiative to abrogate Article 370, which
gave special status to
Jammu and Kashmir, and
bifurcating the erstwhile
state into two Union territories, Shah had said in
the Parliament that statehood to Jammu and
Kashmir would be restored when the situation
there becomes normal.

Mindtree Co-founder and Odisha Skill Development Authority Chairman Subroto Bagchi presents the Rajarshi
Bhattacharya Memorial Medal to graduate student Rajanti Dey during the convocation ceremony of Indian Institute of
Science (IISc), at J N Tata Auditorium in Bengaluru, Wednesday.

BJP youth leader’s murder sparks tension
Mangaluru/Bengaluru, July 27 (PTI):
Tension prevailed at
several
places
in
Dakshina Kannada
district on Wednesday
with instances of
stone-pelting and police lathicharge being
reported following the
murder of a BJP Yuva
Morcha member.
The Sangh Parivar
has called for a bandh
in Puttur, Kadaba and
Sullia
taluk
on
Wednesday in protest
against the murder.
Praveen Nettar, a
Zilla BJP Yuva Morcha
committee member
was hacked to death in
front of his broiler
shop in Bellare by

three bike-borne miscreants on Tuesday
night.
A
resident
of
Nettaru in Bellare in
Dakshina Kannada
district, he was hacked
to death, when he was
heading home after
closing his shop. "He
tried to escape and ran
but he fell down after a
blow on his head," police said.
Local residents immediately informed
the police, which
rushed to the spot and
took Nettar to the hospital, where doctors declared him brought
dead.
Incidents of stonepelting at government

buses were reported
from some places. A
bus plying from Puttur
to Mangaluru was
damaged in the stonepelting incident at
Bolwar.
Meanwhile, the body
of the deceased BJP
worker was taken in a
procession in an ambulance to Nettaru by activists of Sangh organisations.
The last rites of the
youth leader will be
performed at his native
place Nettaru.
Hundreds of young
activists belonging to
various Hindu organisations have gathered
at Bellare shouting slogans "we want justice".

Police had to resort
to lathi charge on unruly mob following instances of stone pelting.
Dakshina Kannada
district in-charge minister Sunil Kumar,
state BJP President
Nalin Kumar Kateel
and
RSS
leader
Kalladka Prabhakar
Bhat have reached the
spot.
Security has been
beefed up across the
communally sensitive
district following the
murder. Police have
formed four separate
teams to nab the culprits.
The incident has
threatened to take a

communal turn with
suspicions
being
raised by right wing
outfits that the murder
is in retaliation for another killing of a youth
belonging to minority
community in the
same locality recently.
Police have registered a case of murder
at Bellare police station and have formed
four teams to investigate in different angles
and to nab the murderers.
Few people are being
questioned at the police station, a senior
police official said.
Condemning
the
killing, Chief Minister
Basavaraj Bommai on

Wednesday assured
that the culprits involved in the "heinous
act" will be arrested
soon and be punished
as per law.
"The heinous murder of our party worker Praveen Nettar from
Sullia in Dakshina
Kannada
is
condemnable. Those involved in the heinous
act will be arrested
soon and will be punished as per law,"
Bommai said in a
tweet.
Later speaking to reporters, Bommai said
since the incident took
place close to Kerala
border, Karnataka police is in contact with

its counterpart there.
"Superintendent of
Police, Mangaluru is in
touch with his counterpart in Kasaragod, and
DG of the state has
spoken
to
DG
Kerala...we will nab
them soon, we have
taken this seriously,"
he said.
At the outset it appears to be "pre
planned" and there are
similarities with other
cases, which are being
studied in entirety, the
CM
further
said,
adding "We will go to
the roots."
The incident comes
months after a 28-yearold Bajrang Dal activist was murdered in

Shivamogga by a gang.
Home Minister Arga
Jnanendra said he has
spoken to the Chief
Minister about the incident and has issued
necessary instructions
to the police.
A senior ADGP rank
official will be going to
Mangaluru and will
monitor the probe and
take necessary actions.
Along with nabbing
the culprits, efforts are
also on to maintain
peace and order, he
said.
"It is natural that
there will be anger
about losing a young
man, but I request people to maintain peace."
PTI MVG KSU ROH
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